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Introduction
In order to illustrate the benefit of coding with fix-free codes, we start with an example.
Assume that for the transmission of strings, the letters a, b, and c are replaced by 0,
01, and 010. If the recipient receives 010, he cannot decide, whether the original string
reads c or ba. A set of words which avoids this ambiguity for all strings is called code.
If the decoding is started before the complete string is received in order to accelerate
the process, then the first letter of the string 010 encoded with the code {0, 11, 010} will
wrongly be interpreted as a. This problem is solved by codewords that do not start with
each other, {0, 11, 100} is the example of such a prefix-free code. If the same effect is also
demanded for backwards decoding, then a fix-free code such as {0, 11, 101} is needed.
Apart from the acceleration of the decoding process, the instantaneous decodability of
fix-free codes in both directions makes data retrievable by opposite direction decoding in
case of transmission errors. Fix-free codes were first introduced in Schu¨tzenberger (1956)
and the variable codeword length justifies their application in compression standards
like JPEG-2000, H.263+, and MPEG-4. In regard of a more theoretical treatment,
automata and algebraic structures associated with codes take a particularly convenient
form in the case of fix-free codes. Therefore, a connection with automata theory and
abstract algebra, described in Berstel et al. (2010), is established. Due to the inclusion
of both prefixes and suffixes, fix-free codes inherit their relevance for search theory, see
Ahlswede and Wegener (1979), from prefix-free codes. In addition, the significance of
suffix-prefix overlaps for genome assembly displayed in Aluru (2006), discloses a relation
with molecular biology.
The organization of this thesis starts in Chapter 1 with basic definitions and statements
regarding maximality, the 3/4-Conjecture, and optimality. These three topics are closely
connected, since the subsets of maximal fix-free codes provide confirmation for the 3/4-
Conjecture, which claims the existence of fix-free codes for sequences with a Kraftsum
up to 3/4 and would improve the upper bound for the minimum redundancy of fix-
free codes. For the class of thin codes, we obtain characterizations for the maximality
of codes and fix-free codes which include a Kraftsum of 1. Therefore, the set of thin
maximal fix-free codes is inquired and gets equipped with a function called degree. A
presentation of sufficient criteria for the existence of fix-free codes follows, with special
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attention to the 3/4-Conjecture. Finally, both optimal codes and optimal fix-free codes
are studied and the existence of dominant optimal fix-free codes is used to obtain an
upper bound for the minimum redundancy in case the weakened 3/4-Conjecture holds.
Based on Chapter 1, the following chapters display the author’s results within the three
mentioned directions of research. Chapter 2 opens with properties of the bifix-shadow, a
function that is essential for the construction of fix-free codes. In particular, the existence
of a fixed length code with a Kraftsum up to a given value above 1/2 is proven, which
forbids all words of the next length. Using the concepts of extendability and shiftability,
sufficient criteria for the 3/4-Conjecture are presented and special cases of these proven.
This includes the successful replacement of one of the subsets whose union defines a
fix-free code with Kraftsum at most 2/3.
The lemmata in the first two sections of Chapter 3 serve as a basis for the theory
of greedy extension sets. By definition, these sets preserve the fix-free property of a
code which is extended. The main theorem in this thesis provides the calculation of an
arbitrary length set of the greedy extension set, using only knowledge of the set that is
extended and the sequence of codes which possibly restricts the choice of codewords. If
the set which is extended is a fix-free code and the sequence of codes does not induce
restrictions, then the greedy extension set is a maximal, thin and fix-free code. The
chapter is concluded with the estimation of their degree and with the identification of
suffixes of words without prefix in a greedy extension set.
The next chapter deals with simplifications for greedy extension sets based on fixed
length codes. Here, the number of words with a given length can be determined with
the help of chains in the fixed length code. As a consequence, the maximal length of the
greedy extension set is minimal among all maximal fix-free codes with the same minimal
length set. In addition, a large family of thin maximal fix-free codes is constructed. The
chapter closes with a discussion of greedy extension sets in connection with the similar
concepts of domination and Kraftsum domination. In particular, greedy extension sets
have a subset that Kraftsum dominates every fix-free code with the same minimal length
set and cardinality, whereas the same is not necessarily true for domination.
The first three sections of Chapter 5 introduce concepts for the construction of fix-free
codes from a set of given ones. Both permutations and closed systems can be used
for a distribution of words from the second to other length sets and this method is
applied to the family of thin maximal fix-free codes from the previous chapter. Later,
the preservation of the fix-free property under multiplication offers the construction of
fix-free codes with binomial coefficients in their frequency sequences. The final section
employs inverted multiplication for the determination of an alternative sequence for
which it suffices to show the existence of a fix-free code in order to prove the same for
the originally given sequence.
3In the Conclusion, the contributions of the greedy extension concept regarding the three
mentioned directions are discussed and possible generalizations as well as further state-
ments for this theory are mentioned. Additional strategies regarding the 3/4-Conjecture
based on the forthcomings in this thesis are presented and newly brought up conjectures
emphasized.

1 Fix-Free Codes
In this chapter, we introduce definitions and concepts that will be needed throughout
this thesis. With the exception of Theorem 1.20 and some immediate conclusions and
examples, the statements have already appeared in the literature and serve both to
motivate our objectives and to support the proofs in the upcoming chapters.
1.1 Fix-Free Codes and Maximality
As an extremal property, the maximality of both codes and fix-free codes has been
studied extensively. This section emphasizes the theory of Berstel et al. (2010).
1.1.1 Basic Definitions
Based on the conditions which a set of words has to satisfy in order to define a code or
a fix-free set, fix-free sets without empty word will be identified as codes.
As usual, let N, N0, Z, R>0, R≥0, and R denote the sets of positive integers, non-negative
integers, integers, positive real numbers, non-negative real numbers, and real numbers,
respectively. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, any number in this thesis is assumed to
be a positive integer and if non-positive values are allowed, the number is assumed to be
an integer. Moreover, the power set of a set U is denoted by P (U) := {V |V ⊆ U} and
the set of all functions from the set V to U by UV . We interpret the elements of UV as
sequences, if V ⊆ N0. In particular, we put U i := U{j∈N | j≤i} for i ≥ 1 and |u| := i is
called the length of u ∈ U i.
Definition 1.1. Let the set of all finite alphabets be denoted by
A := {{j ∈ N0 | j ≤ i− 1} ∈ P (N0) | i ≥ 2} .
Moreover, every element of A ∈ A is called letter of A and every element of Ai for i ≥ 0
is called word over A, where the unique element in A0 := {ε} has length 0 and is called
empty word . The set of all words over A is denoted by A∗ and A+ := A∗ \ {ε} denotes
the set of all non-empty words.
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Throughout this thesis, A denotes an element of A and the binary alphabet {0, 1} will
be used most frequently. Since it can make a difference, whether we interpret a set of
words as a subset of A1
∗ or of A2∗ with A1 ( A2 ∈ A, we agree to choose the minimal
alphabet possible, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Definition 1.2. 1. For x, y ∈ A∗ let the product xy be defined by (xy)i = xi for all
1 ≤ i ≤ |x| and (xy)i = yi−|x| for all |x|+ 1 ≤ i ≤ |x|+ |y| =: |xy|.
2. Define the product of X,Y ⊆ A∗ by
XY := {xy ∈ A∗ |x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } .
3. For the multiplication with a set, the factor {x} is for all x ∈ A∗ abbreviated by
x. Moreover, the factor (a) is for all a ∈ A abbreviated by a.
We agree to put ai :=
∏
j≤i a, x
i :=
∏
j≤i x, and a
0 := x0 := ε for i ≥ 1, a ∈ A, and
x ∈ A∗. In order to avoid an extensive use of brackets, we put XY ∪ Z := (XY ) ∪ Z,
XY ∩Z := (XY )∩Z, XY \Z := (XY )\Z, and X \Y Z := X \(Y Z) for all X,Y, Z ⊆ A∗.
Equipped with the above defined associative multiplication, A∗ defines a monoid with
neutral element ε and with the above notation, we can omit the brackets and commata
in a sequence x ∈ Ai with i ≥ 2, due to
x =
∏
j≤i
(xj) =
∏
j≤i
xj .
Moreover, we identify every word (a) ∈ A1 with the letter a itself and therefore obtain
A ⊆ A∗.
Definition 1.3. 1. If for x, y ∈ A∗ there exists z ∈ A∗ with x = zy, then put
xy−1 := z.
2. If for x, y ∈ A∗ there exists z ∈ A∗ with xz = y, then put x−1y := z.
3. For X,Y ⊆ A∗ let
XY −1 := {z ∈ A∗ | ∃x ∈ X, y ∈ Y : x = zy} ,
X−1Y := {z ∈ A∗ | ∃x ∈ X, y ∈ Y : xz = y} .
4. Let a, b ∈ A, x ∈ A∗, and X ⊆ A∗. In front of or behind X, {x}−1 is abbreviated
by x−1 and in front of or behind X−1, {x} is abbreviated by x. Moreover, in front
of or behind b, x or X, (a)−1 is abbreviated by a−1 and in front of or behind b−1,
x−1 or X−1, (a) is abbreviated by a.
If for given x, y ∈ A∗ there exists z ∈ A∗ with x = zy or xz = y, then z is uniquely
determined with this property and hence, xy−1 and x−1y are well-defined.
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Transmitted messages should be decodable with a unique result. This can be ensured
for both a decoding from the left or from the right, with the following condition on the
set of words that is used to encode the messages.
Definition 1.4. A set X ⊆ A∗ is called code, if for i, j ≥ 1 and x(k), y(l) ∈ X for all
k ≤ i and l ≤ j, the condition ∏k≤i x(k) = ∏l≤j y(l) implies i = j and x(k) = y(k) for all
k ≤ i.
This justifies the alternative designation uniquely decodable code in the literature for a
code. The defining property of a code X ⊆ A∗ also legitimizes the identification of a
sequence of words in X with their product, such that we have Xi =
∏
j≤iX for i ≥ 1
and in addition we let X0 := {ε}.
For the acceleration of the decoding process it is useful if a code is instantaneously
decodable, which means that any message encoded with this code can be decoded as
soon as a codeword is received entirely, leading to the correct result. As we have seen
in the Introduction, this does not work for arbitrary codes. If the decoding does work
correctly with a finite lookahead, then the code is said to have a finite deciphering delay .
In order to ensure instantaneous decodability, we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 1.5. 1. If x−1y ∈ A∗ for x, y ∈ A∗, then x is called prefix of y, notated
by x ≤P y.
2. If yx−1 ∈ A∗ for x, y ∈ A∗, then x is called suffix of y, notated by x ≤S y.
3. A prefix or suffix x of y is called proper , if x 6= y.
4. If x ≤P y or x ≤S y, then write x ≤B y.
5. For X,Y ⊆ A∗ and H ∈ {B,P, S} write X ≤H Y , if there exist x ∈ X and y ∈ Y
with x ≤H y.
6. For x ∈ A∗, X ⊆ A∗, and H ∈ {B,P, S} write x ≤H X if {x} ≤H X and X ≤H x
if X ≤H {x}.
For instance, y := 013 is a proper prefix and z := 3001 a proper suffix of x := 013123001,
since
y = 0 1 3
x = 0 1 3 1 2 3 0 0 1
3 0 0 1 = z .
Definition 1.6. A set X ⊆ A∗ is called prefix-free or suffix-free, if x ≤P y or x ≤S y,
respectively, for all x, y ∈ X implies x = y. Moreover, the set of all prefix-free subsets
of A+ is denoted by P(A).
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The prefix-free property ensures instantaneous decodability from left to right. In this
regard, we consider ∏
k≤i
x(k) ≤P
∏
l≤j
y(l)
with x(k), y(l) ∈ X for all k ≤ i and l ≤ j, where X ∈ P(A). Then, we conclude
x(1) ≤P y(1) or y(1) ≤P x(1), such that X ∈ P(A) implies ε 6= x(1) = y(1). A repetitive
application of this argument yields i = j and x(k) = y(k) for all k ≤ i. Analogously, we
obtain instantaneous decodability from right to left for suffix-free subsets of A+. The
above conclusions make the following two statements obvious.
Proposition 1.7 (Berstel et al. (2010, p.58)). If X ⊆ A+ is prefix-free or suffix-free,
then X is a code.
Therefore, from now on we refer to any prefix-free or suffix-free set as a prefix-free or
suffix-free code, with the exception of {ε} ⊆ A∗. Moreover, in this case we do not have
to apply the Sardinas-Patterson algorithm introduced in Sardinas and Patterson (1953),
which determines whether a given set of words is a code.
Lemma 1.8 (Berstel et al. (2010, p.124)). If X,Y ∈ P(A), then XY ∈ P(A).
Of course, multiplication also preserves the suffix-free property. If we want to ensure
instantaneous decodability from both sides, we need the following property.
Definition 1.9. A set X ⊆ A∗ is called fix-free, if X is both prefix-free and suffix-free.
The set of all fix-free codes and all finite fix-free codes that are subsets of A+ is denoted
by B(A) and F(A), respectively.
As an immediate consequence of the definition, we have ∅ ∈ F(A) ⊆ B(A) ⊆ P(A).
Fix-free codes were first introduced in Schu¨tzenberger (1956), where they were called
anagrammatic and also had an early appearance in Gilbert and Moore (1959). Equiva-
lent formulations include biprefix in Lallement and Perrin (1981), bifix in Berstel et al.
(2010), and affix in Fraenkel and Klein (1990). In regard of more practical applications,
they are usually referred to as reversible-variable-length codes, with abbreviation RVLC,
see Takishima et al. (1995) for example.
If we had allowed an alphabet with only one letter, then every fix-free set over this
alphabet would contain only one word. Therefore, it is not a strong restriction to
consider |A| ≥ 2 only.
A fix-free code can easily be constructed from a given one by application of a bijection
on the alphabet or by reversal of all words. Words that are unaffected by reversal are
called palindromes and codes which only contain palindromes are called symmetric. The
above operations might lead to the impression, that for all α ∈ N0N, the set Ω of all
X ∈ B({0, 1}) with |X ∩ {0, 1}i| = αi for all i ≥ 1, is even. However, if we have
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α1 = 2 6= 0 = αi for all i ≥ 2, then the only element of Ω is {0, 1}, which remains fixed
under both the interchange of letters and the reversal of all words.
1.1.2 Maximal Codes
Next, we concern ourselves with completeness and the value 1 under application of ex-
tended positive Bernoulli distributions as characterizations for the maximality of codes.
It is shown that this equivalence does not hold in general, but within the class of thin
codes.
Definition 1.10. A code X ⊆ A∗ is maximal , if X ⊆ Y implies X = Y for every code
Y ⊆ A∗. Moreover, Z ⊆ A∗ is called complete, if (A∗)−1 ·⋃i≥0 Zi · (A∗)−1 = A∗.
Theorem 1.11 (Berstel et al. (2010, p.76)). Any maximal code is complete.
In order to formulate Theorem 1.13, we need to introduce the following subclass of
monoid homomorphisms.
Definition 1.12. A function pi : A∗ → R>0 is called positive Bernoulli distribution on
A∗, if pi(ε) = 1, pi(xy) = pi(x) · pi(y) for all x, y ∈ A∗ and ∑a∈A pi((a)) = 1. In this case,
define pi∗ : P (A∗)→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} by
pi∗(X) :=
∑
x∈X
pi(x)
for all X ⊆ A∗.
Theorem 1.13 (Berstel et al. (2010, p.72)). If X ⊆ A∗ is a code and pi a positive
Bernoulli distribution on A∗, then
pi∗(X) ≤ 1 .
In particular, every code X ⊆ A∗ with pi∗(X) = 1 for some positive Bernoulli distribution
pi on A∗ is maximal. We will use the Dyck code in Example 1.14, to see that the converse
of both the just mentioned conclusion and of Theorem 1.11 are not true in general.
Example 1.14. Let the Dyck code D be given as the subset of all x ∈ {0, 1}+ with
the property that the letter 0 appears as often in x as the letter 1 and that no proper,
non-empty prefix of x shares this property. By Example 3 in Schnettler (2007), D is
fix-free and hence by Proposition 1.7 also a code. For arbitrary r, s ∈ R>0 with r+s = 1,
there exists a positive Bernoulli distribution pi on {0, 1}∗ with pi(0) = r and pi(1) = s.
In this case, Example 2.4.10 in Berstel et al. (2010) implies
pi∗(D) = 1− |r − s| = 1− |pi(0)− pi(1)| .
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Therefore, pi∗(D) = 1 is equivalent to pi(0) = 1/2 = pi(1) and Theorem 1.13 implies that
D is a maximal code. The choice r, s ∈ R>0 with r+ s = 1 and r 6= 1/2, shows that not
every maximal code satisfies pi∗(X) = 1 for an arbitrary positive Bernoulli distribution
pi on A∗. Moreover, for all x ∈ D the code D \{x} is a counter-example for the converse
of Theorem 1.11, since it is not maximal, but complete by Example 2.5.9 in Berstel et al.
(2010).
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Figure 1.1: The words of the Dyck code with length at most 6.
See Example 2.2.11 in Berstel et al. (2010) for an equivalent definition of the Dyck code.
Next, we create a situation, in which both mentioned converses are true.
Definition 1.15. A set X ⊆ A∗ is called thin, if there exists a word x ∈ A∗ with
yxz 6∈ X for all y, z ∈ A∗ and a code Y ⊆ A∗ is called very thin, if
(A∗ \ (A∗)−1Y (A∗)−1) ∩
⋃
i≥0
Y i 6= ∅ .
By Berstel et al. (2010, p.349), very thin codes are thin, but thin codes are not necessarily
very thin. Moreover, if X ⊆ A∗ is finite, then we have yxz 6∈ X for all x, y, z ∈ A∗ with
|x| larger than the length of the longest word in X and therefore, finite subsets of A∗
are thin.
Theorem 1.16 (Berstel et al. (2010, p.80)). For a thin code X ⊆ A∗, the following
conditions are equivalent.
1. The code X is maximal.
2. There exists a positive Bernoulli distribution pi on A∗ with pi∗(X) = 1.
3. If pi is a positive Bernoulli distribution on A∗, then pi∗(X) = 1.
4. The code X is complete.
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In particular, we conclude from Example 1.14 that the Dyck code is dense, which means
that it is not thin.
1.1.3 Maximal Fix-Free Codes
Although maximal fix-free codes are not necessarily maximal codes, the class of thin
codes again provides equivalence. Leaving this class, we construct maximal fix-free
codes with arbitrarily small positive Kraftsum, a function that will be introduced in this
subsection.
Definition 1.17. A fix-free set X ⊆ A∗ is maximal fix-free, if X ⊆ Y implies X = Y
for every fix-free set Y ⊆ A∗.
In Ce´sari (1972), it is shown that the internal transformation, which was introduced
in Schu¨tzenberger (1961), leads to a construction of all finite maximal fix-free codes.
According to Example 6.2.4 in Berstel et al. (2010), a maximal fix-free code does not
need to be a maximal code. However, for thin codes, we again have equivalence.
Proposition 1.18 (Berstel et al. (2010, pp.231,233)). For a thin code X ⊆ A∗, the
following conditions are equivalent.
1. The code X is maximal fix-free.
2. The code X is fix-free and a maximal code.
3. For all x ∈ A∗ there exist i ≥ 1 and j ≥ 0 with xi ∈ Xj.
Due to Theorem 1.16, we conclude pi∗(X) = 1 for all positive Bernoulli distributions pi
and all thin maximal fix-free codes. In Theorem 1.20, dense maximal fix-free codes will
show a contrary behavior for κ := pi∗ with positive Bernoulli distribution pi given by
pi(x) := |A|−|x| for all x ∈ A∗. In addition, by Example 1.14 we have pi∗(D) = 1 for the
Dyck code D and a positive Bernoulli distribution pi on {0, 1}∗, if and only if pi∗ = κ.
Definition 1.19. Define the Kraftsum of X ⊆ A+ by
κ(X) :=
∑
i≥1
|X ∩Ai| · |A|−i .
The following, so far unpublished, statement and its proof are due to Eberhard Triesch.
Theorem 1.20. For all 0 < r ∈ R and A ∈ A there exists X ⊆ A+ maximal fix-free
with
κ(X) < r .
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Proof. We show by induction on j ≥ 1, that there exists Xj ∈ F(A) with the property
that no word of length at most j can be added to Xj without violating the fix-free
property, despite κ(Xj) <
∑
k≤j r · |A|−k. Since these codes will also satisfy Xk ⊆ Xk+1
for all k ≥ 1, X := ⋃j≥1Xj is then a maximal fix-free code with
κ(X) <
∑
k≥1
r · |A|−k = r · (|A| − 1)−1 ≤ r .
Choose X1 := {ai1 | a ∈ A} with i1 > 2− log|A|(r). Then, we have X1 ∈ F(A) with
κ(X1) = |A|1−i1 < r · |A|−1
and no word of length 1 can be added to X1 without violating the fix-free property. Now
assume that Xj−1 ∈ F(A) for j ≥ 2 satisfies
κ(Xj−1) <
∑
k≤j−1
r · |A|−k
and that no word of length at most j − 1 can be added to Xj−1 without violating the
fix-free property. Based on Xj−1, construct Xj in the following way. If
Yj := {x ∈ Aj |x 6≤B Xj−1, Xj−1 6≤B x} = ∅ ,
then no word of length j can be added to Xj := Xj−1 ∈ F(A) and
κ(Xj) = κ(Xj−1) <
∑
k≤j−1
r · |A|−k <
∑
k≤j
r · |A|−k .
Therefore, from now on let x ∈ Yj 6= ∅ and Xj := Xj−1∪(xijYj) with jij larger than both
log|A|(|Yj |·r−1) and the length of the longest word in Xj−1, which implies |Yj | < r·|A|(j
ij )
and hence κ(xijYj) < r · |A|−j . Therefore, the induction hypothesis implies
κ(Xj) = κ(Xj−1 ∪ (xijYj)) <
∑
k≤j
r · |A|−k
and that no words of length at most j− 1 can be added to Xj = Xj−1 ∪ (xijYj) without
violating the fix-free property. Moreover, for all y ∈ Aj with Xj−1 ∪ {y} fix-free, we
have y ∈ Yj and hence y ≤S Xj−1 ∪ (xijYj) = Xj . In order to show Xj ∈ F(A), first
we observe Xj−1, xijYj ∈ F(A) and that all words in xijYj by definition of ij are longer
than all words in Xj−1, such that xijYj 6≤B Xj−1. Moreover, Xj−1 ≤P xijYj implies
Xj−1 ≤P xij , since jij exceeds the length of the longest word in Xj−1. Hence, we
have Xj−1 ≤P x or x ≤P Xj−1, which is a contradiction to x ∈ Yj . In addition, the
assumption Xj−1 ≤S xijYj implies Xj−1 ≤S Yj or Yj ≤S Xj−1, which contradicts the
definition of Yj , such that the proof is complete.
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1.1.4 The Degree
As we have seen in Theorem 1.16 and Proposition 1.18, the class of thin codes provides
a well-arranged situation in regard of maximality, also in combination with the fix-free
property. Therefore, we consider thin maximal fix-free codes and among other properties
of the degree, we will see that these codes are uniquely determined by their kernel and
degree.
Definition 1.21. Define M(A) as the set of all fix-free codes, which are maximal and
thin and denote the indicator of X ⊆ A+ with respect to x ∈ A∗ by
γx(X) := |{y ∈ A∗ | y ≤P x,X 6≤S y}| .
As a consequence of ε ≤P x and X 6≤S ε, we have γx(X) ≥ 1. From Proposition
6.1.6 in Berstel et al. (2010), it follows that the definition of the indicator given here, is
equivalent to the one given in Berstel et al. (2010).
Theorem 1.22 (Berstel et al. (2010, p.238)). Let X ∈ B(A). Then, X ∈M(A) if and
only if
sup({γx(X) |x ∈ A∗}) <∞ .
Definition 1.23. The degree of X ∈M(A) is defined by
δ(X) := max({γx(X) |x ∈ A∗})
and the kernel of Y ⊆ A+ is defined as the set Y ∩ (A+)−1Y (A+)−1.
Theorem 1.24 (Berstel et al. (2010, pp.240,250)). Let X,Y ∈M(A).
1. If X and Y have both the same kernel and degree, then X = Y .
2. The product satisfies XY ∈M(A) and
δ(XY ) = δ(X) + δ(Y ) .
By Corollary 6.3.16 in Berstel et al. (2010), we have
δ(X) =
∑
x∈X
pi(x) · |x| ,
such that we can conclude that the average length
∑
x∈X pi(x)·|x| of X ⊆ A∗ with respect
to an arbitrary positive Bernoulli distribution pi on A∗, is an integer for X ∈ M(A).
Moreover, Proposition 6.5.1 and Theorem 6.5.2 in Berstel et al. (2010) tell us that for
all i ≥ 1, the set of all finite codes X ∈ M(A) with δ(X) = i is finite and that for all
these codes ai ∈ X for all a ∈ A.
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In Theorem 3.17, we will identify greedy extension sets under additional requirements
as elements of M(A) and give an upper bound for their degree. Moreover, theorems 4.8,
5.5, and 5.20 and the corollaries 4.11 and 5.21 will provide thin maximal fix-free codes.
1.2 The 3/4-Conjecture
Analogously to Kraft’s Inequality for prefix-free codes, the 3/4-Conjecture claims a suffi-
cient condition for the existence of fix-free codes. After the motivation of this conjecture,
we present evidence for special cases.
1.2.1 Motivation
Following the comparison of the 3/4-Conjecture with the case of prefix-free codes, we
introduce the bifix-shadow in order to formulate the idea which generally underlies the
construction of fix-free codes.
Definition 1.25. For α ∈ N0N let
Bα(A) := {Y ∈ B(A) |α(Y ) = α} ,
where the frequency sequence α(X) of X ⊆ A+ is for all i ≥ 1 given by
αi(X) := (α(X))i := |X ∩Ai| .
For all i ≥ 1 and X ∈ B(A), αi ≤ αi(X) implies the existence of Y ∈ Bα(A) by suitable
choice of Y ⊆ X. In this thesis, α always denotes an element of N0N.
Definition 1.26. Define the minimal length λ(α) and the maximal length µ(α) of a
sequence α 6∈ {0}N as the minimum and the supremum of the set {i ∈ N |αi > 0},
respectively, and let λ(α) := µ(α) := 0 for α ∈ {0}N. Moreover, let the Kraftsum of α
with respect to A be defined as
κ(α) :=
∑
i≥1
αi · |A|−i .
For all X ⊆ A+, we have
κ(X) =
∑
i≥1
|X ∩Ai| · |A|−i =
∑
i≥1
αi(X) · |A|−i = κ(α(X)) .
We call α with µ(α) < ∞ finite and for such sequences α, Fraenkel and Klein (1990)
presents a construction of X ∈ Bα({0, 1}), if κ(α) = 1 and Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅. However, in
general, it is a difficult problem, to determine whether Bα(A) is empty or not.
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Before we consider the 3/4-Conjecture for fix-free codes, we present a both necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of prefix-free codes, which originated in Kraft
(1949) and McMillan (1956).
Theorem 1.27 (Kraft’s Inequality, McMillan (1956)). There exists X ∈ P(A) with
α(X) = α, if and only if
κ(α) ≤ 1 .
We have that κ(α(X)) ≤ 1 for X ∈ P(A) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.13
and that the Kraftsum condition is not sufficient for the existence of fix-free codes, as
we will see next.
Proposition 1.28 (Harada and Kobayashi (1999)). For all 3/4 < r ∈ R there exists
α ∈ N0N with κ(α) ≤ r and Bα(A) = ∅.
For the binary alphabet, this was stated earlier in Lemma 3 of Ahlswede et al. (1996).
Since the sequence α with α1 = |A| and µ(α) = 1 provides an example where we have
{A} = Bα(A) 6= ∅ despite κ(α) = 1 > 3/4, it is impossible to find a Kraftsum condition
that is both necessary and sufficient for the existence of fix-free codes.
After the necessary condition formulated in Proposition 1.28, we present the already
mentioned conjecture of a sufficient condition which was first stated in Ahlswede et al.
(1996) for the binary alphabet and µ(α) <∞.
Conjecture 1.29 (3/4-Conjecture, Harada and Kobayashi (1999)). If κ(α) ≤ 3/4, then
Bα(A) 6= ∅ .
The elements of M(A) contribute to the 3/4-Conjecture by omitting subsets of words.
For instance, within
X := {01, 000, 100, 110, 111, 0010, 1010, 0011, 1011} ∈M(A)
we can leave out either one word of length 2, two words of length 3, four words of length
4, or both one word of length 3 and two words of length 4, in order to obtain fix-free
codes with Kraftsum 3/4. Therefore, X provides evidence for the existence of fix-free
codes for four different sequences with Kraftsum 3/4 and this effect tends to increase
with growing cardinality of the codes.
Although according to Savari et al. (2012), the “progress on the 3/4 conjecture has
been slow even over binary code alphabets”, in the next two subsections we will cite
several sufficient conditions regarding the existence of fix-free codes. The proofs of these
statements all rely to some extend on the same idea. Assume, that we want to show
Bα(A) 6= ∅ for a given sequence α 6∈ {0}N. We start by choosing Xλ(α) ⊆ Aλ(α) with
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|Xλ(α)| = αλ(α), where Xλ(α) ∈ B(A) since all words in the code have the same length.
In order to prove the existence of X ∈ B(A) with α(X) = α by induction, it is sufficient
to show that for all i ≥ λ(α) the existence of Xi ∈ B(A) with |Xi ∩ Aj | = αj for all
j ≤ i and |Xi ∩ Aj | = 0 otherwise, implies that we can add αi+1 words of length i + 1
to Xi, without violating the fix-free property. This condition can be reformulated as
|{x ∈ Ai+1 |Xi ≤B x}| ≤ |A|i+1 − αi+1
and directs our attention to the next definition.
Definition 1.30. For H ∈ {B,P, S}, define
∆iH(X) := {x ∈ Ai |X ≤H x}
and call ∆iB(X) bifix-shadow , ∆
i
P (X) prefix-shadow , and ∆
i
S(X) suffix-shadow of the
set X ⊆ A∗ with respect to i ≥ 1. Moreover, the set {z ∈ Aj |x ≤P z, y ≤S z} is called
suffix-prefix overlap of x, y ∈ A∗ with respect to j ≥ 1 and its cardinality is denoted by
νj(x, y).
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Figure 1.2: The prefix- and suffix-shadow with respect to 6 and their intersection.
The following statement illustrates that suffix-prefix overlaps do not only play an impor-
tant role in molecular biology, as described in Aluru (2006), but also for the calculation of
the cardinality of the bifix-shadow. In addition, the number of elements in a suffix-prefix
overlap is estimated. As an example for these estimations, we consider the suffix-prefix
overlap of x := 01221210 and y := 22121011 with respect to j := 10, which contains only
the element z := 0122121011, due to
x = x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8
z = 0 1 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 1
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 = y .
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Lemma 1.31 (Schnettler (2007, p.24)). Let X ∈ B(A).
1. If i ≥ max(1, |x|) for all x ∈ X, then
|∆iP (X)| = |∆iS(X)| = |A|i · κ(X) .
2. If i ≥ max(1, |x|) for all x ∈ X, then
|∆iB(X)| = |∆iP (X)|+ |∆iS(X)|− |∆iP (X)∩∆iS(X)| = 2|A|i ·κ(X)−
∑
x,y∈X
νi(x, y) .
3. If j ≥ 1 and U(x,y) := {k ∈ N | max(|x|, |y|) ≤ k < |x|+ |y|}, then
νj(x, y) =

0, j < max(|x|, |y|) ,
0, j ∈ U(x,y),
∏
j−|y|<k≤|x| xk 6=
∏
l≤|x|+|y|−j yl ,
1, j ∈ U(x,y),
∏
j−|y|<k≤|x| xk =
∏
l≤|x|+|y|−j yl ,
|A|j−|x|−|y|, j ≥ |x|+ |y| ,
for all x, y ∈ X.
Example 1.32. In order to illustrate the application of the proposed idea for the con-
struction of fix-free codes, we prove Bα(A) 6= ∅, for κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and αj > 0 implies
αi = 0 for all j < i < 2j, see also Theorem 1.38. As mentioned before, it is sufficient to
prove |∆i+1B (Xi)| ≤ |A|i+1−αi+1 for all Xi ∈ B(A) with |Xi ∩Aj | = αj ≥ 0 = |Xi ∩Ak|
for all j ≤ i < k. First, we have r2 − r + 1 = (r − 1/2)2 + 3/4 ≥ 3/4 for all r ∈ R, such
that we obtain
κ(Xi) +
αi+1
|A|i+1 ≤ κ(α) ≤
3
4
≤ κ(Xi)2 − κ(Xi) + 1
and hence also 2κ(Xi) − κ(Xi)2 ≤ 1 − αi+1/|A|i+1. By assumption, without loss of
generality we can assume i+ 1 ≥ 2|x| for all x ∈ Xi and obtain
|∆i+1B (Xi)|
1.31(2)
= 2|A|i+1 · κ(Xi)−
∑
x,y∈Xi
νi+1(x, y)
1.31(3)
= 2|A|i+1 · κ(Xi)−
∑
x,y∈Xi
|A|i+1−|x|−|y|
= 2|A|i+1 · κ(Xi)− |A|i+1 ·
∑
x∈Xi
(
|A|−|x| ·
∑
y∈Xi
A−|y|
)
= 2|A|i+1 · κ(Xi)− |A|i+1 · κ(Xi)2
= |A|i+1 · (2κ(Xi)− κ(Xi)2)
≤ |A|i+1 − αi+1 .
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Figure 1.3: An element of Bα({0, 1}), where α satisfies the constraints in Example 1.32.
The idea proposed in Example 1.32 also underlies the omitted proofs in the next two
subsections. An alternative formulation of the proposed strategy will be introduced by
Proposition 2.9, which in addition to Theorem 2.15 presents a sufficient criterion for the
3/4-Conjecture.
Aside from the construction of maximal fix-free codes within this thesis, the corollaries
5.22 and 5.28 will provide new support for the 3/4-Conjecture.
1.2.2 Fix-Free Codes with Upper Kraftsum Bound 3/4
We present sufficient conditions for Bα(A) 6= ∅, if κ(α) ≤ 3/4 is combined with addi-
tional requirements.
Since we have Ai ∈ B(A) for all i ≥ 1, it is an immediate consequence that the condition
|{j ∈ N |αj > 0}| = 1 is sufficient. While the same applies for the case of two different
word lengths, we have to add constraints, if we have to deal with three different word
lengths.
Theorem 1.33 (Harada and Kobayashi (1999)). If κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and
|{i ∈ N |αi > 0}| = 2 ,
then Bα(A) 6= ∅.
Proposition 1.34 (Savari et al. (2012)). If κ(α) ≤ 3/4,
{i ∈ N |αi > 0} = {2, j, 2j − k} ,
α2 = 1, and j ≥ max(3, 2k), then Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
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Theorem 1.35 (Yekhanin (2001), Ebrahimzadeh et al.). Let κ(α) ≤ 3/4. Any of the
following conditions implies Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
1. The sequence α satisfies µ(α) ≤ 8.
2. The sequence α satisfies
∑
i≥1 αi ≤ 32.
The first of the two conditions in Theorem 1.36 generalizes Theorem II.4 in Kukorelly
and Zeger (2005), which considered the binary alphabet. See Schnettler (2007) for the
proof of the statements from Deppe and Schnettler (2006).
Theorem 1.36 (Kukorelly and Zeger (2005), Deppe and Schnettler (2006)). Let
κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and µ(α) <∞. Any of the following conditions implies Bα(A) 6= ∅.
1. The sequence α satisfies λ(α) ≥ 2 and
αi ≤ |A|λ(α)−2 ·
⌊ |A|
2
⌋2 · ⌈ |A|
2
⌉i−λ(α)
for all i < µ(α).
2. The sequence α satisfies αi ≤ 2 for all i < µ(α) and A = {0, 1}.
Theorem 1.37 (Yekhanin (2001)). If κ(α) ≤ 3/4, 1 ≤ µ(α) <∞, and
2αλ(α) + αλ(α)+1 ≥ 2λ(α) ,
then Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
According to Theorem 7 in Aghajan and Khosravifard (2013), more than 93 percent of
the sequences α with κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and 1 ≤ µ(α) <∞ satisfy the above condition.
Theorem 1.38 (Harada and Kobayashi (1999)). If κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and αj > 0 implies
αi = 0 for all j < i < 2j, then Bα(A) 6= ∅.
For a proof of Theorem 1.38 consider Example 1.32, which resembles the proof in Harada
and Kobayashi (1999) and in Ahlswede et al. (1996), which covers the special case
µ(α) <∞ and A = {0, 1}.
In order to formulate further sufficient conditions, we introduce the de Bruijn digraph,
which was first mentioned in de Bruijn (1946) and Good (1946).
Definition 1.39. Let Bj(i) denote the de Bruijn digraph of order i ≥ 0 with respect
to j ≥ 2, where Bj(0) is given by vertex ε with j loops and Bj(i) for i ≥ 1 is given by
vertex set Ai with |A| = j and edge set {(x, y) ∈ (Ai)2 | νi+1(x, y) = 1}.
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Figure 1.4: The de Bruijn digraph B2(3).
Theorem 1.40 (Deppe and Schnettler (2006)). Let κ(α) ≤ 3/4. Any of the following
conditions implies Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
1. There exists j ≥ 2 with α2 = α2i+1 = 0 for all i ≥ 0, α2i = 2i for all 2 ≤ i < j
and α2j ≥ 2j+1.
2. There exists j ≥ 3 with α2 = α4 = α2i+1 = 0 for all i ≥ 0, α2i = 2i+1 for all
2 ≤ i < j and α2j ≥ 2j+2.
3. There exists j ≥ 1 with α2k−2 = α2i+1 = 0 for all 2 ≤ k ≤ j and i ≥ 0, α2j is
even, 4α2j +α2j+2 ≥ 22j+1 and there exists a 2-regular subgraph of B4(j − 1) with
α2j/2 vertices.
4. The minimal length λ(α) ≥ 4 is even, µ(α) < ∞, α2i+1 = 0 for all i ≥ 0 and
α2i ≤ 2λ(α)/2−2+i for all 2i 6= µ(α).
1.2.3 Further Sufficient Conditions for the Existence of Fix-Free Codes
The following conditions involve Kraftsum restrictions not necessarily equal to 3/4.
Theorem 1.41 (Deppe and Schnettler (2006)). Let α 6∈ {0}N, k < |A|, and
κ(α) ≤
12 + k2|A| , k ≤
|A|
2 ,
1− k|A| + k
2
|A|2 ,
|A|
2 < k < |A| .
Any of the following conditions implies Bα(A) 6= ∅.
1. There exists a k-regular subgraph of B|A|(λ(α) − 1) with αλ(α)/k vertices, where
|A|λ(α)−1 > αλ(α)/k ∈ N and
|A| · αλ(α) + αλ(α)+1 ≥ k · |A|λ(α) .
2. The sequence α satisfies
αλ(α) ≥ k · |A|λ(α)−1 .
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3. There exist j < |A| with k ≤ min(j, |A| − j) and l ≥ 2 with α1 = 0,
αi = jk · (|A| − j)i−2
for all 2 ≤ i < l and αl ≥ k · |A| · (|A| − j)l−2.
4. There exist j < |A| with k ≤ min(j, |A| − j) and l ≥ 3 with α1 = α2 = 0,
αi = jk · (|A| − j)i−2 + kji−2 · (|A| − j)
for all 3 ≤ i < l and αl ≥ k · |A| · (|A| − j)l−2 + kjl−2 · |A|.
Moreover, the sufficiency of the condition k = α1 in Theorem 1.41 arises as an immediate
consequence of Theorem 2 in Halabian et al. (2008). Criteria for the existence of k-
regular subgraphs of Bj(i) can be found in Deppe and Schnettler (2006). In particular,
Theorem 2 in Lempel (1971) implies the existence of cycles of arbitrary length in Bj(i)
for i ≥ 1. Therefore, Theorem 1.37 follows from the choice A := {0, 1} and k := 1 in the
first two conditions of Theorem 1.41.
Theorem 1.42 (Khosravifard et al. (2010)). Let µ(α) < ∞. Any of the following
conditions implies Bα(A) 6= ∅.
1. The sequence α satisfies 1 ≤ α1 ≤ |A| and
κ(α) ≤
58 +
α21
4|A|2 +
α41
8|A|4 , |A| − α1 even ,
5
8 +
α21+1
4|A|2 +
α41−2α21+1
8|A|4 , |A| − α1 odd .
2. The sequence α satisfies
κ(α) ≤
58 , |A| even ,5
8 − 116 · (|A|−1 − |A|−2 + 3|A|−3 − |A|−4), |A| odd .
The second statement is a generalization of Theorem 1 in Yekhanin (2004), which itself
had improved the upper bound 1/2 in Lemma 2 in Ahlswede et al. (1996) to 5/8 for
the binary alphabet. In Harada and Kobayashi (1999), it is stated, that Lemma 2 in
Ahlswede et al. (1996) can be generalized to µ(α) ≤ ∞ for arbitrary finite alphabets.
Theorem 1.43 (Halabian et al. (2008)). Let µ(α) < ∞, κ(α) ≤ ∑0≤i,j≤|A|−1 σ(i, j)
with
σ(i, j) := |A|−2 − |A|−1 ·
(∑
0≤k≤i−1 σ(k, j) +
∑
0≤k≤j−1 σ(i, k)
)
for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ |A| − 1 and
τ(A) := max({m ∈ N0 | ∃ 0 ≤ i, j ≤ |A| − 1 : m = min({n ∈ N0 | |A|n · σ(i, j) ∈ Z})}) .
Any of the following conditions implies Bα(A) 6= ∅.
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1. The sequence α satisfies λ(α) ≥ τ(A).
2. The sequence α satisfies 2 ≤ min(λ(α),∑k≥1 αk) and
τ(A) ≤
λ(α), αλ(α) > 1 ,min({l ∈ N | l > λ(α), αl > 0}), αλ(α) = 1 .
Theorem 1.44 (Khosravifard et al. (2010), Ebrahimzadeh et al.). Let α 6∈ {0}N and
µ(α) <∞. Any of the following conditions implies Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
1. The sequence α satisfies α1 = 0 < 1 = α2 ≤ α3, and κ(α) ≤ 11/16.
2. The sequence α satisfies α1 = 0 < α2 and κ(α) ≤ 21/32.
3. The sequence α satisfies αλ(α) = 2
λ(α)−2 and κ(α) ≤ 21/32.
4. The sequence α satisfies αλ(α) = 2
λ(α)−3 and κ(α) ≤ 81/128.
Theorem 1.45 (Khosravifard et al. (2010)). If µ(α) <∞, α1 = 0 < 2 = α2 ≤ α3, and
κ(α) ≤ 157/243, then Bα({0, 1, 2}) 6= ∅.
As an alternative to α(X), we introduce the sequence ι(X), which also contains all
information about the word lengths of X ⊆ A+. This sequence will be used in the
concluding statement of this section and will also appear in the next section. Since
every element X ⊆ A+ is countable, ι(X) is well-defined.
Definition 1.46. Let the length sequence ι(X) of ∅ 6= X ⊆ A+ denote the sequence of
non-decreasingly ordered word lengths of X and let ιi(X) := ι(X)i for all i ≤ |X|, if X
is finite and ιi(X) := ι(X)i for all i ≥ 1, if X is infinite.
Theorem 1.47 (Ye and Yeung (2001)). Let ι ∈ Ni be non-decreasing, i ≥ 1, σ(r) := r
for 0 ≤ r ∈ R, σ(r) := 0 for 0 > r ∈ R and τ(j) := min({m ≤ j + 1 | ιm = ιj+1}) for all
j ≥ 1.
1. There exists X ∈ F({0, 1}) with ι(X) = ι, if∏
j<i
σ
(
1−
(∑
k≤j 2
−ιk+1
)
+2−ιj+1(j+1−τ(j))+
∑
k,l<τ(j),ιk+ιl≤ιj+1
2−ιk−ιl
)
> 0 .
2. There does not exist X ∈ F({0, 1}) with ι(X) = ι, if∏
j<i
σ
(
1−
(∑
k≤j 2
−ιk+1
)
+2−ιj+1(j+1−τ(j))+
∑
k,l<τ(j)
2σ(ιj+1−ιk−ιl)−ιj+1
)
= 0 .
For a similar version of the preceding statement, which is not restricted to the binary
alphabet, consider Theorem 1 in Halabian et al. (2008).
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1.3 Optimality
After we have concerned ourselves with theoretical questions regarding the maximality
and existence of fix-free codes, our next objective is the minimization of the transmission
length of messages.
1.3.1 Minimum Redundancy
The following example motivates the construction of codes and fix-free codes with small
word lengths. Later, we will consider a more general context with estimations of upper
bounds for the minimum redundancy and fix-free minimum redundancy.
Example 1.48. Assume, that we want to encode strings composed of letters a, b, c, d ∈ A
which appear with probabilities pi1 = 7/10 and pi2 = pi3 = pi4 = 1/10, respectively, by
using words of a code X ⊆ {0, 1}∗. Taking these probabilities into account, the expected
average length of the codewords reads
σ(ι) :=
∑
i≤4
pii · ιi ,
where ι ∈ N4 is the non-decreasingly ordered sequence of codeword lengths in X. In
order to minimize σ(ι) for codes, prefix-free codes, and fix-free codes, we have to check
for increasing σ(ι), whether there exists a code X or X ∈ P({0, 1}), or X ∈ B({0, 1})
with ι(X) = ι, respectively. The sets
U := {(1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 1, 3), (1, 1, 2, 2), (1, 1, 1, 4), (1, 1, 2, 3),
(1, 2, 2, 2), (1, 1, 1, 5), (1, 1, 2, 4), (1, 1, 3, 3), (1, 2, 2, 3),
(1, 1, 1, 6), (1, 1, 2, 5), (1, 1, 3, 4), (1, 2, 2, 4), (1, 2, 3, 3)} ,
V := {(1, 1, 1, 7), (1, 1, 2, 6), (1, 1, 3, 5), (1, 1, 4, 4), (1, 2, 2, 5), (1, 2, 3, 4), (1, 3, 3, 3)}
contain all sequences ι ∈ N4 with σ(ι) ≤ 8/5. Moreover, we have
σ(ι(1)) ≤ 3
2
<
8
5
= σ(ι(2))
and
∑
i≤4 2
−ι(2)i ≤ 1 if and only if ι(1) = (1, 2, 3, 3) for all ι(1) ∈ U and ι(2) ∈ V . We
conclude that X1 := {0, 10, 110, 111} and X2 := {1, 01, 000, 001} are the only prefix-
free codes with σ(ι) = 3/2 and Theorem 1.13 implies that no code has a smaller value
σ(ι). Since these codes are not fix-free, X3 := {0, 11, 101, 1001} ∈ B({0, 1}) must be an
example of a fix-free code with minimal value σ(ι) = 8/5. For the string x = aabaadacaa,
chosen with relative frequency equal to the probability for each letter in A, the encodings
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via X1 and X3 read
0 0 10 0 0 111 0 110 0 0 ∈ ⋃j≥0(X1)j
x = a a b a a d a c a a
0 0 11 0 0 1001 0 101 0 0 ∈ ⋃j≥0(X3)j .
Definition 1.49. For i ≥ 1, pi ∈ (0, 1]i with ∑j≤i pij = 1 and pik ≥ pil for all k ≤ l ≤ i
is called probability vector .
Definition 1.50. Let pi be a probability vector and X ⊆ A+ with |X| = |pi|.
1. The average length of X with respect to pi is defined by
∑
j≤|pi| pij · ιj(X).
2. The entropy of pi with respect to A is defined by −∑j≤|pi| pij · log|A|(pij).
3. The minimum redundancy ρi(pi) and the fix-free minimum redundancy ρ
i
B(pi) of pi
with respect to i ≥ 2 are defined as the minimal difference of the average length
of a code or fix-free code with |pi| words, respectively, with respect to pi and the
entropy of pi with respect to the alphabet with i letters.
4. A code X is called optimal with respect to pi, if∑
j≤|pi|
pij · ιj(X) +
∑
j≤|pi|
pij · log|A|(pij) = ρ|A|(pi) .
5. A fix-free code X is called optimal with respect to pi, if∑
j≤|pi|
pij · ιj(X) +
∑
j≤|pi|
pij · log|A|(pij) = ρ|A|B (pi) .
In other words, an optimal code has the minimal average length with respect to the
considered probability vector and therefore, the construction of optimal codes plays a
central role in the field of data compression. Due to theorems 1.13 and 1.27, for every
probability vector there exists an optimal code that is prefix-free. These codes are called
Huffman codes and were first constructed in Huffman (1952). For certain probability
vectors, upper bounds for the average length of Huffman codes are presented for instance
in Capocelli and de Santis (1991).
In regard of Example 1.48, we identify X1 and X2 as optimal codes that are prefix-free
and X3 as an optimal fix-free code. Moreover, 1.35 < log2(10) − 0.7 · log2(7) < 1.36 is
the entropy of pi, such that
0.14 < ρ2(pi) < 0.15 < 0.24 < ρ
2
B(pi) < 0.25 .
In general, the following statement based on the origin of information theory, Shannon
(1948), identifies the entropy as a lower bound for the average length of codes and justifies
Shannon’s definition of the entropy, which equals the one in statistical thermodynamics.
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Theorem 1.51 (Noiseless Coding Theorem, Gallager (1968, p.50)). If i ≥ 2 and pi is a
probability vector, then
0 ≤ ρi(pi) < 1 .
After the discussion of optimal codes, we now consider the fix-free minimum redun-
dancy. Due to Proposition 1.7, ρiB(pi) ≥ ρi(pi) is obvious. In contrast to Huffman codes,
which are maximal by Theorem 1 in Long and Jia (2001), optimal fix-free codes do not
necessarily share this property, as illustrated in Example 1.48. For the construction of
optimal fix-free codes for an arbitrary probability vector, see Savari et al. (2012) and
Huang et al. (2010), which also describe the construction of optimal symmetric fix-free
codes. However, in these situations, it still has to be determined, whether for a given se-
quence there exists a fix-free or a symmetric fix-free code, respectively. Moreover, Savari
et al. (2012) uses the concept of domination, which will appear in the next subsection.
Letter Probability Huffman code Fix-free code Symmetric fix-free code
E 0.14878570 001 000 000
T 0.09354149 110 011 010
A 0.08833733 0000 110 101
O 0.07245769 0100 0010 111
R 0.06872164 0110 0100 0110
N 0.06498532 1000 0101 1001
H 0.05831331 1010 1001 00100
I 0.05644515 1110 1010 01110
S 0.05537763 0101 1111 10001
D 0.04376834 00010 00111 11011
L 0.04123298 10110 10001 001100
U 0.02762209 10010 10111 011110
P 0.02575393 11110 11100 100001
F 0.02455297 01111 11101 110011
M 0.02361889 10111 001100 0010100
C 0.02081665 11111 001101 0011100
W 0.01868161 000111 100001 0111110
G 0.01521216 011100 101100 1000001
Y 0.01521216 100110 101101 1100011
B 0.01267680 011101 1000001 1101011
V 0.01160928 100111 10000001 00111100
K 0.00867360 0001100 100000001 01111110
X 0.00146784 00011011 1000000001 10000001
J 0.00080064 000110101 10000000001 11000011
Q 0.00080064 0001101001 100000000001 001010100
Z 0.00053376 0001101000 1000000000001 001101100
Average length 4.15572284 4.17280313 4.46463681
Table 1.1: An extract of Table I in Huang et al. (2010) with optimal encodings of the
English alphabet.
The following statement can be proven analogously to Theorem 2 in Yekhanin (2004).
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Proposition 1.52. If Bα(A) 6= ∅ for all α with κ(α) ≤ r ≤ 3/4, then
ρ
|A|
B (pi) < 1− log|A|(r)
for every probability vector pi.
In particular, Theorem 1.42(2) implies
ρ
|A|
B (pi) < 4− log|A|(5) ,
for even |A|, which generalizes Theorem 2 in Yekhanin (2004). For the binary alphabet,
we obtain further improvement.
Theorem 1.53 (Khosravifard and Kheradmand (2012)). If i ≥ 2 and pi is a probability
vector with |pi| ≥ 3, then
ρ2B(pi) ≤
8
3
− log2(3) .
1.3.2 Domination
The concept of domination which is presented here, is also referred to as weak super-
majorization in the literature and will be used to weaken the conditions in Proposition
1.52.
In the following, we agree to write |ι(1)| = |ι(2)| for all infinite sequences ι(1), ι(2) ∈ NN.
Definition 1.54. For i ≥ 1 and ι(1), ι(2) ∈ Ni ∪ NN non-decreasing with |ι(1)| = |ι(2)|,
say that ι(2) dominates ι(1) and write ι(1) ≺ ι(2), if∑
k≤j
ι(2)k ≤
∑
k≤j
ι(1)k
for all j ≤ i or all j ≥ 1, respectively. Moreover, say that ∅ 6= Y ∈ B(A) dominates
∅ 6= X ∈ B(A) and write X ≺ Y , if ι(X) ≺ ι(Y ). Call ∅ 6= Z ∈ B(A) dominant , if there
does not exist a fix-free code with a length sequence different from ι(Z), that dominates
Z.
Note that no word that is shorter than the longest word of a dominant code can be
added to this code without violating the fix-free property.
The following statement gives rise to a modification of the 3/4-Conjecture, which is
weaker, because for all ∅ 6= X ∈ F(A), we have
κ(α(X)) =
∑
i≥1
|X ∩Ai| · |A|−i =
∑
i≥1
|{j ∈ N | ιj(X) = i}| · |A|−i =
∑
j≤|ι(X)|
|A|−ιj(X) .
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Lemma 1.55 (Savari et al. (2012)). For every probability vector, there exists an optimal
fix-free code which is dominant.
Conjecture 1.56 (Weakened 3/4-Conjecture, Savari et al. (2012)). For ι ∈ Ni non-
decreasing with i ≥ 1, ∑j≤i |A|−ιj ≤ 3/4 and ι 6= ι(X) for all X ∈ F(A), there exists
Y ∈ F(A) with ι ≺ ι(Y ).
Combining Lemma 1.55 with Proposition 1.52 and Corollary 2 in Khosravifard and
Kheradmand (2012), respectively, we obtain the following statement, which also shows
that it is sufficient to formulate the weakened 3/4-Conjecture for the finite case.
Proposition 1.57. If the weakened 3/4-Conjecture is true, then ρ
|A|
B (pi) < 1−log|A|(3/4)
and ρ2B(pi) ≤ 1 for every probability vector pi.
Proposition 1.58 (Savari et al. (2012)). Let ι ∈ Ni be non-decreasing, i ≥ 1 and
{ιj | j ≤ i} = {2, k, k + l} with 2l < k = ι2. The binary weakened 3/4-Conjecture is true
for any of the following conditions.
1. Let k − l ∈ {2, 3}.
2. Let k − l ≥ 4 and l = 1.
3. Let k − l ≥ 4, l ≥ 2, and |{j ≤ i | ιj = k}| · 2−k ≥ 23/64.
4. Let k − l ≥ 4, l ≥ 2, and k ∈ {2l + 1, 2l + 2}.
The previous statements have illustrated the importance of dominant codes. In Section
4.3, we will investigate the properties of greedy extension sets in regard of Kraftsum
domination, a concept similar to the one of domination.

2 Sufficient Criteria for the
3/4-Conjecture
This chapter is devoted to the study of bifix-shadows, whose importance for the con-
struction of fix-free codes we have seen in Example 1.32.
2.1 Properties of the Bifix-Shadow
After the compatibility of bifix-shadows with basic operations is shown, we compare
bifix-shadows with respect to different levels. Then, we maximize the bifix-shadow with
the help of certain fixed length codes and show the equality of the prefix- and suffix-
shadow under special circumstances.
The prefix- and suffix-shadow of a fix-free code can be calculated recursively, by appli-
cation of the equations ∆i+1P (X)\X = ∆iP (X) ·A and ∆i+1S (X)\X = A ·∆iS(X). Before
we state first results regarding the bifix-shadow, we need the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Define the minimal length λ(X) and maximal length µ(X) of a non-
empty set X ⊆ A+ as the minimum and the supremum of the set {i ∈ N | |X ∩Ai| > 0},
respectively, and let λ(∅) := µ(∅) := 0. Moreover, let L(A) denote the set of all X ⊆ A+
with µ(X) <∞ and U(A) the set of all X ⊆ A+ with λ(X) = µ(X), called fixed length
codes.
With these definitions, we obtain λ(X) = λ(α(X)) and µ(X) = µ(α(X)). Since A ∈ A
is finite, it holds for all X ⊆ A+ that X ∈ L(A), if and only if X is finite. In addition,
it is obvious that U(A) ⊆ F(A) = L(A) ∩B(A).
Lemma 2.2. Let X,Y ∈ L(A), i ≥ max(1, µ(X), µ(Y )), and H ∈ {P, S}.
1. It holds that
∆iH(X ∪ Y ) = ∆iH(X) ∪∆iH(Y ) .
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2. If λ(X) = λ(Y ) = µ(X) = µ(Y ) or 0 ∈ {µ(X), µ(Y )}, then
∆iH(X ∩ Y ) = ∆iH(X) ∩∆iH(Y ) .
3. If max(1, µ(X), µ(Y )) ≤ j ≤ i, then
∆iH(∆
j
H(X)) = ∆
i
H(X) .
4. If λ(X) = λ(Y ) = µ(X) = µ(Y ) or 0 ∈ {µ(X), µ(Y )}, then
∆iH(X \ Y ) = ∆iH(X) \∆iH(Y ) .
Proof. 1. It holds that
∆iH(X ∪ Y ) = {x ∈ Ai |X ∪ Y ≤H x}
= {x ∈ Ai |X ≤H x or Y ≤H x}
= ∆iH(X) ∪∆iH(Y ) .
2. For λ(X) = λ(Y ) = µ(X) = µ(Y ), we have
∆iH(X ∩ Y ) = {x ∈ Ai |X ∩ Y ≤H x}
= {x ∈ Ai |X ≤H x, Y ≤H x}
= ∆iH(X) ∩∆iH(Y ) ,
because x ∈ Ai, y ∈ X ∩ Y , z(1) ∈ X, and z(2) ∈ Y with y ≤H x, z(1) ≤H x, and
z(2) ≤H x satisfy y = z(1) = z(2). In addition, 0 ∈ {µ(X), µ(Y )} implies
∆iH(X ∩ Y ) = ∅ = ∆iH(X) ∩∆iH(Y ) .
3. It holds that
∆iH(∆
j
H(X)) = {x ∈ Ai | ∃ y ∈ Aj : X ≤H y, y ≤H x}
= {x ∈ Ai |X ≤H x}
= ∆iH(X) .
4. If λ(X) = λ(Y ) = µ(X) = µ(Y ), then
∆iH(X \ Y ) = {x ∈ Ai |X \ Y ≤H x}
= {x ∈ Ai |X ≤H x, Y 6≤H x}
= ∆iH(X) \∆iH(Y ) ,
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because any x ∈ Ai withX\Y ≤H x satisfies Y 6≤H x. Moreover, 0 ∈ {µ(X), µ(Y )}
implies
∆iH(X \ Y ) = ∅ = ∆iH(X) \∆iH(Y ) ,
if X = ∅. Together with Y = ∅, this yields
∆iH(X \ Y ) = ∆iH(X) = ∆iH(X) \∆iH(Y ) .
Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 are generalizations of Remark 1 and Remark 2 in
Bodewig (2013) to arbitrary finite alphabets.
Proposition 2.3. If X ∈ F(A) and i ≥ max(1, µ(X)), then
|∆iB(X)| ≤ |∆i+1B (X)| ≤ 2|A| · |∆iB(X)|
and |∆3B({ab})| = 2|A| · |∆2B({ab})| for all a, b ∈ A with a 6= b.
Proof. We have
|∆iB(X)| ≤ |∆iP (X)|+ |∆iS(X)|
1.31(1)
≤ |∆i+1P (X)| ≤ |∆i+1B (X)| ,
|∆i+1B (X)| ≤ |∆i+1P (X)|+ |∆i+1S (X)|
1.31(1)
= |A| · (|∆iP (X)|+ |∆iS(X)|) ≤ 2|A| · |∆iB(X)| .
Moreover, for all a, b ∈ A with a 6= b, we conclude
|∆3B({ab})| = |abA ∪Aab| = 2|A| = 2|A| · |∆2B({ab})| .
The assumption i ≥ max(1, µ(X)) in Proposition 2.3 is not a strong restriction, since this
condition will also appear in Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.15. While the factor 2|A| in
the inequality cannot be reduced in general, the factor 1 in front of |∆iB(X)| cannot be
raised above 37/27 = |∆6B(Y )|/|∆5B(Y )| with Y := {001, 011, 1000, 1010, 1110, 11111}.
In order to decrease this value, it is sufficient to consider bifix-shadows with respect to
i < 2µ(X), because i ≥ max(1, 2µ(X)) implies
|∆iB(X)|
1.31(2)
= 2|A|i · κ(X)−
∑
x,y∈X
νi(x, y)
1.31(3)
= 2|A|i · κ(X)−
∑
x,y∈X
|A|i−|x|−|y|
= 2|A|i · κ(X)− |A|i · κ(X)2
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and hence |∆i+1B (X)|/|∆iB(X)| = |A| > 37/27, which leads to the following result.
Proposition 2.4. If
s := min({|∆i+1B (X)| · |∆iB(X)|−1 |X ∈ F(A), i ≥ max(1, µ(X))}) ,
then 1 ≤ s ≤ 37/27, and s · |∆iB(X)| = |∆i+1B (X)| implies i < 2µ(X).
Theorem 2.5. For even |A|, there exists X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) ≤ r ∈ R and
∆
µ(X)+1
B (X) = A
µ(X)+1 ,
if and only if r > 1/2 and in this case, X can be chosen as a fixed length code.
Proof. Let Yi be a loop-free independent set of the underlying undirected graph of the
de Bruijn digraph B|A|(i) for i ≥ 1. The identities∑
x,y∈Ai
νi+1(x, y)
1.31(2)
= |∆i+1P (Ai) ∩∆i+1S (Ai)| = |A|i+1
and
⋃
y∈Ai{z ∈ Ai+1 |x ≤P z, y ≤S z} = xA,
⋃
y∈Ai{z ∈ Ai+1 | y ≤P z, x ≤S z} = Ax
for all x ∈ Ai imply
|∆i+1B (Ai \ Yi)|
1.31(2)
= 2|A|i+1 · κ(Ai \ Yi)−
∑
x,y∈Ai\Yi
νi+1(x, y)
= 2|A|i+1 − 2|A| · |Yi| −
∑
x,y∈Ai
νi+1(x, y)
+
∑
x∈Yi,y∈Ai
(νi+1(x, y) + νi+1(y, x))−
∑
x,y∈Yi
νi+1(x, y)
= 2|A|i+1 − 2|A| · |Yi| − |A|i+1 + 2|A| · |Yi| − 0
= |A|i+1 .
If j is even, then
lim
i→∞
σj(i) · j−i = 1
2
,
by Theorem 6.8 in Lichiardopol (2006), where σj(i) denotes the independence num-
ber of the underlying undirected graph of Bj(i) for i ≥ 1. For a maximum loop-free
independent set Yi we have
σ|A|(i) ≤ |Yi|+ |{ai | a ∈ A}| = |Yi|+ |A| ,
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such that for even |A| we obtain
lim
i→∞
κ(Ai \ Yi) = 1− lim
i→∞
|Yi| · |A|−i
≤ 1− lim
i→∞
σ|A|(i) · |A|−i + lim
i→∞
|A|−i+1
=
1
2
.
Hence, for r > 1/2 there exists j ≥ 1 with κ(Aj \ Yj) ≤ r and X := Aj \ Yj ∈ U(A)
moreover satisfies ∆
µ(X)+1
B (X) = A
µ(X)+1.
For the other direction, we consider Z ∈ F(A). Then, κ(Z) < 1/2 implies
|∆µ(Z)+1B (Z)|
1.31(2)
≤ 2|A|µ(Z)+1 · κ(Z) < 2|A|µ(Z)+1 · 2−1 = |A|µ(Z)+1 .
The assumptions |∆µ(Z)+1B (Z)| = |A|µ(Z)+1 and κ(Z) = 1/2 imply
|A|µ(Z)+1 = |∆µ(Z)+1B (Z)|
1.31(2)
= 2|A|µ(Z)+1 · 2−1 − |∆µ(Z)+1P (Z) ∩∆µ(Z)+1S (Z)|
and hence, Aµ(Z)+1 must be the disjoint union of ∆
µ(Z)+1
P (Z) and ∆
µ(Z)+1
S (Z). This is a
contradiction to the equivalence of 0µ(Z)+1 ∈ ∆µ(Z)+1P (Z) and 0µ(Z)+1 ∈ ∆µ(Z)+1S (Z).
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111
Figure 2.1: A maximum loop-free independent set in B2(3).
The previous statement proves Conjecture 3 in Schnettler (2007) and illustrates the
importance of the minimal length set for the construction of fix-free codes, because
even fixed length codes can have a large bifix-shadow despite a small Kraftsum. A
generalization of Theorem 6.8 in Lichiardopol (2006) to arbitrary finite alphabets would
lead to the same type of generalization for Theorem 2.5. The fact that X ∈ F(A) with
κ(X) < 1/2 satisfies |∆µ(X)+1B (X)| < |A|µ(X)+1, was already presented in the proof of
Lemma 2 in Ahlswede et al. (1996).
See Corollary 5.9 for a generalization of the following statement.
Lemma 2.6. If X ∈ L(A) ∩M(A), then
∆
µ(X)
P (X \Aµ(X)) = ∆µ(X)S (X \Aµ(X)) .
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Proof. From Theorem 1.16, it follows that κ(X) = 1. If we assume
|∆µ(X)P (X \Aµ(X)) ∩∆µ(X)S (X \Aµ(X))| < |∆µ(X)P (X \Aµ(X))| ,
then
|A|µ(X) − |∆µ(X)B (X \Aµ(X))|
1.31(2)
= |A|µ(X) − 2|A|µ(X) · κ(X \Aµ(X)) + |∆µ(X)P (X \Aµ(X)) ∩∆µ(X)S (X \Aµ(X))|
< |A|µ(X) − 2|A|µ(X) · κ(X \Aµ(X)) + |∆µ(X)P (X \Aµ(X))|
1.31(1)
= |A|µ(X) − |A|µ(X) · κ(X \Aµ(X))
= |A|µ(X) − |A|µ(X) · (1− κ(X ∩Aµ(X)))
= |X ∩Aµ(X)| .
Together with X ∈ F(A), this leads to the contradiction
|∆µ(X)B (X \Aµ(X)) ∪ (X ∩Aµ(X))| = |∆µ(X)B (X \Aµ(X))|+ |X ∩Aµ(X)| > |Aµ(X)| .
Hence, we conclude
|∆µ(X)P (X \Aµ(X)) ∩∆µ(X)S (X \Aµ(X))| = |∆µ(X)P (X \Aµ(X))|
and the statement follows from Lemma 1.31(1).
2.2 Extendability
In this section, we introduce extendability as a reformulation of the idea presented in
Example 1.32 and provide examples of extendable codes. For similar approaches, com-
pare γ-expandability in Halabian et al. (2008), Pγ-simple extension classes in Schnettler
(2007), and pi-systems in Yekhanin (2001), which were introduced in order to prove some
of the statements in sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.
Definition 2.7. Let X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) ≤ r ∈ [0, 1] and µ(X) < i.
1. Write X ∈ E(i,r)(A) and call X extendable for r in i, if Bα(A) 6= ∅ for α with
αi = αi(X) + b|A|i · rc and αj = αj(X) for all j 6= i.
2. For Y ⊆ A+, write X ∈ EY (A) and call X directly extendable via Y , if both
µ(X) < λ(Y ) and X ∪ Y ∈ B(A).
Proposition 2.8. If ∅ 6= Y ∈ U(A), then
EY (A) ⊆ E(µ(Y ),κ(Y ))(A) .
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Proof. For X ∈ EY (A) we have X ∪ Y ∈ B(A),
αµ(Y )(X ∪ Y ) = αµ(Y )(X) + |Y | = αµ(Y )(X) + b|A|µ(Y ) · κ(Y )c ,
and αj(X ∪ Y ) = αj(X) for all j 6= µ(Y ), such that X ∈ E(µ(Y ),κ(Y ))(A).
So in order to show X ∈ E(i,r)(A), it is sufficient to find Y ⊆ Ai with κ(Y ) ≥ r and
X ∪ Y ∈ F(A). However, such subsets do not always exist. As an example, due to
|∆3B(X)| = 4 > 23 − 5 for X := {01}, there does not exist Y ⊆ {0, 1}3 with κ(Y ) ≥ 5/8
and X ∈ EY ({0, 1}). However, X ∈ E(3,5/8)({0, 1}) follows from
{00, 010, 011, 101, 110, 111} ∈ F({0, 1}) .
Proposition 2.9. The 3/4-Conjecture is true for finite sequences and A ∈ A, if and
only if
X ∈ E(i, 3
4
−κ(X))(A)
for all X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) ≤ 3/4 and for all i > µ(X).
Proof. Let X ∈ F(A) satisfy κ(X) ≤ 3/4 and µ(X) < i and assume the 3/4-Conjecture
is true for finite sequences. Then, we have Bα(A) 6= ∅ for α with αj = αj(X) for j 6= i
and αi = αi(X) + b|A|i · (3/4− κ(X))c, as a consequence of µ(α) <∞ and
κ(α) = κ(X) + b|A|i · (3 · 4−1 − κ(X))c · |A|−i ≤ 3
4
.
Assume, that X ∈ E(i,3/4−κ(X))(A) holds for all X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) ≤ 3/4 and for all
i > µ(X). We show Bα(A) 6= ∅ for an arbitrary finite sequence α with κ(α) ≤ 3/4 by
induction on 0 ≤ µ(α) < ∞. If µ(α) ≤ 1, then Bα(A) 6= ∅ is obvious. Next, assume
Bα(A) 6= ∅ for all α with κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and µ(α) ≤ k and we consider β ∈ N0N with
κ(β) ≤ 3/4 and µ(β) = k + 1. By the induction hypothesis, there exists Z ∈ F(A) with
µ(Z) ≤ k and αj(Z) = βj for all j ≤ k. This leads to
βk+1 = |A|k+1 · (κ(β)− κ(Z)) ≤ |A|k+1 · (3 · 4−1 − κ(Z))
and due to βk+1 ∈ Z, also βk+1 ≤ b|A|k+1 · (3/4−κ(Z))c. Moreover, κ(Z) ≤ κ(β) ≤ 3/4
implies Z ∈ E(k+1,3/4−κ(Z))(A) and Bβ(A) 6= ∅ proves the statement by induction.
Note, that both the underlying idea of Example 1.32 and Proposition 2.9 suggest to
find X ∈ Bα(A) with |∆iB(X)| minimal for α 6∈ {0}N with κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and µ(α) < i.
Therefore, Lemma 1.31(2) motivates us to maximize
∑
x,y∈X νi(x, y) and Lemma 1.31(3)
provides a calculation of νi(x, y), which depends on the structure of x, y ∈ X, if and
only if max(|x|, |y|) ≤ i < |x|+ |y|. For α with α2 = α3 = 1 and µ(α) = 3, a comparison
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of {00, 010} and {00, 011} leads to
|∆4B({00, 010})|
1.31(2)
= 12− (ν4(00, 00) + ν4(00, 010) + ν4(010, 00) + ν4(010, 010))
= 12− (1 + 1 + 1 + 0)
< 12− (1 + 1 + 0 + 0)
= 12− (ν4(00, 00) + ν4(00, 011) + ν4(011, 00) + ν4(011, 011))
1.31(2)
= |∆4B({00, 011})| .
It is difficult to maximize
∑
x,y∈X νi(x, y) for X ∈ Bα(A) and varying i, since the optimal
choice for X changes together with i > µ(α). As a consequence,∑
x,y∈X νi(x, y) = max
({∑
x,y∈Y νi(x, y) |Y ∈ Bα(A)
})
does not necessarily imply for j > i and Z := X ∪ (Ai \∆iB(X)), that∑
x,y∈Z νj(x, y) = max
({∑
x,y∈Y νj(x, y) |Y ∈ Bα(Z)(A)
})
.
Similar to Example 1.32, we obtain the following statement, which evaluates the chances
to meet the criterion in Proposition 2.9 with the help of Proposition 2.8. In this regard,
Lemma 1.31(3) for x, y ∈ X with X ∈ F(A) and |x|+ |y| > i > µ(X) implies νi(x, y) = 1,
if and only if xi−|y|+j = yj for all j ≤ |x|+ |y| − i. Since we have xi−|y|+j , yj ∈ A for all
j ≤ |x|+ |y|−i, we conclude νi(x, y) ∈ {0, 1} with probability |A|i−|x|−|y| for νi(x, y) = 1.
Proposition 2.10. For X ∈ F(A) with µ(X) < i, U := {(x, y) ∈ X2 | |x|+ |y| > i}, and
κ(X) ≤ 3/4, there exists Y ⊆ Ai with κ(Y ) ≥ 3/4− κ(X) and X ∈ EY (A), if and only
if
|A|i · (κ(X)− 2−1)2 ≥
∑
(x,y)∈U
(|A|i−|x|−|y| − νi(x, y)) .
Proof. With Y := Ai \∆iB(X), the statement follows from
κ(X) + κ(Y )− 3
4
1.31(2)
= κ(X)− 3
4
+ 1− 2κ(X) + |A|−i ·
∑
x,y∈X
νi(x, y)
=
1
4
− κ(X) + |A|−i ·
∑
x,y∈X
νi(x, y)−
∑
x,y∈X
|A|−|x|−|y| + κ(X)2
= (κ(X)− 2−1)2 + |A|−i ·
∑
x,y∈X
(νi(x, y)− |A|i−|x|−|y|)
1.31(3)
= (κ(X)− 2−1)2 + |A|−i ·
∑
(x,y)∈U
(νi(x, y)− |A|i−|x|−|y|)
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and multiplication with |A|i.
The two concluding statements of this section illustrate that long words can be added
to codes with few words of maximal length.
Corollary 2.11. For X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) ≤ 3/4 ≤ κ(X \ Aµ(X)) + 1/4, there exists
Y ⊆ Ai with κ(Y ) ≥ 3/4− κ(X) and X ∈ EY (A), if
max({j < µ(X) |αj(X) > 0}) ≤ i− µ(X) .
Proof. We have U := {(x, y) ∈ X2 | |x|+ |y| > i} = (X ∩Aµ(X))2 and obtain
|A|i · (κ(X)− 2−1)2 +
∑
(x,y)∈U
(νi(x, y)− |A|i−|x|−|y|)
1.31(3)
≥ |A|i · (κ(X)− 2−1)2 − |A|i ·
∑
x,y∈X∩Aµ(X)
|A|−|x|−|y|
= |A|i · (κ(X)− 2−1)2 − |A|i · κ(X ∩Aµ(X))2
≥ 0 ,
since κ(X \Aµ(X)) ≥ 1/2 implies κ(X)−1/2 ≥ κ(X ∩Aµ(X)) ≥ 0. Another consequence
of κ(X \ Aµ(X)) ≥ 1/2 is {j < µ(X) |αj(X) > 0} 6= ∅, such that i > µ(X) and the
application of Proposition 2.10 completes the proof.
Proposition 2.12. For ∅ 6= X ∈ F(A) with |X ∩ Aµ(X)| ≤ |A| and 2µ(X) ≤ i, there
exists Y ⊆ Ai with X ∈ EY (A) and
κ(Y ) ≥ |A|−2µ(X) · (|A| − |X ∩Aµ(X)|)2 .
Proof. Let Z := X ∩Aµ(X). We consider the subset
Y := {z(zµ(X))−1 | z ∈ Z} · (A \ {zµ(X) | z ∈ Z}) ·Ai−2µ(X)
· (A \ {z1 | z ∈ Z}) · {(z1)−1z | z ∈ Z}
of Ai. Then, for all z ∈ Z and y ∈ Y we have z 6≤P y, due to yµ(X) 6= zµ(X) and as
a consequence of y|y|−|z|+1 6= z1, also z 6≤S y. Moreover, X \ Z ≤B Y would imply
X \ Z ≤B Z, which is a contradiction to X ∈ F(A). Finally, i ≥ 2µ(X) > µ(X) implies
Y 6≤B X and the statement follows from |Y | ≥ |A|i−2µ(X) · (|A| − |X ∩Aµ(X)|)2.
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2.3 Shiftability
Based on the motivation that we can apply shifts in situations where extendability is
not given, we present a sufficient condition for the validity of the 3/4-Conjecture via
shifting and this idea is also used for an alternative proof of Kraft’s Inequality. For a
successful shift of one of the sets whose union builds a fix-free code, it is convenient to
have a large number of short words, in order to raise the Kraftsum bound for the code
above 2/3 .
Assume we have to find Z ∈ F({0, 1}) with α3(Z) = 1 < α4(Z) = 3 < α5(Z) = 14 and
λ(Z) = 3 < 5 = µ(Z), which is possible according to Theorem 1.35(1). Moreover, let
X1 ⊆ X2 ∈ F({0, 1}) be given by
X1 := {001, 1010, 1011, 1110} ,
X2 := {001, 0000, 0100, 0101, 0110, 1000, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110} .
Both X1 and X2 have a sufficient number of words with length 3 and 4. However, we
are not able to add the demanded number of 14 words with length 5 to one of these
codes, since
25 − |∆5B(X2)| ≤ 25 − |∆5B(X1)| = 12 < 14 .
In this situation, we exploit the large amount of words with length 4 in X2. We consider
the subset
Y := {0101, 0110, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110} ⊆ X2
and observe that we still have enough words of length 3 and 4 in X2 \ Y and that
25 − |∆5B(X2 \ Y )| = 19 > 14 .
Hence, there exists a subset X3 ⊂ ∆5B(X2 \ Y ) with |X3| = 14, such that the fix-free
code Z := (X2 \ Y ) ∪ X3 serves our purpose. This example shows, how useful a large
number of small words can be, in order to decide, which subset of words can be replaced
by larger words. This shifting strategy will be studied in the following.
Definition 2.13. Let X ∈ B(A), i ≥ 1, and max(µ(X), i) < j.
1. Write X ∈ S(i,j,k)(A) and call X shiftable for k ≥ 0 from i to j, if Bα(A) 6= ∅ for
α with αi = αi(X)− k, αj = αj(X) + k · |A|j−i and αl = αl(X) for all l 6∈ {i, j}.
2. For Y ⊆ X, write X ∈ SjY (A) and call X directly shiftable via Y to j, if there
exists Z ⊆ Aj with κ(Z) = κ(Y ) and (X \ Y ) ∪ Z ∈ B(A).
Proposition 2.14. If ∅ 6= Y ∈ U(A) with µ(Y ) < j, then
SjY (A) ⊆ S(µ(Y ),j,|Y |)(A) .
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Proof. For X ∈ SjY (A) there exists Z ⊆ Aj with κ(Z) = κ(Y ) and (X \Y )∪Z ∈ Bα(A)
with αµ(Y ) = αµ(Y )(X) − |Y |, αj = αj(X) + |A|j−µ(Y ) · |Y | and αk = αk(X) for all
k 6∈ {µ(Y ), j}, such that we conclude X ∈ S(µ(Y ),j,|Y |)(A).
Therefore, in order to show X ∈ S(i,j,k)(A), according to Proposition 2.14, it suffices
to prove the existence of Y ⊆ X ∩ Ai with |Y | = k and X ∈ SjY (A). However, such a
subset Y does not always exist. For instance,
X := {00, 010, 011, 101, 110, 1001, 1111, 10001} ∈ F({0, 1})
and Y := {10001} = X ∩ {0, 1}5 satisfy X ∈ S(5,6,1)({0, 1}) \ S6Y ({0, 1}). We have
X 6∈ S6Y ({0, 1}), because of |∆6B(X \ Y )| = 63 > 26 − 2 and X ∈ S(5,6,1)({0, 1}), as a
consequence of
{01, 000, 100, 110, 111, 0010, 0011, 101010, 101011} ∈ F({0, 1}) .
In contrast, we have ∅ 6= X ∈ SjY (A) for all Y ⊆ X ∩ Ai, if x1 = x|x| = a ∈ A for all
x ∈ X, since these words can be replaced by words y ∈ Aj with y1 = y|y| 6= a.
Note, that any restriction assumed for a single shift has to be applied several times,
possibly resulting in a very restrictive overall situation. The following result generalizes
Remark 3 in Bodewig (2013) to alphabets of even cardinality.
Theorem 2.15. The 3/4-Conjecture is true for finite sequences and even |A|, if and
only if
X ∈ S(µ(X),µ(X)+1,k)(A)
for all X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) = 3/4 and for all k ≤ αµ(X)(X).
Proof. Let X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) = 3/4 and k ≤ αµ(X)(X). If the 3/4-Conjecture
is true for finite sequences, then Bα(A) 6= ∅ for α given by αµ(X) := αµ(X)(X) − k,
αµ(X)+1 := αµ(X)+1(X) + k · |A| and αl := αl(X) for l 6∈ {µ(X), µ(X) + 1}, since
κ(α) = κ(X) = 3/4 and µ(α) <∞.
Now assume that X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) = 3/4 implies X ∈ S(µ(X),µ(X)+1,k)(A) for all
k ≤ αµ(X)(X). Then, Bα(A) 6= ∅ is obvious for α with κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and µ(α) ≤ 1. For
2 ≤ µ(α) <∞ let m := |A|/2 ∈ N and define β ∈ ZN with
βµ(α) := αµ(α) + 3m
µ(α) · 2µ(α)−2 −
∑
n≤µ(α)
αn · (2m)µ(α)−n
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and βl := αl for all l 6= µ(α). Then, we have
κ(β) = κ(α) + (2m)−µ(α) · (βµ(α) − αµ(α))
= κ(α) + (2m)−µ(α) ·
(
3mµ(α) · 2µ(α)−2 −
∑
n≤µ(α) αn · (2m)
µ(α)−n
)
= κ(α) +
3
4
−
∑
n≤µ(α) αn · (2m)
−n
=
3
4
≥ κ(α) ,
which implies κ(β) = 3/4 and |Bα(A)| ≥ |Bβ(A)|, due to βl ≥ αl for all l ≥ 1. Therefore,
it suffices to prove Bβ(A) 6= ∅ for an arbitrary finite sequence β ∈ N0N with κ(β) = 3/4,
by induction on 2 ≤ µ(β) <∞. If µ(β) = 2, then Theorem 1.35(1) implies Bβ(A) 6= ∅.
Now let µ(β) = n + 1 ≥ 3 and assume Bα(A) 6= ∅ for all α with κ(α) = 3/4 and
µ(α) ≤ n. First, we notice that βn+1 is divisible by |A| = 2m, since
βn+1 · (2m)−1 = (2m)n · βn+1 · (2m)−n−1
= (2m)n ·
(
3 · 4−1 −
∑
l≤n βl · (2m)
−l
)
= 3 · 2n−2 ·mn −
∑
l≤n βl · (2m)
n−l
is an integer. Hence, there exists α ∈ N0N with αl = βl for all l < n, αn = βn+βn+1/|A|
and µ(α) = n. By the induction hypothesis, there exists X ∈ F(A) with α(X) = α and
κ(X) = 3/4 and by assumption X ∈ S(n,n+1,βn+1/|A|)(A), such that Bβ(A) 6= ∅.
In the above proof, we have shown that we can proof the 3/4-Conjecture for finite
sequences without loss of generality for finite sequences with Kraftsum equal to 3/4,
if the alphabet has even size. Due to the existence of |A|-adic representations, see
Theorem B.2.4 in Vakil (2011), the 3/4-Conjecture, which also allows infinite sequences,
can without loss of generality be proven for sequences with Kraftsum equal to 3/4 for
arbitrary finite alphabets. A similar argument is used in the proof of Theorem 1 in
Yekhanin (2004).
As an advantage in comparison with Proposition 2.9, the operation in Theorem 2.15
does not increase the Kraftsum. However, Kraftsums above 3/4 may lead to failure,
which is illustrated by Bα({0, 1}) = ∅ for α with α1 = α2 = 1 and α4 = 2, despite
{0, 11, 101} ∈ F({0, 1}).
Remark 2.16. The proof of Theorem 2.15 provides a method which in combination with
Theorem 1.13 serves as an alternative proof of Kraft’s Inequality for finite sequences,
which can also be found in the second part of Theorem 1 in Bodewig (2013) for the
binary alphabet. First, we show (X \ Y ) ∪ Y A ∈ P(A) for all Y ⊆ X with X ∈ P(A).
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We notice that X \ Y ≤P Y A implies X \ Y ≤P Y or Y ≤P X \ Y , which contradicts
X ∈ P(A). Moreover, Y A ≤P X \ Y implies Y ≤P X \ Y , again a contradiction to
X ∈ P(A). Finally, Y A ∈ P(A) is a consequence of Lemma 1.8. Therefore, we can
prove Kraft’s Inequality analogously to Theorem 2.15 with shifts. In this case, A ∈ A is
not restricted to even size, we have X ∈ P(A) instead of X ∈ F(A), κ(X) = 1 instead
of κ(X) = 3/4 and as a starting sequence for the base clause of the induction, we use
β with β1 = |A| and µ(β) = 1, instead of the set of sequences β with µ(β) = 2 and
κ(β) = 3/4.
The counterpart of Proposition 2.10 for shiftability reads as follows.
Proposition 2.17. Let Y ⊆ X ∈ F(A), U := {(x, y) ∈ (X \ Y )2 | |x| + |y| > j},
µ(X) < j, and σ(r, s) := |A|j · (r − s− 1)2 − |A|j · s for all r, s ∈ R. Then, X ∈ SjY (A)
if and only if
σ(κ(X), κ(Y )) ≥
∑
(x,y)∈U
(|A|j−|x|−|y| − νj(x, y)) .
Moreover, κ(X) ≤ 3/4 implies σ(κ(X), κ(Y )) ≥ σ(3/4, 1/4) = 0.
Proof. We define t :=
∑
(x,y)∈U (νj(x, y) − |A|j−|x|−|y|) and reformulate the criterion for
a successful shift as follows:
0 ≤ |A|j − |A|j · κ(Y )− |∆jB(X \ Y )|
1.31(2)
= |A|j − |A|j · κ(Y )− 2|A|j · κ(X \ Y ) +
∑
x,y∈X\Y
νj(x, y)
1.31(3)
= |A|j − |A|j · κ(Y )− 2|A|j · κ(X \ Y ) +
∑
x,y∈X\Y
|A|j−|x|−|y| + t
= |A|j − |A|j · κ(Y )− 2|A|j · κ(X \ Y ) + |A|j · κ(X \ Y )2 + t
= |A|j · (κ(X \ Y )2 − 2κ(X \ Y ) + 1)− |A|j · κ(Y ) + t
= σ(κ(X), κ(Y )) + t .
The polynomial σ is totally differentiable on R2 with gradient
∇σ = (2 · |A|j · (r − s− 1), (−2) · |A|j · (r − s− 1)− |A|j) 6= (0, 0)
for all r, s ∈ R. Hence, for s ≤ r ≤ 3/4 the global minimum is found among the
candidates σ(r, 0) = |A|j · (r− 1)2 ≥ |A|/16 > 0, σ(r, r) = |A|j · (1− r) ≥ |A|/4 > 0, and
σ(3 · 4−1, s) = |A|j · (s+ 4−1)2 − |A|j · s = |A|j · (s− 4−1)2 ≥ 0
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with unique root s = 1/4.
The shift in Proposition 2.17 is successful, if Y = X ∩{0, 1}µ(X) and |x|+ |y| > j implies
x, y ∈ Y for all x, y ∈ X, because we have U = ∅ in this case.
For the fixed length codes in Theorem 2.5, the criterion of Proposition 2.9 does not
succeed, but Theorem 2.18 motivates a shift in this situation. In addition, Theorem
2.18 applies to a more general situation than the first part of Theorem 1 in Bodewig
(2013).
Theorem 2.18. For X =
⊔
m≤n Ym ∈ F(A) with max(2|x|, µ(X) + 1) ≤ j for all x ∈ Y1
and κ(X) ≤ (2 + κ(Y1)2)/3, there exists l ≤ n, with l 6= 1 if Y1 = ∅ 6= X, and
X ∈ SjYl(A) .
Proof. For |{m ≤ n |Ym 6= ∅}| ≤ 1 the statement is trivial due to U(A) ⊆ F(A). Let
|{m ≤ n |Ym 6= ∅}| ≥ 2 and define σ(X) as the maximum of the set
U := {m2 ∈ Z | |∆jB(X \ Ym1)| ≥ |∆jB(X)| − |A|j · κ(Ym1) +m2 ∀m1 ≤ n : Ym1 6= ∅} .
We consider σ(X) ≥ 1 without loss of generality, since otherwise the statement would
be proven already. For all m ≤ n with Ym 6= ∅ we have
|A|j · κ(Ym) + σ(X)
≤ |∆jB(X \ Ym)| − |∆jB(X)|+ 2|A|j · κ(Ym)
1.31(2)
= −2|A|j · κ(Ym) + 2|A|j · κ(Ym)−
∑
x,y∈X\Ym
νj(x, y) +
∑
x,y∈X
νj(x, y)
= −
∑
x,y∈Ym
νj(x, y) +
∑
x∈X,z∈Ym
(νj(x, z) + νj(z, x))
=: τ(Ym) .
Moreover, let τ(Ym) = 0 for all m ≤ n with Ym = ∅. Hence, it holds that∑
m≤n
(
τ(Ym) +
∑
x,y∈Ym
νj(x, y)
)
=
∑
m≤n
∑
x∈X,z∈Ym
(νj(x, z) + νj(z, x))
=
∑
x∈X
∑
m≤n
∑
z∈Ym
νj(x, z) +
∑
x∈X
∑
m≤n
∑
z∈Ym
νj(z, x)
= 2 ·
∑
x,y∈X νj(x, y) .
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Choose l ≤ n with τ(Yl) = |A|j · κ(Yl) + σ(X) and Yl 6= ∅, which exists by definition of
σ(X). Then, we obtain
|∆jB(X \ Yl)|
1.31(2)
= 2|A|j · κ(X \ Yl)−
∑
x,y∈X\Yl
νj(x, y)
= 2|A|j · κ(X \ Yl) + τ(Yl)−
∑
x,y∈X νj(x, y)
= 2|A|j · κ(X \ Yl) + |A|j · κ(Yl) + σ(X)−
∑
x,y∈X νj(x, y)
= 2|A|j · κ(X)− |A|j · κ(Yl) + σ(X)− 2−1 ·
∑
m≤n
(
τ(Ym) +
∑
x,y∈Ym
νj(x, y)
)
≤ 2|A|j · κ(X)− |A|j · κ(Yl) + σ(X)− 2−1 ·
∑
m≤n:Ym 6=∅
(|A|j · κ(Ym) + σ(X))
− 2−1 ·
∑
x,y∈Y1
νj(x, y)
1.31(3)
= 2|A|j · κ(X)− |A|j · κ(Yl) + σ(X)− 2−1 ·
∑
m≤n:Ym 6=∅
(|A|j · κ(Ym) + σ(X))
− 2−1 · |A|j · κ(Y1)2
= 2−1|A|j · (3κ(X)− κ(Y1)2)− σ(X) · (2−1 · |{m ≤ n |Ym 6= ∅}| − 1)− |A|j · κ(Yl)
≤ |A|j − |A|j · κ(Yl) ,
since κ(X) ≤ (2 + κ(Y1)2)/3, σ(X) ≥ 1, and |{m ≤ n |Ym 6= ∅}| ≥ 2. In particular, we
have l 6= 1 if Y1 = ∅ 6= X, such that the proof is complete.
Corollary 2.19. Let ∅ 6= X ∈ F(A) with κ(X) ≤ 2/3, l ≤ |X|, and µ(X) < j.
1. There exists X ⊇ Y ∈ U(A) with 0 6= |Y | ∈ {l, |X ∩Aµ(Y )| mod l} and
X ∈ SjY (A) .
2. There exists Y ⊆ X with 0 6= |Y | ∈ {l, |X| mod l} and
X ∈ SjY (A) .
Proof. For the proof of both statements, we consider the following unions that result in
X and apply Theorem 2.18.
1. For all n1 ≤ µ(X) + 1 − λ(X) let σ(n1) := d|X ∩ An1−1+λ(X)|/le, Y1 := ∅ and for
all λ(X) ≤ n1 ≤ µ(X) let
X ∩An1 =
⊔
m∈U
Ym
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with
U :=
{
m ∈ N | 1 +
∑
n2<n1+1−λ(X)
σ(n2) < m ≤ 1 +
∑
n2≤n1+1−λ(X)
σ(n2)
}
and |Ym| = l, unless m = 1+
∑
n2≤n1+1−λ(X) σ(n2) and l is not a factor of |X∩An1 |,
then let |Ym| = (|X ∩An1 | mod l). Then, we have
X =
⊔
m≤1+∑n2≤µ(X)+1−λ(X) σ(n2)
Ym
and for all 1 6= m ≤ 1 + ∑n2≤µ(X)+1−λ(X) σ(n2) with |Ym| 6= l, there exists
λ(X) ≤ n1 ≤ µ(X) with |Ym| = (|X ∩An1 | mod l) 6= 0.
2. Choose the union X =
⊔
m≤d|X|/le+1 Ym with Y1 := ∅ and |Ym| = l for m 6= 1, unless
m = d|X|/le+ 1 and l is not a factor of |X|, then let |Ym| = (|X| mod l) 6= 0.
3 Fix-Free Extension of
Finite Sets
The rather technical results in the next two sections primarily prepare the main result
of this thesis, Theorem 3.17 regarding the structure of greedy extension sets.
3.1 Alternating Shadows
In the following, we introduce the functions Φi(H,Ω) and Θ
i
(H,Ω,u) and study their appli-
cation on finite sets of words.
Definition 3.1. For X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) < i and H ∈ {P, S} let H∗ ∈ {P, S} \ {H}
and
Φi(H,Ω)(X) := Ωi \∆iH(X) ,
with Ω ∈ T(A), which means Ω ∈ U(A)N with Ωj ⊆ Aj for all j ≥ 1.
Lemma 3.2. Let X,Y ∈ L(A) with max(µ(X), µ(Y )) < i, Ω ∈ T(A) and H ∈ {P, S}.
1. It holds that
Φi(H,Ω)(X ∪ Y ) = Φi(H,Ω)(X) ∩ Φi(H,Ω)(Y ) .
2. If λ(X) = µ(X) = λ(Y ) = µ(Y ) or 0 ∈ {µ(X), µ(Y )}, then
Φi(H,Ω)(X ∩ Y ) = Φi(H,Ω)(X) ∪ Φi(H,Ω)(Y ) .
3. If max(1, µ(X), µ(Y )) ≤ j ≤ i, then
Φi(H,Ω)(X ∪ Φj(H,Ω)(X)) ⊆ Φi(H,Ω)(X ∪ Φj(H∗,Ω)(X)) .
4. If X ⊆ Y , then
Φi(H,Ω)(Y ) ⊆ Φi(H,Ω)(X) .
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Proof. 1. We obtain
Φi(H,Ω)(X ∪ Y ) = Ωi \∆iH(X ∪ Y )
2.2(1)
= Ωi \ (∆iH(X) ∪∆iH(Y ))
= (Ωi \∆iH(X)) ∩ (Ωi \∆iH(Y ))
= Φi(H,Ω)(X) ∩ Φi(H,Ω)(Y ) .
2. If λ(X) = µ(X) = λ(Y ) = µ(Y ) or 0 ∈ {µ(X), µ(Y )}, then
Φi(H,Ω)(X ∩ Y ) = Ωi \∆iH(X ∩ Y )
2.2(2)
= Ωi \ (∆iH(X) ∩∆iH(Y ))
= (Ωi \∆iH(X)) ∪ (Ωi \∆iH(Y ))
= Φi(H,Ω)(X) ∪ Φi(H,Ω)(Y ) .
3. We have
∆iH(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jH∗(X)))
2.2(1),2.2(4)
= ∆iH(X) ∪ (∆iH(Ωj) \∆iH(∆jH∗(X)))
⊆ ∆iH(X) ∪∆iH(Ωj)
= ∆iH(X) ∪ (∆iH(Ωj) \∆iH(X))
2.2(1),2.2(3),2.2(4)
= ∆iH(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jH(X)))
and therefore, also
Φi(H,Ω)(X ∪ Φj(H,Ω)(X)) = Ωi \∆iH(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jH(X)))
⊆ Ωi \∆iH(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jH∗(X)))
= Φi(H,Ω)(X ∪ Φj(H∗,Ω)(X)) .
4. For X ⊆ Y , we obtain
Φi(H,Ω)(Y ) = Ωi \∆iH(Y ) ⊆ Ωi \∆iH(X) = Φi(H,Ω)(X) .
The above properties of Φi(H,Ω) will be used for a recursive formula regarding the function
Θi(H,Ω,u) in Lemma 3.4.
Definition 3.3. 1. For i ≥ 0 let I(i) denote the set of all non-empty finite strictly
increasing sequences which take integer values of at least 0 and at most i.
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2. For U ⊆ I(i) with i ≥ 0, let E(U) and O(U) denote the set of all elements of U
with even or with odd length, respectively.
3. For two sets U and V , write©j≤iσj for the composition of the functions σj ∈ UV ,
j ≤ i, where σk is applied after σl for k < l ≤ i.
4. For X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) ≤ j < i, Ω ∈ T(A), u ∈ I(i− j − 1) and H ∈ {P, S} let
H [k] := H for odd k and H [k] := H∗ for even k and define
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) := (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) .
5. For 0 ≤ j < i, u ∈ I(j), and U ⊆ I(j) define u[i] by u[i]|u|+1 = i and u[i]j = uj for
all j ≤ |u| = |u[i]| − 1 and let U [i] := {u[i] |u ∈ U}.
We have I(j) ⊆ I(i) for j ≤ i and the successive application of the functions Φi−uk
(H[k],Ω)
for k ≤ |u| is well-defined, because for all l < m ≤ |u| we have i− ul > i− um > µ(X).
Lemma 3.4. If X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) < j < i, Ω ∈ T(A) and H ∈ {P, S}, then
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jB(X))) =
Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X) ∩Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X), u ∈ O(I(i− j − 1)) ,
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) ∪Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X), u ∈ E(I(i− j − 1)) .
Proof. For u ∈ O(I(i− j − 1)), we obtain
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jB(X)))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Ωj \∆jB(X))
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Ωj \ (∆jH(X) ∪∆jH∗(X)))
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H,Ω)(X) ∩ Φj(H∗,Ω)(X))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ ( (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H,Ω)(X))
∪ (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(Φ
j
(H∗,Ω)(X)))
= ((©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H,Ω)(X)))
∪((©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H∗,Ω)(X)))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X ∪ Φ
j
(H,Ω)(X)) ∪ (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X ∪ Φ
j
(H∗,Ω)(X))
3.2(3),3.2(4)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X ∪ Φ
j
(H∗,Ω)(X))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∩ ((©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
) ◦ Φj(H∗,Ω))(X)
= Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) ∩Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X) .
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For u ∈ E(I(i− j − 1)), we obtain
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jB(X)))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Ωj \∆jB(X))
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Ωj \ (∆jH(X) ∪∆jH∗(X)))
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H,Ω)(X) ∩ Φj(H∗,Ω)(X))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ ( (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H,Ω)(X))
∩ (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(Φ
j
(H∗,Ω)(X)))
= ((©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H,Ω)(X)))
∩((©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ (©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
)(Φj(H∗,Ω)(X)))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X ∪ Φ
j
(H,Ω)(X)) ∩ (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X ∪ Φ
j
(H∗,Ω)(X))
3.2(3),3.2(4)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X ∪ Φ
j
(H,Ω)(X))
3.2(1),3.2(2)
= (©k≤|u|Φi−uk(H[k],Ω))(X) ∪ ((©k≤|u|Φ
i−uk
(H[k],Ω)
) ◦ Φj(H,Ω))(X)
= Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) ∪Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X) .
The following special case will appear in the remaining lemmata of this section, which
give rise for simplifications via Lemma 4.1.
Definition 3.5. If X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) < i, u ∈ I(i − µ(X) − 1), H ∈ {P, S} and
Ω ∈ T(A) with Ωj = Aj for all j > µ(X), then let
Θi(H,u)(X) := Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X) .
Lemma 3.6. If X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) < i and H ∈ {P, S}, then
Θi(H,u)(X) =
Ai−u1 \ (©k≤|u|∆
i−uk
H[k]
)(X), u ∈ O(I(i− µ(X)− 1)) ,
(©k≤|u|∆i−ukH[k] )(X), u ∈ E(I(i− µ(X)− 1)) .
Proof. Let Ω ∈ T(A) be given by Ωj = Aj for all j > µ(X). Then, for µ(X) < k < l
and Y ∈ L(A) with µ(Y ) < k we have
(Φl(H,Ω) ◦ Φk(H∗,Ω))(Y ) = Al \∆lH(Ak \∆kH∗(Y ))
2.2(4)
= Al \ (∆lH(Ak) \∆lH(∆kH∗(Y )))
= ∆lH(∆
k
H∗(Y ))
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such that for u ∈ E(I(i− µ(X)− 1)), we obtain
Θi(H,u)(X) = (©m≤|u|Φi−um(H[m],Ω))(X) = (©m≤|u|∆
i−um
H[m]
)(X)
and for u ∈ O(I(i− µ(X)− 1)) we obtain
Θi(H,u)(X) = (©m≤|u|Φi−um(H[m],Ω))(X)
= Φi−u1(H,Ω)((©2≤m≤|u|∆i−umH[m] )(X))
= Ai−u1 \ (©m≤|u|∆i−umH[m] )(X) .
Lemma 3.7. Let X ∈ L(A) with λ(X) ≤ m ≤ µ(X) < i and H ∈ {P, S}.
1. If (0, i+ n−m− k), (0, n, k) ∈ I(i− µ(X)− 1), then
Θi(H,(0,i+n−m−k))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(H,(0,n,k))(X ∩Am) = ∅ .
2. If m 6= n with X ∩ (Am ∪An) ∈ F(A) and (0, k−m), (0, k− n) ∈ I(i− µ(X)− 1),
then
Θi(H,(0,k−m))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(H,(0,k−n))(X ∩An) = ∅ .
Proof. 1. Defining j := i+ n−m− k, we get
i− n ≥ i− n+ k − (i− µ(X)− 1) > i− n+ k − (i−m) = i− j
and therefore also
Θi(H,(0,j))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(H,(0,n,k))(X ∩Am)
3.6= ∆iH(∆
i−j
H∗ (X ∩Am)) ∩ (Ai \∆iH(∆i−nH∗ (∆j+m−nH (X ∩Am))))
= ∆iH(∆
i−j
H∗ (X ∩Am)) \∆iH(∆i−nH∗ (∆j+m−nH (X ∩Am)))
2.2(3)
= ∆iH(∆
i−n
H (∆
i−j
H∗ (X ∩Am))) \∆iH(∆i−nH∗ (∆j+m−nH (X ∩Am)))
2.2(4)
= ∆iH(∆
i−n
H (∆
i−j
H∗ (X ∩Am)) \∆i−nH∗ (∆j+m−nH (X ∩Am))) .
Hence, for H := P we obtain
Θi(P,(0,j))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(P,(0,n,k))(X ∩Am)
= ∆iP (∆
i−n
P (A
i−j−m · (X ∩Am)) \∆i−nS ((X ∩Am) ·Aj−n))
= ∆iP ((A
i−j−m · (X ∩Am) ·Aj−n) \ (Ai−j−m · (X ∩Am) ·Aj−n))
= ∅
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and for H := S we obtain
Θi(S,(0,j))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(S,(0,n,k))(X ∩Am)
= ∆iS(∆
i−n
S ((X ∩Am) ·Ai−j−m) \∆i−nP (Aj−n · (X ∩Am)))
= ∆iS((A
j−n · (X ∩Am) ·Ai−j−m) \ (Aj−n · (X ∩Am) ·Ai−j−m))
= ∅ .
2. We conclude
Θi(P,(0,k−m))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(P,(0,k−n))(X ∩An)
3.6
= ∆iP (∆
i−k+m
S (X ∩Am)) ∩∆iP (∆i−k+nS (X ∩An))
= ∆iP (A
i−k · (X ∩Am)) ∩∆iP (Ai−k · (X ∩An))
= (Ai−k · (X ∩Am) ·Ak−m) ∩ (Ai−k · (X ∩An) ·Ak−n)
= ∅ ,
since by assumption, (X ∩ Am) ∪ (X ∩ An) is a prefix-free code and m 6= n.
Moreover, we have
Θi(S,(0,k−m))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(S,(0,k−n))(X ∩An)
3.6
= ∆iS(∆
i−k+m
P (X ∩Am)) ∩∆iS(∆i−k+nP (X ∩An))
= ∆iS((X ∩Am) ·Ai−k) ∩∆iS((X ∩An) ·Ai−k)
= (Ak−m · (X ∩Am) ·Ai−k) ∩ (Ak−n · (X ∩An) ·Ai−k)
= ∅ ,
since by assumption, (X ∩Am) ∪ (X ∩An) is a suffix-free code and m 6= n.
Lemma 3.8. If X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) < i, H ∈ {P, S} and U ⊆ I(i− µ(X)− 1) is the
union of {(0, i+ j − µ(X)− k)} and ⋃0≤l≤µ(X)−λ(X){(0, j − l, k)}, then⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,u)(X) = ∅ .
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Proof. With the definition V :=
⋃
0≤l≤µ(X)−λ(X){(0, j − l, k)} ⊆ U we obtain⋂
u∈U Θ
i
(H,u)(X)
3.6= ∆iH
(
∆
i−(i+j−µ(X)−k)
H∗
(⋃
λ(X)≤m≤µ(X)(X ∩A
m)
))
∩
⋂
v∈V
(
Ai−v1 \∆i−v1H
(
∆i−v2H∗
(
∆i−v3H
(⋃
λ(X)≤l≤µ(X)(X ∩A
l)
))))
2.2(1)
=
⋃
λ(X)≤m≤µ(X) ∆
i
H(∆
i−(i+j−µ(X)−k)
H∗ (X ∩Am))
∩
⋂
v∈V
(
Ai−v1 \
⋃
λ(X)≤l≤µ(X) ∆
i−v1
H (∆
i−v2
H∗ (∆
i−v3
H (X ∩Al)))
)
3.6=
⋃
λ(X)≤m≤µ(X) Θ
i
(H,(0,i+j−µ(X)−k))(X ∩Am)
∩
⋂
v∈V,λ(X)≤l≤µ(X) Θ
i
(H,v)(X ∩Al)
=
⋃
λ(X)≤m≤µ(X)
(
Θi(H,(0,i+j−µ(X)−k))(X ∩Am)
∩
⋂
v∈V,λ(X)≤l≤µ(X) Θ
i
(H,v)(X ∩Al)
)
⊆
⋃
λ(X)≤m≤µ(X)(Θ
i
(H,(0,i+j−µ(X)−k))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(H,(0,j−µ(X)+m,k))(X ∩Am))
=
⋃
λ(X)≤m≤µ(X)(Θ
i
(H,(0,i+n(m)−m−k))(X ∩Am) ∩Θi(H,(0,n(m),k))(X ∩Am))
3.7(1)
= ∅ ,
where we have n(m) := j − µ(X) +m for all λ(X) ≤ m ≤ µ(X).
3.2 Special Non-Decreasing Sequences
The elements of the sets we define next, contain all sequences needed for the calculation
of greedy extension sets in Theorem 3.17. Apart from the preparation of this main
theorem, the major objective of the following statements is the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Definition 3.9. Let N(0) := {{(0)}} and for i ≥ 1 let
N(i) := {O(U) ∪O(U)[i] ∪ V ∪ (E(U) \ V )[i]|U ∈ N(i− 1), V ⊆ E(U)} .
For example, we obtain N(1) = {{(0), (0, 1)}} and
N(2) = {{(0), (0, 1), (0, 2)}, {(0), (0, 1, 2), (0, 2)}} ,
N(3) = {{(0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3)}, {(0), (0, 1), (0, 2, 3), (0, 3)},
{(0), (0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 2, 3), (0, 2), (0, 3)}, {(0), (0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 2, 3), (0, 2, 3), (0, 3)},
{(0), (0, 1, 3), (0, 2), (0, 3)}, {(0), (0, 1, 3), (0, 2, 3), (0, 3)}} .
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Lemma 3.10. If U ∈ N(i) with i ≥ 0, then
(0) ∈ U ⊆ I(i) .
Proof. We show by induction on i ≥ 0 that for all U ∈ N(i) and all u ∈ U it holds
that (0) ∈ U , |u| ∈ N, uj ∈ N0 for all j ≤ |u| and uk < ul ≤ i for all k < l ≤ |u|. The
base clause is an immediate consequence of N(0) = {{(0)}}. Now we assume that the
statement holds for i ≥ 0 and consider u ∈ U with U ∈ N(i + 1). By definition, there
exist V ∈ N(i) and W ⊆ E(V ) with
U = O(V ) ∪O(V )[i+1] ∪W ∪ (E(V ) \W )[i+1] .
By the induction hypothesis, we have (0) ∈ O(V ) ⊆ U . If u ∈ O(V ) ∪W ⊆ V ∈ N(i),
then the claim follows from the induction hypothesis. If u ∈ O(V )[i+1]∪(E(V )\W )[i+1],
then there exists v ∈ O(V ) ∪ (E(V ) \W ) with u = v[i+1]. By induction hypothesis,
|u| = |v| + 1 ∈ N, uj = vj ∈ N0 for all j ≤ |u| − 1 and u|u| = i + 1 ∈ N0 and finally,
uk = vk < vl = ul < u|u| = i+ 1 for all k < l < |u|.
Lemma 3.11. If i ≥ 1, then
{(0)} ∪
⋃
j≤i
{(0, j)} ∈ N(i) .
Proof. The base clause of the induction on i ≥ 1 reads N(1) = {{(0), (0, 1)}}. Now
assume {(0)} ∪⋃j<i{(0, j)} ∈ N(i− 1) for some i > 1. Then, it holds that
{(0)} ∪
⋃
j≤i
{(0, j)} = {(0)} ∪ {(0)}[i] ∪
⋃
j<i
{(0, j)} ∪ ∅[i] ,
which is an element of
{O(U) ∪O(U)[i] ∪ V ∪ (E(U) \ V )[i] |U ∈ N(i− 1), V ⊆ E(U)} = N(i)
and therefore the statement follows from the principle of induction.
Lemma 3.12. If U ∈ N(i) and j < i, then (0, i) ∈ U and (0, j) 6∈ U implies the
existence of j < k ≤ i with (0, j, k) ∈ U .
Proof. By definition, for U ∈ N(i) there exist Ul ∈ N(l), l ≤ i, and Vl ⊆ E(Ul), l < i,
with
Um+1 = O(Um) ∪O(Um)[m+1] ∪ Vm ∪ (E(Um) \ Vm)[m+1]
for all m < i and Ui = U . By induction on l ≤ i, we show (0, l) ∈ Ul and for all j < l the
existence of j < k ≤ l with (0, j) ∈ Ul or (0, j, k) ∈ Ul. We notice that (0, 1) ∈ U1 for
U1 ∈ N(1) is sufficient for the base clause. Now let l < i and assume that (0, l) ∈ Ul and
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that for all j < l there exists j < k ≤ l with (0, j) ∈ Ul or (0, j, k) ∈ Ul. By definition of
N(l + 1), we have (0, l + 1) ∈ Ul+1, since Lemma 3.10 implies (0) ∈ Ul. If there exists
j < k ≤ l with (0, j, k) ∈ Ul, then by definition of Ul+1, this implies (0, j, k) ∈ Ul+1.
Moreover, we have (0, j) ∈ Ul if j = l, or if j < l and there does not exist j < k ≤ l
with (0, j, k) ∈ Ul. If (0, j) ∈ Vl, then this implies (0, j) ∈ Ul+1. Otherwise we have
(0, j, l + 1) ∈ (E(Ul) \ Vl)[l+1] ⊆ Ul+1 and the statement follows by the principle of
induction.
Lemma 3.13. If U, V ∈ N(i) with U ⊆ V and i ≥ 0, then
U = V .
Proof. We show the statement by induction on i ≥ 0. The base clause follows from
|N(0)| = 1. Now assume the statement to be true forN(i) with i ≥ 0. If U1, U2 ∈ N(i+1)
with U1 ⊆ U2, then there exist V1, V2 ∈ N(i) and W1 ⊆ E(V1), W2 ⊆ E(V2) with
U1 = O(V1) ∪O(V1)[i+1] ∪W1 ∪ (E(V1) \W1)[i+1] ,
U2 = O(V2) ∪O(V2)[i+1] ∪W2 ∪ (E(V2) \W2)[i+1] .
If u ∈ O(V1) \ V2, then we have
u ∈ O(V1) \ (O(V2) ∪O(V2)[i+1] ∪W2 ∪ (E(V2) \W2)[i+1]) ,
which implies u ∈ U1 \ U2, a contradiction to U1 ⊆ U2. For u ∈W1 \ V2, we obtain
u ∈W1 \ (O(V2) ∪O(V2)[i+1] ∪W2 ∪ (E(V2) \W2)[i+1]) ,
such that we again have u ∈ U1 \ U2. Moreover, u ∈ (E(V1) \W1) \ V2 implies
u[i+1] ∈ (E(V1) \W1)[i+1] \ (O(V2) ∪O(V2)[i+1] ∪W2 ∪ (E(V2) \W2)[i+1]) ,
which leads to u[i+1] ∈ U1 \ U2. Altogether, we conclude V1 ⊆ V2 and by the induction
hypothesis we have V1 = V2. In addition, the assumption of the existence of u ∈W1\W2
implies
u ∈W1 \ (O(V2) ∪O(V2)[i+1] ∪W2 ∪ (E(V2) \W2)[i+1])
and leads again to u ∈ U1 \ U2. Finally, W2 6⊆W1 implies
E(V1) \W1 6⊆ E(V1) \W2 = E(V2) \W2
and hence the existence of v ∈ (E(V1) \W1) \ (E(V2) \W2) with
v[i+1] ∈ (E(V1) \W1)[i+1] \ (O(V2) ∪O(V2)[i+1] ∪W2 ∪ (E(V2) \W2)[i+1]) ,
such that v[i+1] ∈ U1\U2. We therefore conclude W1 = W2 and this leads to U1 = U2.
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3.3 Greedy Extension Sets
The sets that we define next, must not be confused with the greedy codes introduced in
Brualdi and Pless (1993). The Greedy Codeword Assignment Scheme, shortly GCAS,
in Khosravifard et al. (2010) and Ebrahimzadeh et al. is more similar to our approach.
In our case, the restriction for the choice of words for the fix-free extension is defined a
priori, while the GCAS determines this set with respect to the last word chosen.
Definition 3.14. Let X ∈ L(A) and Ω ∈ T(A).
1. Define the greedy extension set ΓΩ(X) based on X with respect to Ω recursively
by
ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai =
X ∩Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ µ(X) ,Ωi \∆iB(⋃j<i(ΓΩ(X) ∩Aj)), i > µ(X) .
2. If Ωj = A
j 6= ∅ = Ωk for all µ(X) < k < i ≤ j, then define Γi(X) := ΓΩ(X) and
let Γ(X) := Γµ(X)+1(X).
3. Define the set ΨiΩ(X) by
ΨiΩ(X) :=
X ∩Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ µ(X) ,⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−µ(X)−1)
⋂
u∈U Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X), i > µ(X) .
The application of Θi(H,Ω,u) for u ∈ U , with U ∈ N(i − µ(X) − 1), in the definition of
ΨiΩ(X) is well-defined by Lemma 3.10, which implies u ∈ I(i−µ(X)−1). By definition,
ΓΩ(X) is fix-free for X ∈ F(A) and in view of the 3/4-Conjecture, this motivates to find
X ∈ F(A) and Ω ∈ T(A) with α(ΓΩ(X)) = α for a given α with κ(α) ≤ 3/4.
Lemma 3.15. If X ∈ F(A) with µ(X) < i, then
sup({γx(Γi(X)) |x ∈ A∗}) ≤ i .
Proof. Assume that there exist at least i − λ(X) + 1 prefixes of x with length at least
λ(X) that have no suffix in Γi(X) and denote the longest of them by y. Then, for all
z ≤S y with |z| ≥ i, we have z 6∈ Γi(X) and z does not have any proper suffixes in
Γi(X). By definition of Γi(X), this implies Γi(X) ≤P z. Hence, for j1 := |y| + 1 − |z|,
there exists j1 + λ(X) − 1 ≤ k ≤ |y| − 1 with
∏
j1≤n≤k xn ∈ Γi(X), where k 6= |y| due
to Γi(X) 6≤S y. Moreover, Γi(X) ∈ P(A) implies that j1 determines k uniquely and
therefore we write k = k(j1). By assumption, apart from y there exist i − λ(X) other
prefixes with length at least λ(X) of x without suffix in Γi(X). Hence, we have i−λ(X)
indices λ(X) ≤ m ≤ |y| − 1 that satisfy ∏l≤n≤m xn 6∈ Γi(X) for all l ≤ m. Therefore,
we can have at most
(|y| − 1)− (λ(X)− 1)− (i− λ(X)) = |y| − i
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different indices k with
∏
j1≤n≤k xn ∈ Γi(X) for some j1 ≤ |y|+1−i, where j1 corresponds
to z ≤S y with |z| ≥ i. Since we have |y| + 1 − i different values for j1, we conclude
the existence of j2 6= j1 with k(j2) = k(j1), which contradicts the suffix-free property
of Γi(X). Therefore, there exist at most i − λ(X) prefixes of length at least λ(X) of
x without suffix in Γi(X). Together with the λ(X) remaining prefixes with length at
least 0 and at most λ(X) − 1, this adds up to at most i prefixes of x without suffix in
Γi(X).
Lemma 3.16. If X ∈ L(A) with µ(X) < j < i and Ω ∈ T(A), then⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j−1)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jB(X))) =
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) .
Proof. We obtain⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j−1)
⋂
u∈U Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X ∪ (Ωj \∆jB(X)))
3.4,3.10
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j−1)
( ⋂
u∈O(U)(Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X) ∩Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X))
∩
⋂
v∈E(U)(Θ
i
(H,Ω,v)(X) ∪Θi(H,Ω,v[i−j])(X))
)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j−1)
( ⋂
u∈O(U)(Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X) ∩Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X))
∩
⋃
V⊆E(U)
( ⋂
v∈V Θ
i
(H,Ω,v)(X)
∩
⋂
w∈E(U)\V Θ
i
(H,Ω,w[i−j])(X)
))
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j−1),V⊆E(U)
( ⋂
u∈O(U)(Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X) ∩Θi(H,Ω,u[i−j])(X))
∩
⋂
v∈V Θ
i
(H,Ω,v)(X)
∩
⋂
w∈E(U)\V Θ
i
(H,Ω,w[i−j])(X)
)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−j)
⋂
u∈U Θ
i
(H,Ω,u)(X) .
With the help of the following theorem, which is of central importance in the remainder
of this thesis, we can calculate an arbitrary level of the greedy extension set without
knowledge of the previous level, by using the given sets X and Ω only. This is an
advantage compared to the method presented in Example 1.32, where all previous levels
have to be taken into account for the calculation of the bifix-shadow. Moreover, the
choice of Ω enhances the generality of the theorem. In particular, the greedy extension
set is a thin and maximal code, if there exists j > µ(X) with Ωk = A
k 6= ∅ = Ωl for all
µ(X) < l < j ≤ k and we can give an upper bound for the degree in this case.
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Theorem 3.17. If X ∈ L(A) with max(µ(X), i) < j and Ω ∈ T(A), then
ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai = ΨiΩ(X) 6≤B ΨjΩ(X)
and X ∈ F(A) implies ΓΩ(X) ∈ B(A), Γj(X) ∈M(A), and δ(Γj(X)) ≤ j.
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ µ(X), we have ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai = ΨiΩ(X) by definition. Next, we prove
ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai =
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−µ(X)−1)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X)
by induction on k := i− µ(X) ≥ 1. For the base clause, let i := µ(X) + 1 within
ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai = Ωi \∆iB(X)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
Ωi \∆iH(X)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
Θi(H,Ω,(0))(X)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(0)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) .
Next, we consider X ∈ L(A) with i− µ(X) = k + 1 ≥ 2 and assume that the statement
holds for all Z ∈ L(A) with i−µ(Z) ≤ k. In the first of the following two cases, assume
Ωl \∆lB(X) = ∅ for all µ(X) < l < i. Then, for all 0 ≤ m ≤ i− µ(X)− 2 we obtain⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(m)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(m)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X ∪ (Ωi−m−1 \∆i−m−1B (X)))
3.16
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(m+1)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) ,
such that with the help of the equation that we already used for the base clause and
where we are not restricted to the choice i := µ(X) + 1 now, we obtain
ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai =
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(0)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X)
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−µ(X)−1)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) .
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For the second case, assume µ(X) < l < i as minimal with Y := X ∪ (Ωl \∆lB(X)) 6= X,
such that the application of the induction hypothesis yields
ΓΩ(X) ∩Ai = ΓΩ(Y ) ∩Ai
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−l−1)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(Y )
3.16
=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−l)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X)
and by minimality of l, we conclude Ωn \∆nB(X) = ∅ for all µ(X) < n < l. Therefore,
the same argumentation as in the first case can be applied and we obtain⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−l)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) =
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋃
U∈N(i−µ(X)−1)
⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,Ω,u)(X) ,
such that the proposed statement follows by the principle of induction. From the
definition of ΓΩ(X), follows Ψ
i
Ω(X) 6≤B ΨjΩ(X) for all j > max(µ(X), i) and also
ΓΩ(X) ∈ B(A) for X ∈ F(A). Moreover, for X ∈ F(A) with µ(X) < j, Lemma 3.15
implies sup({γx(Γj(X)) |x ∈ A∗}) ≤ j. Therefore, Theorem 1.22 yields Γj(X) ∈M(A)
and by definition of the degree, we conclude δ(Γj(X)) ≤ j.
Obviously, ΓΩ(X) ∈M(A) does not hold in general, for instance the choice Ωj := ∅ for
all j ≥ 1 implies ΓΩ(X) = X 6∈M(A) for all X which are not maximal.
Corollary 3.18. Let X ∈ F(A) with µ(X) < i.
1. The code Γi(X) is complete and very thin.
2. Every positive Bernoulli distribution pi on A∗ satisfies
pi∗(Γi(X)) = 1 .
3. For all x ∈ A∗ there exist j ≥ 1 and k ≥ 0 with xj ∈ (Γi(X))k.
Proof. 1. The code Γi(X) is complete due to theorems 1.11 and 3.17 and therefore
also very thin by Theorem 3.17 and Berstel et al. (2010, p.349).
2. Follows from theorems 1.16 and 3.17.
3. Holds by Proposition 1.18, since Γi(X) is thin and maximal fix-free by Theorem
3.17.
Since κ = pi∗ for a positive Bernoulli distribution pi on A∗, we obtain κ(Γi(X)) = 1.
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3.4 The Suffix Structure of Greedy Extension Sets
We present a situation, in which we can calculate the degree of a greedy extension set
exactly and we identify suffixes of words which have no prefix in a greedy extension set.
As the example δ(Γ3(A
2)) = δ(A2) = 2 < 3 shows, the upper bound in Theorem 3.17 is
not in general equal to the degree. However, the next statement provides a lower bound.
Corollary 3.19. If X ∈ F(A) with µ(X) < i, then
δ(Γi(X)) ≥ max({j ≤ i |Aj−1 6⊆ A∗XA∗}) .
In particular, Ai−1 6⊆ A∗XA∗ implies δ(Γi(X)) = i.
Proof. For X = A or i = 1, we have {ε} = A1−1 6⊆ A∗XA∗. If X 6= A and i ≥ 2,
then A 6⊆ A∗XA∗ and there exist x ∈ A∗ and 2 ≤ j ≤ i with x ∈ Aj−1 \ A∗XA∗.
Assume there exist y ∈ A∗ and z ∈ Γi(X) with z ≤S y and y ≤P x. Then, we have
|z| ≤ |x| = j − 1 < i and hence z ∈ X. Therefore, y ∈ A∗X and hence x ∈ A∗XA∗,
which derives a contradiction to the choice of x. Hence, y ≤P x implies Γi(X) 6≤S y,
such that γx(Γi(X)) = j. The additional statement follows from Theorem 3.17.
Proposition 3.20. If X ∈ F(A) and x ∈ A∗ with µ(X) < i ≤ |x| and Γi(X) 6≤P x, then
Ai−1 ∩ (A∗XA∗) ≤S x .
Proof. By definition of Γi(X), x and all its prefixes with length at least i have a proper
suffix in Γi(X). Hence, for all i ≤ k ≤ |x| there must exist 2 ≤ j ≤ k + 1 − λ(X) with∏
j≤n≤k xn ∈ Γi(X). Since Γi(X) is suffix-free, j = j(k) is unique for every k. If we
assume
∏
|x|+2−i≤n≤|x| xn 6∈ A∗XA∗, then
∏
m≤n≤k xn 6∈ X for all |x|+2−i ≤ m ≤ k with
i ≤ k ≤ |x| and this leads to 2 ≤ j(k) ≤ |x|+1−i. Hence, for the |x|−(i−1) = |x|+1−i
values of k, we obtain at most (|x| + 1 − i) − 1 = |x| − i values for j(k). This implies
the existence of l 6= k with j(l) = j(k) which contradicts Γi(X) ∈ P(A).
It is obvious that every word with length larger than µ(X) and without prefix in Γ(X)
must have a suffix in Γ(X). However, it is even possible to find a suffix in X ⊆ Γ(X).
Corollary 3.21. If X ∈ U(A) and x ∈ A∗ with µ(X) < |x| and Γ(X) 6≤P x, then
X ≤S x .
Proof. For λ(X) = µ(X) it holds that A(µ(X)+1)−1 ∩ (A∗XA∗) = X and Proposition
3.20 implies the statement.
4 Greedy Extension Sets Based
on Fixed Length Codes
This chapter is dedicated to the special case of ΓΩ(X) with X ∈ U(A) and Ωj := Aj for
all j > µ(X).
4.1 Sequence Eliminations and Chains
It will be shown that for the calculation of Γ(X)∩Ai all but one element ofN(i−µ(X)−1)
can be omitted, if X is a fixed length code with µ(X) < i − 1. Moreover, we will see
that the number of chains in the fixed length code which the greedy extension set is
based on, determines the frequency sequence. This leads to a proof of the minimality of
the maximal length of the greedy extension set among the set of maximal fix-free codes
with a given minimal length set.
Lemma 4.1. If X ∈ U(A) with µ(X) < i− 1, then
Γ(X) ∩Ai =
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋂
u∈{(0)}∪⋃l<i−µ(X){(0,l)}
Θi(H,u)(X) .
Proof. In the following let
{(0)} ∪
⋃
l≤i−µ(X)−1
{(0, l)} 6= U ∈ N(i− µ(X)− 1) .
By Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 3.17, it is sufficient to prove⋂
u∈U
Θi(H,u)(X) = ∅
for H ∈ {P, S}. First, the lemmata 3.10 and 3.13 imply the existence of j0 ≤ i−µ(X)−1
with (0, j0) 6∈ U . By Lemma 3.12, we conclude the existence of j0 < k0 ≤ i− µ(X)− 1
with (0, j0, k0) ∈ U . Next, we show for all (0, j1, k1) ∈ U with (0, i+j1−µ(X)−k1) 6∈ U ,
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the existence of j2, k2 ∈ N with (0, j2, k2) ∈ U and k2 − j2 < k1 − j1. Since we have
(0, j1, k1) ∈ U ⊆ I(i− µ(X)− 1) due to Lemma 3.10, we conclude
0 < j2 := i+ j1 − µ(X)− k1 ≤ i− µ(X)− 1 .
Therefore, (0, j2) 6∈ U due to Lemma 3.12 implies the existence of j2 < k2 ≤ i−µ(X)−1
with (0, j2, k2) ∈ U . Moreover, we have
k2 − j2 = k2 − (i+ j1 − µ(X)− k1) = k1 − j1 − (i− µ(X)− k2) < k1 − j1 .
If there exist j, k ∈ N with k−j > 1 and {(0, j, k), (0, i+j−µ(X)−k)} ⊆ U , then Lemma
3.8 with µ(X)−λ(X) = 0 implies ⋂u∈U Θi(H,u)(X) = ∅. Otherwise, due to (0, j0, k0) ∈ U
and the above argumentation, we conclude the existence of j ≥ 1 with (0, j, j + 1) ∈ U .
But then Lemma 3.12 implies {(0, j, j + 1), (0, i + j − µ(X)− (j + 1))} ⊆ U , such that
Lemma 3.8 again implies
⋂
u∈U Θ
i
(H,u)(X) = ∅.
Theorem 4.2. If X ∈ U(A) with µ(X) < i− 1, then δ(Γ(X)) = µ(X) + 1−bκ(X)c and
Γ(X) ∩Ai =
(⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
)
\ (XAi−µ(X) ∪Ai−µ(X)X) .
Proof. We have
Γ(X) ∩Ai 4.1=
⋂
H∈{P,S}
⋂
u∈{(0)}∪⋃k<i−µ(X){(0,k)}Θi(H,u)(X)
3.6
= (Ai \∆iP (X)) ∩
⋂
i−1≤j≤µ(X)+1 ∆
i
P (∆
j
S(X))
∩ (Ai \∆iS(X)) ∩
⋂
i−1≤j≤µ(X)+1 ∆
i
S(∆
j
P (X))
= (Ai \∆iP (X)) ∩
⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
i−µ(X)−jXAj
∩ (Ai \∆iS(X)) ∩
⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
= (Ai \∆iB(X)) ∩
⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
=
(⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
)
\ (XAi−µ(X) ∪Ai−µ(X)X) .
From Theorem 3.17 we obtain X ∈M(A) and for the degree we consider Corollary 3.19
and notice that Aµ(X) ⊆ A∗XA∗ is satisfied if and only if κ(X) = 1.
For instance
X := Γ({010, 011, 100}) \ {010, 011}
= {100, 0000, 0001, 1101, 1110, 1111, 00101, 00110, 00111, 10101,
10110, 10111, 11000, 11001, 001000, 001001, 101000, 101001} ,
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satisfies 2α3(X) + α4(X) = 7 < 2
3, such that the greedy extension concept provides
the existence of fix-free codes also in cases, where Theorem 1.37 cannot be applied.
Moreover, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that x ∈ Γ(X) ∩ Aµ(X)+2 implies x ∈ AXA.
According to Theorem 2 in Ahlswede et al. (1996), Γ(X) shares this necessary condition
with all Y ∈M({0, 1}) with µ(Y ) = λ(Y )+2. The structure of the greedy extension sets
proven in Theorem 4.2 motivates the following definition which will be used in Theorem
4.4.
Definition 4.3. For X ∈ U(A) and i ≥ 1, x ∈ Ai+µ(X)−1 is called chain of length i in
X, if
∏
j≤k<j+µ(X) xk ∈ X for all j ≤ i and the number of these chains is denoted by
χi(X). Moreover, let χ−1(X) := 2|A|µ(X)−2, χ0(X) := |A|µ(X)−1 and
ϕ(X) := sup({j ≥ −1 | |A| · χj(X) > χj+1(X)}) .
Due to |A|·χ−1(X)−χ0(X) > 0, ϕ(X) is well-defined. In addition, we have χ1(X) = |X|,
χi(X) =
∑
∏
k≤i x(k)∈Xi
∏
j≤i−1
νµ(X)+1(x
(j), x(j+1))
for i ≥ 2 and that for the calculation of χi(X) it is sufficient to consider, which chains
of length i− 1 in X can be extended with new ending letter to chains of length i in X.
As an example, we identify x := 001001 as a chain of length 4 in X := {001, 010, 100},
since
x = 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 ∈ X
0 1 0 ∈ X
1 0 0 ∈ X
0 0 1 ∈ X .
In order to obtain µ(Γ(X)) = ∞, by definition of ϕ(X), the following theorem will tell
us that it is sufficient that for all j ≥ 1 there exists k ≥ j with |A| · χk(X) > χk+1(X).
In contrast, the condition χk(X) > 0 would not be sufficient, for instance we have
µ(Γ(A)) = 1 despite χk(A) = |A|k > 0 for all k ≥ 1.
Theorem 4.4. If X ∈ U(A), then µ(Γ(X)) = limr→ϕ(X) r + µ(X) + 1 and
αi(Γ(X)) = |A|2 · χi−µ(X)−1(X)− 2|A| · χi−µ(X)(X) + χi−µ(X)+1(X)
for all i ≥ max(1, µ(X)).
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Proof. For i ≥ µ(X) + 2 it holds that
αi(Γ(X))
4.2
=
∣∣∣(⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
)
\ (XAi−µ(X) ∪Ai−µ(X)X)
∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣⋂
j<i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
∣∣∣− ∣∣∣ ⋂
j<i−µ(X)(A
jXAi−µ(X)−j ∩XAi−µ(X))
∪
⋂
j<i−µ(X)(A
jXAi−µ(X)−j ∩Ai−µ(X)X)
∣∣∣
= |A|2 · χi−µ(X)−1(X)−
∣∣∣⋂
0≤j≤i−µ(X)−1A
jXAi−µ(X)−j ∪
⋂
j≤i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
∣∣∣
= |A|2 · χi−µ(X)−1(X)−
∣∣∣⋂
0≤j≤i−µ(X)−1A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣⋂
j≤i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣⋂
0≤j≤i−µ(X)A
jXAi−µ(X)−j
∣∣∣
= |A|2 · χi−µ(X)−1(X)− 2|A| · χi−µ(X)(X) + χi−µ(X)+1(X) .
Moreover, for µ(X) 6= 0 we obtain
αµ(X)(Γ(X)) = |X| = |A|2 · χ−1(X)− 2|A| · χ0(X) + χ1(X)
and have
αµ(X)+1(Γ(X)) = |A|µ(X)+1 − |XA| − |{x ∈ AX |X 6≤P x}|
= |A|µ(X)+1 − |A| · χ1(X)− (|A| · χ1(X)− χ2(X))
= |A|2 · χ0(X)− 2|A| · χ1(X) + χ2(X) .
Regarding µ(Γ(X)), assume ϕ(X) < ∞ first. Then, by maximality of ϕ(X), we obtain
for all j ≥ ϕ(X) + µ(X) + 1 that
αj(Γ(X))
= |A| · (|A| · χj−µ(X)−1(X)− χj−µ(X)(X))− (|A| · χj−µ(X)(X)− χj−µ(X)+1(X))
= |A| · (|A| · χj−µ(X)−1(X)− χj−µ(X)(X))
equals 0 if and only if j > ϕ(X)+µ(X)+1. Therefore, it suffices to consider ϕ(X) =∞
in the following. In this case, we have µ(X) ≥ 1 and X 6= Aµ(X), since ϕ(∅) = 0 and
ϕ(Aµ(X)) = −1. Moreover, for all k ≥ 1 there exists l ≥ k with |A|·χl(X)−χl+1(X) > 0.
Now assume αm+µ(X)+1(Γ(X)) = 0 for all l ≤ m < l + µ(X), which is equivalent to
|A| · χm+1(X)− χm+2(X) = |A| · (|A| · χm(X)− χm+1(X))
for all l ≤ m < l + µ(X) and implies
|A| · χl+µ(X)(X)− χl+µ(X)+1(X) = |A|µ(X) · (|A| · χl(X)− χl+1(X)) .
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Moreover, every chain of length l + µ(X) in X has a chain of length l in X as a prefix.
Assume that x ∈ Al+µ(X) is not a chain of length l + 1 in X, but has a chain of length
l in X as suffix. Then, the above equation implies that every element of xAµ(X) is not
a chain of length l + µ(X) + 1 in X, but has a chain of length l + µ(X) in X as suffix.
This implies the contradiction Aµ(X) ⊆ X, such that for all k ≥ 1 there exists m ≥ k
with αm+µ(X)+1(Γ(X)) > 0 and hence we have µ(Γ(X)) =∞ for ϕ(X) =∞.
In regard of the relation between fix-free codes and greedy extension sets which are
based on the same minimal length set, Theorem 4.2 contributes to the proof of Lemma
4.6 and therefore also to the proof of Theorem 4.7. Before this, it is useful to keep the
following statement for the identification of greedy extension sets in mind.
Lemma 4.5. If X ∈ F(A) and Y ∈ B(A) with αj(Y ) ≥ αj(Γ(X)) for all j > µ(X) and
Y ∩Ai = X ∩Ai for all λ(Y ) = λ(X) ≤ i ≤ µ(X), then
Y = Γ(X) .
Proof. For λ(Γ(X)) 6= λ(X), we have X = ∅ and α1(Y ) ≥ α1(Γ(X)) = |A|, which yields
the contradiction λ(Y ) = 1 > λ(X). As a consequence, λ(Y ) = λ(X) = λ(Γ(X)) > 0
and it is sufficient to prove Y ∩ Aj = Γ(X) ∩ Aj by induction on j ≥ λ(X). For
λ(X) ≤ j ≤ µ(X), this follows from Y ∩ Aj = X ∩ Aj = Γ(X) ∩ Aj . Now let j ≥ µ(X)
and assume Y ∩Ak = Γ(X) ∩Ak for all λ(X) ≤ k ≤ j. Then, by assumption we have
αj+1(Y ) ≥ αj+1(Γ(X))
=
∣∣∣Aj+1 \∆j+1B (⋃k≤j(Γ(X) ∩Ak))∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣Aj+1 \∆j+1B (⋃k≤j(Y ∩Ak))∣∣∣ .
Since we have Y ∈ B(A), we conclude
Y ∩Aj+1 = Aj+1 \∆j+1B
(⋃
k≤j(Y ∩A
k)
)
= Aj+1 \∆j+1B
(⋃
k≤j(Γ(X) ∩A
k)
)
= Γ(X) ∩Aj+1 .
According to the following lemma, not only Y ∈ U(A) but also any finite fix-free code
with minimal length set Y can be extended with the help of Γ(Y ), without violating the
fix-free property.
Lemma 4.6. If X ∈ F(A) with µ(X) < i, then
X 6≤B Γ(X ∩Aλ(X)) ∩Ai .
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Proof. For Y := X ∩Aλ(X), the statement is an immediate consequence from the defini-
tion of greedy extension sets, if X ∈ U(A). Therefore, from now on we consider the case
λ(X) < µ(X) and put Z :=
⋂
j<i−λ(X)A
jY Ai−λ(X)−j , such that Theorem 4.2 implies
Γ(Y ) ∩Ai = Z \ (Y Ai−λ(X) ∪Ai−λ(X)Y )
for all i > µ(X) ≥ λ(X) + 1. In order to prove the statement, it is sufficient to prove
X \ Y 6≤B Z. For x ∈ X \ Y with x ≤P Z, we have Y ≤S x, which is illustrated by the
choice 1 ≤ j = |x|−λ(X) < i−λ(X) within the definition of Z. Moreover, for x ∈ X \Y
with x ≤S Z, we have Y ≤P x, which is illustrated by the choice 1 ≤ j = i−|x| < i−λ(X)
within the definition of Z. In both cases, we have a contradiction to X ∈ F(A) and the
proof is complete.
Theorem 4.7. For X ∈ U(A) there exists Y ∈ F(A) maximal fix-free with Y ∩Aλ(Y ) = X
if and only if ϕ(X) is finite and in this case
µ(Γ(X)) ≤ µ(Y ) .
Proof. Let Y ∈ F(A) with Y ∩ Aλ(Y ) = X. The assumption µ(Y ) < µ(Γ(X)) implies
the existence of i > µ(Y ) with Γ(X) ∩ Ai 6= ∅. Then, by Lemma 4.6 we conclude
Y 6= Y ∪ (Γ(X)∩Ai) ∈ F(A), such that Y is not maximal fix-free. Hence, for ϕ(X) =∞
and Y ∈ F(A) maximal fix-free with X = Y ∩Aλ(Y ), we obtain
µ(Y ) ≥ µ(Γ(X)) 4.4= lim
r→ϕ(X)
r + µ(X) + 1 =∞ ,
which contradicts Y ∈ F(A). For ϕ(X) < ∞, Theorem 4.4 implies µ(Γ(X)) < ∞, such
that Γ(X) ∈ F(A). In addition, Theorem 3.17 implies that Γ(X) is maximal fix-free.
4.2 A Family of Thin Maximal Fix-Free Codes
Based upon our insights regarding chains, we construct a large family of thin maximal
fix-free codes. This construction helps to answer the question, how many different levels
the elements of M(A) can have.
Theorem 4.8. For A ∈ A, j, k ≥ 0 6= jk, and l ≥ log|A|(j + k), there exists X ∈ U(A)
with
χi(X) =
|A|i+l+1, k = 0 ,max(k + j · (1− |A|i−1), 0), k > 0 ,
for all i ≥ 1, δ(Γ(X)) = l + 2 and
λ(Γ(X)) = l + 1 + b(k + 1)−1c ≤ lim
r↗j
dlog|A|(k · |r|−1 + 1) + l + 2e = µ(Γ(X)) .
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Proof. Note that all statements hold for k = 0, j > 0, and l ≥ log|A|(j), by choosing
X := Al+2 ∈ U(A), since χi(Al+2) = |A|i+l+1 for all i ≥ 1 and
δ(Γ(Al+2)) = λ(Γ(Al+2)) = µ(Γ(Al+2)) = l + 2 .
From now on, let k > 0 and σ(x) :=
∑
m≤|x| xm · |A|−m for all x ∈ A∗. Define Y ⊆ Al+1
by |Y | = j ≥ 0 and σ(y) < σ(x) for all y ∈ Y , x ∈ Al+1 \Y . Moreover, let X ⊆ Al+1 \Y
be given by σ(x) < σ(y) for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Al+1 \ (Y ∪X) and |X| = k. These choices
are realizable due to l ≥ log|A|(j + k). At first, we prove
χi(X) = |{0}i−1X \∆i+lP (Y )|
for all i ≥ 1. Any chain of length i in X has no prefix in Y and every suffix of length at
least l+ 1 of this chain must have a prefix in X, where all words in X have the starting
letter 0, due to l ≥ log|A|(k + j). Therefore, we have χi(X) ≤ |{0}i−1X \ ∆i+lP (Y )|.
Moreover, σ(0x(x|x|)−1) ≤ σ(x) for all x ∈ A+ implies that every element of {0}i−1X is
a chain of length i in Y ∪X. If a prefix of length at least l+ 1 of a word in {0}i−1X has
a suffix in Y , then the above inequality implies that this word has a prefix in Y . Hence,
an element of {0}i−1X is a chain of length i in X, if it is not contained in ∆i+lP (Y ) and
we obtain χi(X) = |{0}i−1X \∆i+lP (Y )| for all i ≥ 1. For the calculation of χi(X), we
consider k + j · (1− |A|i−1) ≤ 0 as the first of two cases. Then, we obtain
|{0}i−1(Y ∪X)| − |∆i+lP (Y )| = |X|+ |Y | − |Y Ai−1| = k + j · (1− |A|i−1) ≤ 0 .
By the choice of Y and X, we have σ(y) < σ(x) for all y ∈ ∆i+lP (Y ), x ∈ Al+1 \∆i+lP (Y )
and σ(y) < σ(x) for all y ∈ {0}i−1(Y ∪ X), x ∈ Al+1 \ ({0}i−1(Y ∪ X)). Therefore,
|{0}i−1(Y ∪X)| ≤ |∆i+lP (Y )| implies {0}i−1X ⊆ ∆i+lP (Y ), such that
χi(X) = |{0}i−1X \∆i+lP (Y )| = 0 = max(k + j · (1− |A|i−1), 0) .
For k + j · (1 − |A|i−1) > 0, we analogously conclude |{0}i−1(Y ∪X)| > |∆i+lP (Y )| and
hence, the choice of Y and X implies ∆i+lP (Y ) ⊆ {0}i−1(Y ∪X). We obtain
χi(X) = |{0}i−1X \∆i+lP (Y )|
= |{0}i−1X| − |∆i+lP (Y )|+ |∆i+lP (Y ) \ ({0}i−1X)|
= |{0}i−1X| − |∆i+lP (Y )|+ |∆i+lP (Y ) ∩ {0}i−1Y |
= k − |Y Ai−1|+ |{0}i−1Y |
= k + j · (1− |A|i−1)
= max(k + j · (1− |A|i−1), 0) .
Moreover, Theorem 4.2 implies the value of the degree and since λ(Γ(X)) = l + 1 is
obvious, everything except the value of µ(Γ(X)) is proven. In that regard, j = 0 implies
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χi(X) = k > 0 for all i ≥ 1, such that
µ(Γ(X))
4.4
= lim
r→ϕ(X)
r + µ(X) + 1 =∞ = lim
r↗0
dlog|A|(k · |r|−1 + 1) + l + 2e .
From now on we consider j > 0 and due k > 0 conclude
|A| · χ1(X)− χ2(X) = |A| · k −max(k + j · (1− |A|), 0) > 0
and ϕ(X) ≥ 1. In addition, j > 0 implies ϕ(X) < ∞. Since we have χi(X) ≥ χi+1(X)
for all i ≥ 1, we obtain χϕ(X)(X) > 0 = χϕ(X)+1(X), which is equivalent to
k + j · (1− |A|ϕ(X)−1) > 0 ≥ k + j · (1− |A|ϕ(X))
and hence also to
log|A|(k · j−1 + 1) + 1 > ϕ(X) ≥ log|A|(k · j−1 + 1) ,
such that we obtain ϕ(X) = dlog|A|(k · j−1 + 1)e and
µ(Γ(X))
4.4
= lim
r→ϕ(X)
r + µ(X) + 1
= dlog|A|(k · j−1 + 1)e+ (l + 1) + 1
= lim
r↗j
dlog|A|(k · |r|−1 + 1) + l + 2e .
The special case in Proposition 4.10 resembles Theorem 2 in Bodewig (2013).
Definition 4.9. For j,m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1 with 2n−1 ≥ j and τ(x) = ∑|x|−1i=0 2i · x|x|−i for all
x ∈ {0, 1}∗, let Λ(0,m, n) := ⋃i≤3Xi with
X1 := {x ∈ {0, 1}m+n | j ≤ τ(x) < 2n−1} ,
X2 := {x ∈ {0, 1}m+n+1 | τ(x) < j or 2n ≤ τ(x) < 2m+n + j or 2m+n + 2n−1 ≤ τ(x)} ,
X3 :=
⋃
k∈U(j,m,n)
{x ∈ {0, 1}k+n+1 | 2k+n + 2n−1 ≤ τ(x) < 2k+n + 2n}
and U(0,m,n) = {k ∈ N | k ≥ m + 1}. In addition, for j > 0 let Λ(j,m, n) :=
⋃
i≤5Xi,
U(j,m,n) = {k ∈ N |m+ 1 ≤ k < σ(j,m, n)− 1} with σ(j,m, n) = m+ n− blog2(j)c and
X4 := {x ∈ {0, 1}n+σ(j,m,n)−1 | 2n−1 ≤ τ(x) < 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j} ,
X5 := {x ∈ {0, 1}n+σ(j,m,n) | 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j ≤ τ(x) < 2n
or 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j + 2n+σ(j,m,n)−1 ≤ τ(x)
< 2n + 2n+σ(j,m,n)−1} .
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Figure 4.1: The words of Λ(0, 1, 1) = Γ({00}) with length at most 6.
Proposition 4.10. If j, k ≥ 0 6= jk, l ≥ log2(j + k) ∈ N0, m := l − log2(j + k),
n := log2(j + k) + 1, and X ∈ U({0, 1}) is chosen as in Theorem 4.8, then
Γ(X) = Λ(j,m, n)
with αi(Λ(0,m, n)) = 2
n−1 for all m + n + 1 6= i ≥ λ(α(Λ(0,m, n))) = m + n,
αm+n+1(Λ(0,m, n)) = 2
m+n+1 − 3 · 2n−1 and
αi(Λ(j,m, n)) =

0, i < m+ n or i > n+ σ(j,m, n) ,
2n−1 − j, i = m+ n ,
2m+n+1 − 3 · 2n−1 + 2j, i = m+ n+ 1 < n+ σ(j,m, n)− 1 ,
2m+n+1 − 2n+1 + 4j, i = m+ n+ 1 ≥ n+ σ(j,m, n)− 1 ,
2n−1, m+ n+ 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ σ(j,m, n)− 2 ,
2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j, i = n+ σ(j,m, n)− 1 > m+ n+ 1 ,
2n+1 − 2σ(j,m,n)−m · j, i = n+ σ(j,m, n) > m+ n+ 1
for all i ≥ 1, j > 0 and σ(j,m, n) := m+ n− blog2(j)c.
Proof. We have n ∈ N, k = 2n−1 − j ≥ 0 and with m = l − log2(j + k) ∈ N0, we obtain
l = m+ n− 1 and conclude that all conditions in Definition 4.9 are satisfied. With the
notation of Definition 4.9, we have X = X1 for j < 2
n−1 and X = {0, 1}m+n+1 = X2∪X5
for j = 2n−1, such that Γ(X) and Λ(j,m, n) have the same minimal length set. Therefore,
by Lemma 4.5 it is sufficient to prove α(Γ(X)) = α(Λ(j,m, n)). We have αi(Γ(X)) = 0
for all i < m+ n and
αm+n(Γ(X)) = |X1| = 2n−1 − j .
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For j = 2n−1, which is equivalent to m + n + 1 = n + σ(j,m, n) and due to j ≤ 2n−1
also equivalent to m+ n+ 1 ≥ n+ σ(j,m, n), we obtain
αm+n+1(Γ(X)) = |X2 ∪X5| = 2m+n+1 = 2m+n+1 − 2n+1 + 4j .
For j < 2n−1, we have
αm+n+1(Γ(X)) = αl+2(Γ(X))
4.4
= 4(χ0(X)− χ1(X)) + χ2(X)
4.8
= 2l+2 − 4k + max(k − j, 0)
= 2m+n+1 − 2n+1 + 4j + max(2n−1 − 2j, 0)
=
2m+n+1 − 3 · 2n−1 + 2j = |X2|, j < 2n−2 ,2m+n+1 − 2n+1 + 4j = |X2 unionsqX4|, 2n−2 ≤ j < 2n−1 ,
where the second case is not possible for j = 0 and we have j ≥ 2n−2 if and only if
2blog2(j)c ≥ 2n−2, which is equivalent to m+ n+ 1 ≥ n+ σ(j,m, n)− 1 and for j < 2n−1
we then even have m+ n+ 1 = n+ σ(j,m, n)− 1. For i ≥ m+ n+ 2 = l + 3, j = 2n−1
implies αi(Γ(X)) = 0 and i > n+ σ(j,m, n) and for j < 2
n−1 we obtain
αi(Γ(X))
4.4
= 4(χi−l−2(X)− χi−l−1(X)) + χi−l(X)
4.8
= max(4(k + j)− 2i−l−1j, 0)−max(4(k + j)− 2i−lj, 0) + max(k + j − 2i−l−1j, 0)
= max(2n+1 − 2i−m−nj, 0)−max(2n+1 − 2i−m−n+1j, 0) + max(2n−1 − 2i−m−nj, 0)
=

2n−1 = |X3 ∩ {0, 1}i|, 2i−m−n · j < 2n−1 ,
2i−m−n · j = 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j = |(X3 ∩ {0, 1}i) unionsqX4|, 2n−1 ≤ 2i−m−n · j < 2n ,
2n+1 − 2i−m−n · j = 2n+1 − 2σ(j,m,n)−m · j = |X5|, 2n ≤ 2i−m−n · j < 2n+1 ,
0, 2i−m−n · j ≥ 2n+1 .
Here, 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j = 2n−1+log2(j)−blog2(j)c implies 2n−1 ≤ 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 · j < 2n, such
that 2n−1 ≤ 2i−m−n · j < 2n leads to 2σ(j,m,n)−m−2 · j < 2i−m−n · j < 2σ(j,m,n)−m · j and
hence 2i−m−n ·j = 2σ(j,m,n)−m−1 ·j. Analogously, we conclude 2i−m−n ·j = 2σ(j,m,n)−m ·j
for the case 2n ≤ 2i−m−n · j < 2n+1. For j > 0, we conclude that 2i−m−n · j < 2n−1 is
equivalent to 2i−m−n ·2blog2(j)c < 2n−1 and hence also to i < n+σ(j,m, n)−1. Moreover,
we then have 2n−1 ≤ 2i−m−n · j < 2n if and only if 2i−m−n · 2blog2(j)c = 2n−1, which
is equivalent to i = n + σ(j,m, n) − 1 and analogously we conclude the equivalence of
2n ≤ 2i−m−n · j < 2n+1 and i = n + σ(j,m, n) as well as of 2i−m−n · j ≥ 2n+1 and
i > n + σ(j,m, n), respectively. Moreover, for j = 0, only the first case is possible.
We have covered all possible cases both for α(Γ(X)) = α(Λ(j,m, n)) with respect to
Definition 4.9 and for the explicit structure of the frequency sequence.
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Corollary 4.11. The following codes result from special choices of j, k, l in Theorem
4.8.
1. The code Al+2 for l ≥ 0, if j = 1 and k = 0.
2. A code X ∈ U(A) with αl+1(Γ(X)) = |A|l and αi(Γ(X)) = |A|l · (|A| − 1)2 for all
i > l + 1 = λ(Γ(X)) for l ≥ 0, if j = 0 and k = |A|l.
3. A code X ∈ U({0, 1}) with
4αl+1(Γ(X)) = αl+2(Γ(X)) = αl+3(Γ(X)) = 2
l+1
for l ≥ 1, if j = k = 2l−1.
After presenting the above generalization of Corollary 1 in Bodewig (2013), we will
see next that the family of codes constructed in Theorem 4.8 provides thin maximal
codes for arbitrary numbers of different levels except for the number 2. In fact, the
avoidance of exactly two different levels arises as a necessary condition for thin maximal
codes. As further necessary conditions, Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 in Ahlswede et al. (1996)
state for X ∈ L(A) ∩M(A) that αµ(X)(X) is divisible by |A|2 and for A = {0, 1} that
α2(X) 6∈ {2, 3}.
Corollary 4.12. There exists X ∈M(A) with
|{j ∈ N |αj(X) > 0}| = i
if and only if i 6= 2 and in this case, X can be chosen with µ(X)− λ(X) = i− 1.
Proof. Since we have A ∈M(A) with µ(A)−λ(A) = 0, for the construction of X ∈M(A)
with |{j ∈ N |αj(X) > 0}| = i we can consider i ≥ 3 without loss of generality. Choosing
jn := 1, kn := |A|n−1 − 1, and ln := n, we have jn, kn ≥ 0 and ln ≥ log|A|(kn + jn), such
that Theorem 4.8 for all n ≥ 2 implies the existence of Xn ∈M(A) with
µ(Xn)− λ(Xn) = ln + 2 + dlog|A|(kn · jn−1 + 1)e − (ln + 1 + b(kn + 1)−1c) = n .
Moreover, it holds that
αλ(Xn)+1(Xn)
4.4
= |A|2 · χ0(Xn)− 2|A| · χ1(Xn) + χ2(Xn)
4.8
= |A|n+2 − 2|A| · (|A|n−1 − 1) + |A|n−1 − |A|
≥ |A|n+2 − 2|A|n
> 0
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and for all λ(Xn) + 1 < m < µ(Xn) we have
αm(Xn)
4.4≥ |A|2 · χm−n−2(Xn)− 2|A| · χm−n−1(Xn)
4.8
= |A|2 ·max(kn + jn · (1− |A|m−n−3), 0)− 2|A| ·max(kn + jn · (1− |A|m−n−2), 0)
= |A|2 ·max(|A|n−1 − |A|m−n−3, 0)− 2|A| ·max(|A|n−1 − |A|m−n−2, 0) ,
such that
m− n− 2 < µ(Xn)− n− 2 = ln + 2 + dlog|A|(kn · jn−1 + 1)e − n− 2 = n− 1
implies αm(Xn) > 0. Hence for i ≥ 3, Xi−1 ∈ M(A), µ(Xi−1) − λ(Xi−1) = i − 1 and
αm(Xi−1) > 0 for all λ(Xi−1) ≤ m ≤ µ(Xi−1), imply |{j ∈ N |αj(Xi−1) > 0}| = i. Now
assume the existence of X ∈M(A) with
|{j ∈ N |αj(X) > 0}| = 2 .
Then, X ∈ L(A) ∩M(A) and there exist k < l and ∅ 6= Y ⊆ Ak, ∅ 6= Z ⊆ Al with
X = Y ∪ Z. Therefore, Y = X \ Z and Lemma 2.6 implies ∆lP (Y ) = ∆lS(Y ), such that
Y = {x ∈ Ak | 0l−kx ∈ ∆lS(Y )}
= {x ∈ Ak | 0l−kx ∈ ∆lP (Y )}
=
{
x ∈ Ak |
∏
m≤k(0
l−kx)m ∈ Y
}
.
Hence, for all x ∈ Ak we have x ∈ Y if and only if ∏m≤k(0l−kx)m ∈ Y , where the latter
word due to l > k has more leading letters equal to 0 than the word x, unless x = 0k.
Therefore, we conclude for all x ∈ Ak that x ∈ Y and 0k ∈ Y are equivalent. This
implies Y ∈ {∅, Ak} and hence X ∈ {Y,Z} which contradicts X = Y ∪ Z 6= Y .
4.3 Kraftsum Domination
Theorem 4.7 tells us that every greedy extension set Γ(X) with X ∈ U(A) tends to
have small lengths with respect to the large Kraftsum 1. In Theorem 4.20, we will
formulate this property precisely. At the beginning of this section, we consider greedy
extension sets in connection with domination, which is an important aspect in regard of
optimality. However, a fix-free code X is not necessarily dominated by the subset with
same cardinality and smallest word lengths in Γ(X ∩Aλ(X)). In contrast, this desirable
property holds for the similar concept of Kraftsum domination according to Theorem
4.20. At the end of this section, a conjecture for the structure of Kraftsum dominant
codes is formulated, after the identification of a family of those.
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Proposition 4.13. The code
Y := {0, 101, 111, 1001, 10001, 11011, 100001}
is dominant and satisfies Y 6⊆ Γ(X) for all X ∈ U({0, 1}).
Proof. Assume that there exists X ∈ U({0, 1}) with Y ⊆ Γ(X). Due to 0 ∈ Y , this
implies λ(X) = µ(X) ≤ 1. Moreover, 101 ∈ Y implies X = {0}, which contradicts
111 ∈ Y \ Γ({0}). Next assume the existence of Z ∈ B({0, 1}) with Y ≺ Z and
ι(Y ) 6= ι(Z). Then, ι1(Y ) = 1 implies λ(Z) = 1. Moreover, we conclude |Z ∩{0, 1}| 6= 2,
because otherwise we would have |Z| = |{0, 1}| = 2 < |Y |. Without loss of generality,
let Z ∩ {0, 1} = {0} and we assume first, that Z ∩ {0, 1}2 = ∅. Due to ∑j≤3 ιj(Y ) = 7,
we then conclude
Z ∩ {0, 1}3 = {0, 1}3 \∆3B({0}) = {101, 111}
and
∑
j≤4 ιj(Y ) = 11 implies
Z ∩ {0, 1}4 = {0, 1}4 \∆4B({0, 101, 111}) = {1001} .
Moreover,
∑
j≤6 ιj(Y ) = 21 leads to
Z ∩ {0, 1}5 = {0, 1}5 \∆5B({0, 101, 111, 1001} = {10001, 11011} ,
such that
∑
j≤7 ιj(Y ) = 27 implies ι(Z) = ι(Y ) and we obtain a contradiction to the
choice of Y . For the case Z ∩{0, 1}2 6= ∅, we conclude Z ∩{0, 1}2 = {11}. We then have
Z ∩ {0, 1}3 6= ∅, because otherwise ∑j≤3 ιj(Y ) = 7 leads to
Z ∩ {0, 1}4 = {0, 1}4 \∆4B({0, 11}) = {1001}
and therefore,
∑
j≤4 ιj(Z) ≥ 12 > 11 =
∑
j≤4 ιj(Y ). Hence, we have Z∩{0, 1}3 = {101}
and conclude Z ∩ {0, 1}4 6= ∅, because otherwise ∑j≤4 ιj(Y ) = 11 implies
Z ∩ {0, 1}5 = {0, 1}5 \∆5B({0, 11, 101}) = {10001}
and therefore
∑
j≤5 ιj(Z) ≥ 17 > 16 =
∑
j≤5 ιj(Y ). This yields Z ∩ {0, 1}4 = {1001}
and moreover Z ∩ {0, 1}5 6= ∅, because otherwise we would have the contradiction∑
j≤6 ιj(Z) ≥ 22 > 21 =
∑
j≤6 ιj(Y ). Therefore, Z∩{0, 1}5 = {10001} and the assump-
tion Z ∩ {0, 1}6 = ∅ would again lead to ∑j≤6 ιj(Z) ≥ 22 > 21 = ∑j≤6 ιj(Y ). We con-
clude Z∩{0, 1}6 = {100001} and the contradiction ∑j≤7 ιj(Z) ≥ 28 > 27 = ∑j≤7 ιj(Y )
completes the proof.
Definition 4.14. Let X ⊆ Y ⊆ A+. Write X ⊆i Y if |X| = i ≥ 1 and ιj(X) = ιj(Y )
for all j ≤ i and write X ⊆∞ Y if X is infinite and ιj(X) = ιj(Y ) for all j ≥ 1.
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In particular, the code Y in Proposition 4.13 is not dominated by the subset
{0, 11, 101, 1001, 10001, 100001, 1000001} ⊆7 Γ({0})
of the greedy extension set based on the same minimal length set underlying Y . For the
sake of greedy extension sets, we introduce an alternative concept of domination.
Definition 4.15. For i ≥ 1 and ι(1), ι(2) ∈ Ni ∪ NN non-decreasing with |ι(1)| = |ι(2)|,
say that ι(2) Kraftsum dominates ι(1) for A ∈ A and write ι(1) ≺A ι(2), if∑
k≤j
|A|−ι(2)k ≥
∑
k≤j
|A|−ι(1)k
for all j ≤ i or all j ≥ 1, respectively. Moreover, say that ∅ 6= Y ∈ B(A) Kraftsum
dominates ∅ 6= X ∈ B(A) and write X ≺A Y , if ι(X) ≺A ι(Y ). Call ∅ 6= Z ∈ B(A)
Kraftsum dominant , if there does not exist a fix-free code with a length sequence different
from ι(Z), that Kraftsum dominates Z.
For instance, we have
Γ({00, 11}) ≺A Γ({0}) .
In order to see this, we notice χj({00, 11}) = 2 for all j ≥ −1. In particular for j ≥ 1,
{0j , 1j} is the set of all chains of length j in {00, 11}. Therefore, Theorem 4.4 implies
αi(Γ({00, 11})) = 4 · (χi−3({00, 11})− χi−2({00, 11}) + χi−1({00, 11}) = 2
for all i ≥ 2. Based on this, for all k ≥ 1, we conclude∑
m≤k
2−ιm(Γ({00,11})) ≤
∑
m≤d k
2
e
2 · 2−(m+1) <
∑
m≤k
2−m =
∑
m≤k
2−ιm(Γ({0})) .
In general, like in dominant codes, no word of length smaller than µ(X) can be added
to a Kraftsum dominant code X, without violating the fix-free property.
With both the domination relation and the Kraftsum domination relation, the sets Ni
for i ≥ 1 and NN are partially ordered . However, the set of all sequences ι with ι = ι(Y )
for some ∅ 6= Y ∈ B(A), which in addition satisfy ι ≺ ι(X) or ι ≺A ι(X) for a given
code ∅ 6= X ∈ B(A), respectively, do not necessarily form an ideal . For instance, the
sequence (2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4) = ι(X) with
X := {01, 000, 100, 110, 111, 0010, 1010, 0011, 1011} ∈ B({0, 1}) ,
both dominates and Kraftsum dominates the sequence ι = (2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5), for
which there does not exist Y ∈ B(A) with ι(Y ) = ι. In order to show the last property,
we assume the contrary and therefore can put Y ∩ {0, 1} ∈ {{00}, {01}} without loss of
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generality. If Y ∩ {0, 1} = {00}, then
24 − |∆4B({00} ∪ Z)| < 3 = |{i ≤ 9 | ιi = 4}|
for all Z ⊆ {0, 1}3 \∆3B({00}) with |Z| = 4 = |{i ≤ 9 | ιi = 3}|. Moreover, in the case
Y ∩ {0, 1} = {01}, we obtain Y ∩ {0, 1}3 = {000, 100, 110, 111} and
25 − |∆5B({01, 000, 100, 110, 111})| < 1 = |{i ≤ 9 | ιi = 5}| .
In particular, this shows that the weakened 3/4-Conjecture is strictly weaker than the
original 3/4-Conjecture.
Proposition 4.16. If i ≥ 1 and ι(1), ι(2) ∈ Ni ∪NN non-decreasing with ι(1) ≺ ι(2), then
ι(1) ≺A ι(2) .
Proof. By Theorem 3.C.1.b in Marshall et al. (2011), if ι(1) ≺ ι(2) and σ ∈ RR is non-
increasing and convex, then it holds that∑
k≤j
σ(ι(1)k) ≤
∑
k≤j
σ(ι(2)k)
for all j ≤ i or all j ≥ 1, respectively. Therefore, the proof is concluded with the
observation that σ(r) := |A|−r defines a non-increasing, convex function on R due to
σ′(r) = |A|−r ·(− ln |A|) ≤ 0 and σ′′(r) = |A|−r · ln2 |A| ≥ 0, where ln denotes the natural
logarithm.
Corollary 4.17. Any Kraftsum dominant code is dominant.
Proof. Let X be Kraftsum dominant and let ∅ 6= Y ∈ B(A) with ι(Y ) 6= ι(X). Then,
we have ι(X) 6≺A ι(Y ) and Proposition 4.16 implies X 6≺ Y .
So far, Corollary 4.17 tells us that the set of Kraftsum dominant codes is a subset of the
set of dominant codes and Lemma 1.55 implies that for every probability vector, there
exists an optimal fix-free code that is dominant. However, the following statement illus-
trates that not every optimal fix-free code is dominant and that there exist probability
vectors such that a Kraftsum dominant code must not be optimal fix-free with respect
to this probability vector.
Remark 4.18. 1. The code X := {00, 01, 10} is optimal fix-free with respect to the
probability vector pi := (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), but not dominant. Assume, there exists
Y ∈ F(A) with ∑j≤|pi| pij · ιj(Y ) <∑j≤|pi| pij · ιj(X). Then, we have ι1(Y ) = 1 and
therefore ι2(Y ) ≥ 2 and ι3(Y ) ≥ 3, which leads to a contradiction. Moreover, we
have
{00, 01, 10} ≺ {0, 11, 101} .
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2. The code X := {00, 01, 10, 11} is Kraftsum dominant, but not optimal with respect
to the probability vector pi := (4/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7). We assume, that there exists
X 6= Y ∈ F({0, 1}) with X ≺{0,1} Y . This implies ι1(Y ) = 1, such that we can
put Y ∩ {0, 1} = {0} without loss of generality. Then, we obtain Y ∩ {0, 1}2 6= ∅,
because otherwise we have∑
j≤4
2−ιj(Y ) ≤ 1
2
+
3
8
< 1 =
∑
j≤4
2−ιj(X) .
This implies Y ∩ {0, 1}2 = {11}, such that ι3(Y ) ≥ 3 and ι4(Y ) ≥ 4 and therefore∑
j≤4
2−ιj(Y ) ≤ 1
2
+
1
4
+
1
8
+
1
16
< 1 =
∑
j≤4
2−ιj(X) ,
which is a contradiction to X ≺{0,1} Y . Moreover, we have∑
j≤|pi|
pij · ιj(X) = 2 > 13
7
=
∑
j≤|pi|
pij · ιj({0, 11, 101, 1001}) .
The code Y in Proposition 4.13 shows that the converse of Proposition 4.16 does not
hold in general and therefore, not every dominant code is Kraftsum dominant. This is,
because Y is Kraftsum dominated by the subset
{0, 11, 101, 1001, 10001, 100001, 1000001} ⊆7 Γ({0})
of the greedy extension set based on the same minimal length set underlying Y . Propo-
sition 4.19 and Theorem 4.20 put this property into a more general context.
Proposition 4.19. If ∅ 6= X ∈ B(A), Z ∈ U(A) and X 6= Y ⊆|X| Γ(Z) satisfy
λ(Z) < λ(X) or X ∩Aλ(X) ⊆ Z, then
Y 6≺A X .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can consider Z 6= ∅. Then, for X ∈ B(A) with
λ(Z) < λ(X), we have |A|−ι1(X) < |A|−ι1(Y ) and for X 6= ∅ with X ∩ Aλ(X) ( Z, we
have ∑
k≤|Z|
|A|−ιk(X) <
∑
k≤|Z|
|A|−ιk(Y ) ,
such that in both cases, we conclude Y 6≺A X. If we assume Y ≺A X for X 6= Y with
X ∩ Aλ(X) = Z, then there must exist x ∈ X \ Y with |x| < µ(Y ) and Y 6≤B x. This
contradicts Y ⊆|X| Γ(Z) and the proof is complete.
If we choose Z := X ∩ Aλ(X) in Proposition 4.19, then we can improve from Y 6≺A X
to X ≺A Y . Theorem 4.20 does not remain true for the more general conditions of
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Proposition 4.19. For instance, we have X 6≺A Y for X := {0, 1}2, Z := {0}, and
Y := {0, 11, 101, 1001} because of κ(X) = 1 > 15/16 = κ(Y ).
Theorem 4.20. If ∅ 6= X ∈ B(A) and Y ⊆|X| Γ(X ∩Aλ(X)), then
X ≺A Y .
Proof. Let Z := X ∩Aλ(X) and assume there exists i ≥ 1 with∑
j≤i
κ(Γ(Z) ∩Aj) <
∑
j≤i
κ(X ∩Aj) .
This leads to
κ
(⋃
j≤i(X ∩A
j) ∪
⋃
j>i
(Γ(Z) ∩Aj)
)
=
∑
j≤i κ(X ∩A
j) +
∑
j>i
κ(Γ(Z) ∩Aj)
>
∑
j≤i κ(Γ(Z) ∩A
j) +
∑
j>i
κ(Γ(Z) ∩Aj)
= κ(Γ(Z))
3.18(2)
= 1 .
By Lemma 4.6,
⋃
j≤i(X ∩ Aj) ∪
⋃
j>i(Γ(Z) ∩ Aj) is a fix-free code and we obtain a
contradiction to Theorem 1.13. Thus, for all i ≥ λ(X) with i ≤ min({µ(X), µ(Γ(Z))}),
if min({µ(X), µ(Γ(Z))}) is finite, we have shown∑
j≤max({k∈N | ιk(Γ(Z))=i})
|A|−ιj(Γ(Z)) ≥
∑
j≤max({k∈N | ιk(X)=i})
|A|−ιj(X) .
We prove
∑
j≤l |A|−ιj(Γ(Z)) ≥
∑
j≤l |A|−ιj(X) by induction on l ≥ 1, with the constraint
l ≤ min(|X|, |Γ(Z)|) if min(|X|, |Γ(Z)|) is finite. The base clause l = 1 follows from
Γ(Z) ∩ Aλ(X) = Z = X ∩ Aλ(X). Now assume ∑j≤l |A|−ιj(Γ(Z)) ≥ ∑j≤l |A|−ιj(X)
for l, with 1 ≤ l ≤ min(|X|, |Γ(Z)|) − 1, if min(|X|, |Γ(Z)|) is finite. In the first
of the following two cases, assume that l + 1 > max({k ∈ N | ιk(Γ(Z)) = ιl+1(X)}).
Then, we have ιl+1(Γ(Z)) > ιl+1(X), such that ιl+1(X) ≤ min({µ(X), µ(Γ(Z))}), if
min({µ(X), µ(Γ(Z))}) is finite and we obtain∑
j≤l+1
|A|−ιj(Γ(Z)) >
∑
j≤max({k∈N | ιk(Γ(Z))=ιl+1(X)})
|A|−ιj(Γ(Z))
≥
∑
j≤max({k∈N | ιk(X)=ιl+1(X)})
|A|−ιj(X)
≥
∑
j≤l+1
|A|−ιj(X) .
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For the second case, assume l + 1 ≤ max({k ∈ N | ιk(Γ(Z)) = ιl+1(X)}). This implies
ιl+1(Γ(Z)) ≤ ιl+1(X) and with the help of the induction hypothesis, we obtain∑
j≤l+1
|A|−ιj(Γ(Z)) = |A|−ιl+1(Γ(Z)) +
∑
j≤l
|A|−ιj(Γ(Z))
≥ |A|−ιl+1(X) +
∑
j≤l
|A|−ιj(Γ(Z))
≥ |A|−ιl+1(X) +
∑
j≤l
|A|−ιj(X)
=
∑
j≤l+1
|A|−ιj(X) .
As a consequence,
∑
j≤l |A|−ιj(Γ(Z)) ≥
∑
j≤l |A|−ιj(X) is proven by induction for all l
with l ≤ min(|X|, |Γ(Z)|), if min(|X|, |Γ(Z)|) is finite and the proposed statement holds
for Y ⊆|X| Γ(X ∩Aλ(X)).
Corollary 4.21. If ∅ 6= X ∈ B(A) and ϕ(X ∩ Aλ(X)) is infinite, then there exists
Y ⊆|X| Γ(X ∩Aλ(X)) with
X ≺A Y .
Proof. The code X cannot have more elements than Γ(X ∩Aλ(X)), which is infinite by
Theorem 4.4, such that Theorem 4.20 implies the statement.
The condition Y ⊆|X| Γ(X∩Aλ(X)) in Theorem 4.20 implies that Γ(X∩Aλ(X)) must not
have smaller cardinality than X. Therefore, if the situation is not given as in Corollary
4.21, it is advisable to replace X ∩ Aλ(X) by Z ∈ U(A) with |Γ(Z)| sufficiently large,
which is the case for instance if ϕ(Z) =∞.
According to Corollary 4.17, the conditions for the existence of Kraftsum dominant
codes are rather restrictive. Therefore, the following statement motivates the subsequent
conjecture.
Corollary 4.22. If i ≥ 2 and a ∈ A, then Γ(A \ {a}) ∩ Ai = a(A \ {a})i−2a and
X ⊆|X| Γ(A \ {a}) with 0 6= |X| 6= |A| is Kraftsum dominant.
Proof. For the first statement, we notice that Γ(A \ {a}) ∩ A2 = {aa}. Moreover,
Γ(A \ {a}) ∩ Ai = a(A \ {a})i−2a for all 2 ≤ i ≤ j implies for all x ∈ Aj+1 that we
obtain x 6≤B Γ(A \ {a}) ∩
⋃
i≤j A
i, if and only if x1 = a = xj+1 and xk 6= a for all
2 ≤ k ≤ j, such that the statement follows by the principle of induction. Now we
consider ∅ 6= X ⊆|X| Γ(A \ {a}) and assume there exists X 6= Y ∈ B(A) with X ≺A Y .
By Proposition 4.19 we have λ(Y ) = 1 and if Y 6= A, then there exists b ∈ A \ Y .
In addition, Proposition 4.19 implies Z 6≺A Y for all Z ⊆|X| Γ(A \ {b}) and due to
ι(Γ(A \ {a})) = ι(Γ(A \ {b})), this also yields X 6≺A Y and therefore we must have
|X| = |Y | = |A|.
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Conjecture 4.23. If the code X ∈ B(A) is Kraftsum dominant, then there either exists
a ∈ A with X ⊆|X| Γ(A \ {a}) or X = Ai for some i ≥ 1.
As discussed before, Proposition 4.13 implies that Theorem 4.20 and Conjecture 4.23 do
not remain true in general, if Kraftsum domination is replaced by domination. However,
the properties of greedy extension sets regarding Kraftsum domination and at a more
moderate scale also domination, justify their consideration motivated by Lemma 1.55
and Proposition 1.57.

5 Operations on Fix-Free Codes
In this chapter, permutations, closed systems and multiplication are used to generate
new fix-free codes from given ones. Moreover, the question whether there exist fix-free
codes for a class of sequences can be answered positively with the help of fix-free codes
for an alternative class of sequences which is determined by inverted multiplication.
5.1 Symmetric Distributions
By definition, Γ(X)∩Aµ(X)+1 tends to have a large cardinality for X ∈ U(A), especially
if κ(X) is small. In the following, we present a method that helps to distribute these
elements to other levels and apply this idea to the family of fix-free codes from Theorem
4.8.
Let Si denote the symmetric group on i ≥ 1 symbols and call its elements permutations.
Definition 5.1. For ψ ∈ S|A|, x ∈ Ai with i ≥ 1, and X ⊆ A+ define xψ ∈ Ai by
(xψ)j := ψ(xj + 1)− 1 for all j ≤ i and Xψ := {xψ ∈ A∗ |x ∈ X}.
Lemma 5.2. Let ψ ∈ S|A|.
1. If X ∈ U(A), then
(Γ(X))ψ = Γ(Xψ) .
2. Let X ⊆ A+. Then, X ∈ B(A) if and only if Xψ ∈ B(A).
Proof. 1. Since Γ(∅ψ) = A = (Γ(∅))ψ, we can put λ((Γ(X))ψ) = λ(Xψ) without loss
of generality. Every element x ∈ Aj+µ(X)−1 is a chain of length j ≥ 1 in X, if and
only if xψ is a chain of length j in Xψ. Therefore, we conclude from Theorem 4.4
that
αi(Γ(X
ψ)) = αi(Γ(X)) = αi((Γ(X))
ψ)
for all i ≥ λ(Γ(Xψ)) = λ(Xψ) = λ((Γ(X))ψ) and the application of Lemma 4.5
together with (Γ(X))ψ ∩Aλ(Xψ) = Xψ = Γ(Xψ) ∩Aλ(Xψ) completes the proof.
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2. For all x, y ∈ A+ it holds that x ≤B y if and only if xψ ≤B yψ.
Since ψ induces an injection on A+, we also have the equations (X ∪ Y )ψ = Xψ ∪ Y ψ,
(X ∩ Y )ψ = Xψ ∩ Y ψ, and (X \ Y )ψ = Xψ \ Y ψ for all X,Y ⊆ A+.
Lemma 5.3. If X ∈ U(A) and U ⊆ S|A| with Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω\Aµ(X)+1 for all ψ, ω ∈ U
with ψ 6= ω and i ≥ 1, then
χi
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
= |U | · χi(X) .
Proof. Without loss of generality, let X 6= ∅. First, we prove χi(
⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ) ≥ |U | ·χi(X)
for all i ≥ 1. This is the case, because for all ψ ∈ U , x is a chain of length i in X, if and
only if xψ is a chain of length i in Xψ. Moreover, we have xψ 6= yω for all x, y ∈ X and
ψ, ω ∈ U with ψ 6= ω, since the condition Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω\Aµ(X)+1 implies Xψ∩Xω = ∅
in this case. In order to prove χi(
⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ) ≤ |U |·χi(X) for all i ≥ 1, we assume y to be
a chain of length i in
⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ and show that there exists ψ1 ∈ U such that y is a chain
of length i in Xψ1 . First, we define ψ1 as the unique element in U with X
ψ1 ≤P y. Then,
let the word z(1) have minimal length with the properties z(1) ≤P y and Xψ2 ≤S z(1) for
some ψ2 ∈ U with ψ2 6= ψ1. If we have Xψ1 = Aµ(X), then the property Xψ ∩Xω = ∅
for all ψ, ω ∈ U with ψ 6= ω implies |U | = 1, such that the statement holds in this case.
For Xψ1 6= Aµ(X), there exists a word z(2) ∈ A∗ of minimal length with Xψ1 6≤P z(2)z(1).
Due to Xψ1 ≤P y and z(1) ≤P y, we conclude z(2) 6= ε and therefore also
|z(2)z(1)| = |z(2)|+ |z(1)| ≥ µ(X) + 2 .
Since Xψ1 6≤S z(1), the contraposition of Corollary 3.21 implies Γ(Xψ1) ≤P z(2)z(1).
Assume there exists z(3) ≤P z(2)z(1) with µ(X) < |z(3)| < |z(2)z(1)| and Xψ1 6≤S z(3).
Then, we obtain
Xψ1 6≤P
∏
|z(3)|−µ(X)+1≤j≤|z(3)|
z(3)j ·
∏
|z(3)|+1≤k≤|z(2)z(1)|
(z(2)z(1))k =: z
(4)
and µ(X) < |z(4)| < |z(2)z(1)|. For |z(4)| < |z(1)|, the minimality of z(1) implies the
contradiction Xψ1 ≤P z(4), such that we conclude z(1) ≤S z(4). This contradicts the
minimality of z(2). Hence, for all z(3) ≤P z(2)z(1) with µ(X) < |z(3)| < |z(2)z(1)|,
we conclude Xψ1 ≤S z(3) and therefore, also z(3) 6∈ Γ(Xψ1). With Xψ1 6≤P z(2)z(1)
and Γ(Xψ1) ≤P z(2)z(1), this implies z(2)z(1) ∈ Γ(Xψ1) = (Γ(X))ψ1 by Lemma 5.2(1).
Therefore, Xψ2 ≤S z(2)z(1) implies Xψ2 ≤S (Γ(X))ψ1 ∩ A|z(2)z(1)|, which because of
|z(2)z(1)| ≥ µ(X)+2 yields a contradiction to the assumption Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω \Aµ(X)+1
for all ψ, ω ∈ U with ψ 6= ω. Hence, there does not exist z(1) ≤P y with Xψ2 ≤S z(1) for
some ψ2 ∈ U with ψ2 6= ψ1 and the proof is complete.
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Theorem 5.4. If X ∈ U(A) and U ⊆ S|A| with Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω \ Aµ(X)+1 for all
ψ, ω ∈ U with ψ 6= ω, then
αi
(
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
))
=
|U | · αi(Γ(X)), i 6= µ(X) + 1 ,|U | · αµ(X)+1(Γ(X))− (|U | − 1) · |A|µ(X)+1, i = µ(X) + 1 .
Proof. For µ(X) 6= 0 we obtain
αµ(X)
(
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
))
4.4
= |A|2 · χ−1
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
− 2|A| · χ0
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
+ χ1
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
5.3
= |U | · χ1(X)
= |U | · (|A|2 · χ−1(X)− 2|A| · χ0(X) + χ1(X))
4.4
= |U | · αµ(X)(Γ(X)) .
In addition, we have
αµ(X)+1
(
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
))
4.4
= |A|2 · χ0
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
− 2|A| · χ1
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
+ χ2
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
5.3
= |A|µ(X)+1 − 2|A| · |U | · χ1(X) + |U | · χ2(X)
= |A|µ(X)+1 − |U | · (|A|µ(X)+1 − |A|2 · χ0(X) + 2|A| · χ1(X)− χ2(X))
4.4
= |A|µ(X)+1 − |U | · (|A|µ(X)+1 − αµ(X)+1(Γ(X)))
= |U | · αµ(X)+1(Γ(X))− (|U | − 1) · |A|µ(X)+1 .
Moreover, for i ≥ µ(X) + 2, we obtain
αi
(
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
))
4.4
= |A|2χi−µ(X)−1
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
− 2|A|χi−µ(X)
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
+ χi−µ(X)+1
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
5.3
= |U | · (|A|2 · χi−µ(X)−1(X)− 2|A| · χi−µ(X)(X) + χi−µ(X)+1(X))
4.4
= |U | · αi(Γ(X)) .
The conditions in Theorem 5.4 cannot be weakened easily. For instance
α3
(
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈S2
{0}ψ
))
= α3(Γ({0, 1})) = 0 6= 2 = |S2| · α3(Γ({0})) ,
where 1 ≤P 101, with 101 ∈ (Γ({0}))id2 and 1 ∈ {0}ω, for id2 6= ω ∈ S2.
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Next, we generalize Theorem 4.8 by application of Lemma 5.3.
Theorem 5.5. For A ∈ A, m ≤ |A|, j, k ≥ 0 6= jk, and l ≥ log|A|(j + k) + 1− b1/mc,
there exists X ∈ U(A) with
χi(X) =
|A|i+l+1, k = 0 ,m ·max(k + j · (1− |A|i−1), 0), k > 0 ,
for all i ≥ 1, δ(Γ(X)) = l + 2 and
λ(Γ(X)) = l + 1 + b(k + 1)−1c ≤ lim
r↗j
dlog|A|(k · |r|−1 + 1) + l + 2e = µ(Γ(X)) .
Proof. For k = 0 or for m = 1, the statement follows from Theorem 4.8, such that we
consider 2 ≤ m ≤ |A| and k > 0 in the following. Let Y be defined as the code X in the
proof of Theorem 4.8 and define U := {ψn ∈ S|A| |n ≤ m} with ψn(1) := n for all n ≤ m.
In view of Lemma 5.3, we now prove yψn1 6≤B x for all y ∈ Y , x ∈ (Γ(Y ))ψn2 \ Aµ(Y )+1
and all n1 6= n2 with n1, n2 ≤ |A|. Due to l ≥ log|A|(j + k) + 1 and by definition of Y ,
we have λ(Y ) = l + 1 ≥ 2 and y1 = 0 = y2, such that
(yψn1 )1 = ψn1(y1 + 1)− 1 = n1 − 1 = ψn1(y2 + 1)− 1 = (yψn1 )2 .
For |x| = λ(Y ), the same argumentation leads to x1 = n2 − 1 6= n1 − 1 = (yψn1 )1, such
that yψn1 6≤B x and we can consider |x| ≥ µ(Y ) + 2 without loss of generality. Then, by
Theorem 4.2 there exist z(1), z(2) ∈ Y with
x2 = ψn2(z
(1)
1 + 1)− 1 = n2 − 1 = ψn2(z(2)2 + 1)− 1 = x|x|−µ(Y )+1 .
This implies x2 6= (yψn1 )2 and x|x|−µ(Y )+1 6= (yψn1 )1, such that yψn1 6≤B x. Therefore,
with X :=
⋃
ψ∈U Y
ψ, we obtain
χi(X)
5.3
= m · χi(Y ) 4.8= m ·max(k + j · (1− |A|i−1), 0)
for all i ≥ 1. Moreover, λ(Γ(X)) = λ(Γ(Y )) = l + 1 and the combination of Corollary
4.12 and Theorem 5.4 yields
µ(Γ(X)) = µ(Γ(Y ))
4.8
= lim
r↗j
dlog|A|(k · |r|−1 + 1) + l + 2e .
The proof is completed with the observation that Theorem 4.2 implies δ(Γ(X)) = l+ 2,
since l ≥ log|A|(j + k) + 1 yields
|X| = αµ(X)(Γ(X)) = χ1(X) = m · k ≤ m · (j + k) < m · |A|l ≤ |A|µ(X) .
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While Proposition 4.10 resembles a special case of Theorem 5.5, the replacement of
m = 1 by m = 2 in Theorem 5.5 for the otherwise same case, yields the next statement.
Corollary 5.6 (Bodewig (2013)). For j ≥ 0 and m,n ≥ 1 with 2n−1 ≥ j there exists a
fix-free code X with αi(X) = 2αi(Λ(j,m, n)) for all i 6= m+ n+ 1 and
αm+n+1(X) = 2αm+n+1(Λ(j,m, n))− 2m+n+1 .
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Figure 5.1: Corollary 5.6 applied to Λ(0, 1, 1), compare Figure 4.1.
5.2 Closed Systems
As a further method for the distribution of elements to other levels, we introduce closed
systems, which were also used in Bodewig (2013) and lead to an alternative perspective
on Theorem 5.4.
Definition 5.7. For X ⊆ A+, i ≥ 1, and H ∈ {P, S} define
ΩiH(X) := {x ∈ Ai |x ≤H X or X ≤H x}
and call X closed system with respect to i over A and write X ∈ Ci(A), if X ∈ B(A)
and κ(X) ≥ κ(ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiS(X)).
By definition, for all X ∈ B(A) we have
κ(ΩiS(X)) = κ(Ω
i
P (X)) ≥ κ(X)
and hence X ∈ Ci(A) implies ΩiS(X) = ΩiP (X) and κ(ΩiP (X)) = κ(X).
Lemma 5.8. Let X ⊆ A+. Then, X ∈ Ci(A) if and only if X ∪ (Ai \ (ΩiP (X)∪ΩiS(X)))
is fix-free and has Kraftsum 1.
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Proof. For X ∈ Ci(A), we have X ∈ B(A) and therefore also
Y := X ∪ (Ai \ (ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiS(X))) ∈ B(A) ,
by definition of ΩiP (X) and Ω
i
S(X). Using that X and A
i\(ΩiP (X)∪ΩiS(X)) are disjoint
due to X ∩Ai ⊆ ΩiP (X), we obtain
κ(Y ) = κ(X) + κ(Ai)− κ(ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiS(X)) ≥ κ(X) + 1− κ(X) = 1 .
For Y = X ∪ (Ai \ (ΩiP (X) ∪ΩiS(X))) ∈ B(A) with κ(Y ) = 1, we have X ⊆ Y ∈ B(A).
Since Y \X = Ai \ (ΩiP (X)∪ΩiS(X)) and ΩiP (X)∪ΩiS(X) are disjoint subsets of Ai, we
have
κ(X) = κ(Y )− κ(Y \X) ≥ 1 + κ(ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiS(X))− κ(Ai) = κ(ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiS(X)) .
Corollary 5.9. Let X ⊆ A+ with X ∩ Ai = ∅. Then, X ∈ Ci(A) if and only if there
exists Y ∈ B(A) with κ(Y ) = 1 and Y \Ai = X.
Proof. For X ∈ Ci(A) with X ∩ Ai = ∅, Lemma 5.8 implies that the code defined by
Y := X ∪ (Ai \ (ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiS(X))) is fix-free, has Kraftsum 1 and moreover satisfies
Y \Ai = X \Ai = X. For the other direction, we notice that
Y ⊆ (Y \Ai) ∪ (Ai \ (ΩiP (Y \Ai) ∪ ΩiS(Y \Ai)))
for all Y ∈ B(A), but due to κ(Y ) = 1, we have equality. Based on X := Y \Ai ∈ B(A),
Lemma 5.8 implies X ∈ Ci(A).
Corollary 5.9 is a generalization of Lemma 2.6, because Theorem 1.16 implies κ(X) = 1
for every code X ∈ L(A) ∩M(A), and Corollary 5.9 yields X \ Aµ(X) ∈ Cµ(X)(A), such
that
∆
µ(X)
P (X \Aµ(X)) = Ωµ(X)P (X \Aµ(X)) = Ωµ(X)S (X \Aµ(X)) = ∆µ(X)S (X \Aµ(X)) .
Moreover, Lemma 5.8 resembles the first part of Lemma 1 in Bodewig (2013), whose
second part is a special case of the next statement.
Lemma 5.10. Let i ≥ 1.
1. If X ⊆ A+, H ∈ {P, S} and ψ ∈ S|A|, then (ΩiH(X))ψ = ΩiH(Xψ).
2. If X ∈ Ci(A) and ψ ∈ S|A|, then Xψ ∈ Ci(A).
3. If X,Y ∈ Ci(A) and X ∪ Y ∈ B(A), then X ∪ Y ∈ Ci(A).
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Proof. 1. For H ∈ {P, S} and ψ ∈ S|A|, it holds that
(ΩiH(X))
ψ = {xψ ∈ Ai |x ≤H X or X ≤H x}
= {y ∈ Ai | y(ψ−1) ≤H X or X ≤H y(ψ−1)}
= {y ∈ Ai | y ≤H Xψ or Xψ ≤H y}
= ΩiH(X
ψ) .
2. By the previous statement, we have ΩiS(X
ψ) = (ΩiS(X))
ψ = (ΩiP (X))
ψ = ΩiP (X
ψ)
and therefore, we obtain
κ(ΩiP (X
ψ) ∪ ΩiS(Xψ)) = κ((ΩiP (X))ψ) = κ(ΩiP (X)) ≤ κ(X) = κ(Xψ) .
Moreover, Xψ ∈ B(A) follows from Lemma 5.2(2).
3. First, we observe
ΩiS(X ∪ Y ) = ΩiS(X) ∪ ΩiS(Y ) = ΩiP (X) ∪ ΩiP (Y ) = ΩiP (X ∪ Y ) .
Moreover, X ∈ Ci(A) implies κ(ΩiP (X)) ≤ κ(X) and hence, for all z ∈ ΩiP (X) with
z ≤P X, we obtain κ({z}) = κ({x ∈ X | z ≤P x}). Since we also have Y ∈ Ci(A),
for all z ∈ ΩiP (Y ) with z ≤P Y , we analogously have κ({z}) = κ({y ∈ Y | z ≤P y}).
Hence, we conclude
κ({z ∈ Ai | z ≤P X ∪ Y }) = κ({x ∈ X ∪ Y | |x| ≥ i})
and this leads to
κ(X ∪ Y ) = κ({x ∈ X ∪ Y | |x| < i}) + κ({x ∈ X ∪ Y | |x| ≥ i})
= κ({x ∈ Ai | (X ∪ Y ) \Ai ≤P x}) + κ({z ∈ Ai | z ≤P X ∪ Y })
= κ(ΩiP (X ∪ Y ))
= κ(ΩiP (X ∪ Y ) ∪ ΩiS(X ∪ Y )) ,
where the second to last step follows from X ∪ Y ∈ P(A) which implies that the
considered sets are disjoint.
Lemma 5.10(1) implies (∆iH(X))
ψ = ∆iH(X
ψ) for all i ≥ max(1, µ(X)).
Lemma 5.11. If X ∈ U(A), U ⊆ S|A| with Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω \Aµ(X)+1 for all ψ, ω ∈ U
with ψ 6= ω and Y := (⋃ψ∈U (Γ(X))ψ) \Aµ(X)+1, then
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
= Y ∪ (Aµ(X)+1 \ Ωµ(X)+1P (Y )) .
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Proof. We have Z1 := Γ(X) \Aµ(X)+1 ∈ Cµ(X)+1(A) by Corollary 3.18(2) and Corollary
5.9. Moreover, it holds that Y =
⋃
ψ∈U Z1
ψ and due to Lemma 5.10, Y ∈ B(A) implies
Y ∈ Cµ(X)+1(A). In order to prove Y ∈ B(A), it is sufficient to consider words with
length at least µ(X) + 2, since Z1 ∩Aµ(X)+1 = ∅ and Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω \Aµ(X)+1 for all
ψ, ω ∈ U with ψ 6= ω. For x, y ∈ Y with µ(X) + 2 ≤ |x| ≤ |y|, there exist z(1), z(2) ∈ Z1
and ψ1, ψ2 ∈ U with x = (z(1))ψ1 and y = (z(2))ψ2 . Since Lemma 5.10(2) implies
Z1
ψ1 ∈ Cµ(X)+1(A) ⊆ B(A), we can put ψ1 6= ψ2 without loss of generality. Due to
Lemma 5.2(1), we have x ∈ (Γ(X))ψ1 = Γ(Xψ1) and y ∈ (Γ(X))ψ2 = Γ(Xψ2) and since
these words have length at least µ(X) + 2, Theorem 4.2 implies that (x1)
−1x(x|x|)−1 is
a chain of length |x| − µ(X) − 1 ≥ 1 in Xψ1 and (y1)−1y(y|y|)−1 is a chain of length
|y|−µ(X)−1 ≥ 1 in Xψ2 . Therefore, if we have |x| < |y|, then x ≤P y implies Xψ2 ≤S x
and x ≤S y implies Xψ2 ≤P x. In both cases, we have Xψ2 ≤B x ∈ (Γ(X))ψ1 \Aµ(X)+1,
by assumption a contradiction to ψ1 6= ψ2. In addition, x = y leads to Xψ1 ∩Xψ2 6= ∅,
such that Xψ2 ≤B Xψ1 ⊆ (Γ(X))ψ1 \ Aµ(X)+1 which by assumption also contradicts
ψ1 6= ψ2. Therefore, we have shown Y ∈ Cµ(X)+1(A), such that Lemma 5.8 implies that
Z2 := Y ∪ (Aµ(X)+1 \ (Ωµ(X)+1P (Y ) ∪ Ωµ(X)+1S (Y )))
= Y ∪ (Aµ(X)+1 \ Ωµ(X)+1P (Y ))
is fix-free and κ(Z2) = 1. In addition, (z
(1))ψ1 6= (z(2))ψ2 for all ψ1, ψ2 ∈ U with ψ1 6= ψ2
and z(1), z(2) ∈ Z1 with |z(1)|, |z(2)| ≥ µ(X) + 2, which by assumption also holds for
|z(1)|, |z(2)| ∈ {µ(X), µ(X) + 1}, such that αi(Z2) = |U | ·αi(Γ(X)) for i 6= µ(X) + 1 and
αµ(X)+1(Z2) = |A|µ(X)+1 ·
(
κ(Z2)−
∑
i 6=µ(X)+1 αi(Z2) · |A|
−i
)
= |A|µ(X)+1 ·
(
1− |U | ·
∑
i 6=µ(X)+1 αi(Γ(X)) · |A|
−i
)
= |A|µ(X)+1 · (1− |U | · (1− αµ(X)+1(Γ(X)) · |A|−µ(X)−1))
= |U | · αµ(X)+1(Γ(X))− (|U | − 1) · |A|µ(X)+1 .
According to Theorem 5.4, this implies α(Γ(
⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ)) = α(Z2) and therefore, due to
Lemma 4.5 and X 6= ∅ without loss of generality, the proof is concluded with(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
∩Aµ(X) =
((⋃
ψ∈U Γ(X
ψ)
)
\Aµ(X)+1
)
∩Aµ(X)
5.2(1)
=
((⋃
ψ∈U (Γ(X))
ψ
)
\Aµ(X)+1
)
∩Aµ(X)
= Z2 ∩Aµ(X) .
Lemma 5.11 tells us that Γ(
⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ), the code used to prove Theorem 5.5, can also be
constructed with the help of closed systems. Moreover, we obtain a characterization of
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the words in the greedy extension set with length not equal to µ(X) + 1.
Theorem 5.12. If X ∈ U(A) and U ⊆ S|A| with Xψ 6≤B (Γ(X))ω \ Aµ(X)+1 for all
ψ, ω ∈ U with ψ 6= ω, then
Γ
(⋃
ψ∈U X
ψ
)
\Aµ(X)+1 =
(⋃
ψ∈U (Γ(X))
ψ
)
\Aµ(X)+1 .
5.3 Multiplication
According to Lemma 1.8 and its analogon for suffix-free codes, the finite product of
fix-free codes is fix-free. In the following, we determine the frequency sequences of these
products. Their application to greedy extension sets results in a family of fix-free codes
whose frequency sequence entries are given by binomial coefficients multiplied with a
power of 2. Moreover, the 3/4-Conjecture is proven for non-increasing sequences.
Definition 5.13. For i, j ≥ 1 define the set of partitions of i into j summands by
P (i, j) :=
{
u ∈ Nj |
∑
k≤j uk = i
}
.
Lemma 5.14. If i ≥ 1, Xk ∈ P(A) for all k < j and Xj ⊆ A∗, then(∏
k≤j Xk
)
∩Ai =
⊔
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j(Xk ∩A
uk) .
Proof. For all i ≥ 1, the definition of the multiplication leads to(∏
k≤j Xk
)
∩Ai =
⋃
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j(Xk ∩A
uk) .
Assume, that the union is not disjoint. Then, there exist x(k), y(k) ∈ Xk for all k ≤ j,
such that
∏
k≤j x
(k) =
∏
k≤j y
(k) and there exists l < j minimal with |x(l)| 6= |y(l)|.
Then, we have
∏
l≤k≤j x
(k) =
∏
l≤k≤j y
(k) and |x(l)| 6= |y(l)| implies that either x(l) is a
proper prefix of y(l) or vice versa. This is a contradiction to Xl ∈ P(A) for l < j.
In the previous proof, the unique factorization of the words of
∏
k≤j Xk into words of Xk,
k ≤ j, must not be confused with the unique factorization within a code. The following
example of a code
∏
k≤j Xk that is even fix-free, shows that the code property of the
product is not sufficient for Lemma 5.14. We have X1 ·X2 = {00, 010, 0110} ∈ B({0, 1})
for X1 := {0, 01} and X2 := {0, 10}, but
{010} = ((X1 ∩ {0, 1}) · (X2 ∩ {0, 1}2)) ∩ ((X1 ∩ {0, 1}2) · (X2 ∩ {0, 1})) .
This example also shows that we cannot replace the prefix-free codes Xk, k < j, in
Lemma 5.14 by arbitrary codes.
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Corollary 5.15. If i ≥ 1, Xk ∈ P(A) for all k < j and Xj ⊆ A∗, then
αi
(∏
k≤j Xk
)
=
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j
αuk(Xk) .
Proof. We obtain
αi
(∏
k≤j Xk
)
5.14
=
∣∣∣⊔
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j(Xk ∩A
uk)
∣∣∣
=
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∣∣∣∏
k≤j(Xk ∩A
uk)
∣∣∣
=
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j αuk(Xk) .
Corollary 5.16. If Xk ∈ P(A) for all k < j and Xj ⊆ A∗, then
κ
(∏
k≤j Xk
)
=
∏
k≤j κ(Xk) .
Proof. It holds that
κ
(∏
k≤j Xk
)
=
∑
i≥1 αi
(∏
k≤j Xk
)
· |A|−i
5.15
=
∑
i≥1
(∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j αuk(Xk)
)
· |A|−i
=
∑
i≥1
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j(αuk(Xk) · |A|
−uk)
=
∏
k≤j
∑
l≥1 αl(Xk) · |A|
−l
=
∏
k≤j κ(Xk) ,
where we used the Cauchy Product Formula in the second to last step.
The corollaries 5.15 and 5.16 generalize Lemma 2 in Bodewig (2013). In order to prepare
the formulation of the interaction of greedy extension sets and products, we need the
following definition. In addition, we agree that for σ ∈ U1V1 and τ ∈ U2V2 with sets
U2 ⊆ U1 and V2 ⊆ V1, we write σ < τ and σ ≤ τ , if σ(v) < τ(v) or σ(v) ≤ τ(v) for all
v ∈ V2, respectively and we write σ = 0, if σ(v) = 0 for all v ∈ V1.
Definition 5.17. For i ≥ 1, Λ ∈ F(A)i, and D ∈ T(A)F(A) define
ΓD(Λ) :=
∏
j≤i
ΓD(Λj)(Λj)
and for µ < σ ∈ NL(A),
Γσ(Λ) :=
∏
j≤i
Γσ(Λj)(Λj)
with Γ(Λ) := Γσ(Λ), if σ(Λj) = µ(Λj) + 1 for all j ≤ i.
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Theorem 5.18. If i, j ≥ 1, Λ ∈ F(A)j, and D ∈ T(A)F(A), then ΓD(Λ) ∈ B(A),
αi(ΓD(Λ)) =
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j
|ΨukD(Λk)(Λk)|
and Γσ(Λ) ∈M(A) with δ(Γσ(Λ)) ≤
∑
k≤j σ(Λk) for all µ < σ ∈ NL(A).
Proof. Since the finite product of fix-free codes is fix-free and due to Theorem 3.17, we
have ΓD(Λ) ∈ B(A). Moreover, it holds that
αi(ΓD(Λ)) = αi
(∏
k≤j ΓD(Λk)(Λk)
)
5.15
=
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j αuk(ΓD(Λk)(Λk))
3.17
=
∑
u∈P (i,j)
∏
k≤j |Ψ
uk
D(Λk)
(Λk)| .
In addition, we have Γσ(Λ) ∈M(A) with δ(Γσ(Λ)) ≤
∑
k≤j σ(Λk) for all µ < σ ∈ NL(A)
by Theorem 1.24(2) and Theorem 3.17.
We have (Γ({01}))2 6= Γ({01}2), since for instance 05 ∈ Γ({01}2)\ (Γ({01}))2. However,
for all Λ ∈ L(A)i and D ∈ T(A)L(A), there exist X ∈ L(A) and Ω ∈ T(A) such that
ΓD(Λ) = ΓΩ(X). This does not imply that Theorem 5.18 is redundant in view of
Theorem 3.17, in Theorem 5.20 for instance, ΓD(Λ) will be constructed with the help of
well-known sets Λ ∈ L(A)i and D ∈ T(A)L(A) instead of Ω ∈ T(A) and X ∈ L(A) with
ΓΩ(X) = ΓD(Λ). We cannot formulate Theorem 5.18 as a generalization of Theorem
3.17 in all aspects. This is, because we have
{10k10l | k ≥ 0, l ∈ {1, 2}} ⊆ Γ({0}) · Γ({0, 00}) ,
such that 10i−410 ≤P 10i−4102 implies
(Γ({0}) · Γ({0, 00})) ∩Ai−1 ≤P (Γ({0}) · Γ({0, 00})) ∩Ai
for all i ≥ 4.
Lemma 5.19. If ∅ 6= X ∈ L(A), then∑
i≤|ι(X)|
ιi(X) =
∑
i≥1
i · αi(X) .
Proof. It holds that ∑
i≤|ι(X)|
ιi(X) =
∑
i≤µ(X)
i · |X ∩Ai| =
∑
i≥1
i · αi(X) .
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Theorem 5.20 (Bodewig (2013)). If 0 6= u ∈ (N0)j with j ≥ 1, then there exists
X ∈M({0, 1}) with δ(X) = ∑k≤j(k + 1) · uk and
αi(X) = 2
2λ(X)−δ(X) ·
(
i+ δ(X)− 2λ(X)− 1
δ(X)− λ(X)− 1
)
for all i ≥ λ(X) = ∑k≤j k · uk.
Proof. For 0 6= u ∈ (N0)j , there exists ∅ 6= Y ⊆ {0, 1}+ with µ(Y ) ≤ j and αk(Y ) = uk
for all k ≤ j. According to Corollary 4.11(2), for all l ≥ 0 there exists Xl ∈ U({0, 1}) with
αi(Γ(Xl)) = 2
l for all i ≥ l + 1 = λ(Γ(Xl)). We define X := Γ(Λ) with Λ ∈ F({0, 1})n
given by Λm = Xιm(Y )−1 for all m ≤ n :=
∑
k≤j uk. Then, Theorem 5.18 implies
X ∈M({0, 1}) and it holds that
λ(X) = λ
(∏
m≤n Γ(Λm)
)
=
∑
m≤n λ(Γ(Xιm(Y )−1)) =
∑
m≤n ιm(Y )
5.19
=
∑
k≤j k · uk
and
δ(X) = δ
(∏
m≤n Γ(Λm)
)
1.24(2)
=
∑
m≤n δ(Γ(Xιm(Y )−1))
4.8=
∑
m≤n(ιm(Y ) + 1)
5.19=
∑
k≤j(k + 1) · uk .
Moreover, we obtain
αi(X)
5.15
=
∑
v∈P (i,n)
∏
m≤n αvm(Γ(Λm))
=
∑
ι(Y )≤v∈P (i,n)
∏
m≤n 2
ιm(Y )−1
= 2
∑
m≤n(ιm(Y )−1) · |{v ∈ P (i, n) | vm > ιm(Y )− 1 ∀m ≤ n}|
= 2
∑
m≤n(ιm(Y )−1) ·
∣∣∣P(i−∑
m≤n(ιm(Y )− 1), n
)∣∣∣
= 2
∑
m≤n(ιm(Y )−1) ·
(
i−∑m≤n(ιm(Y )− 1)− 1∑
k≤j uk − 1
)
= 22λ(X)−δ(X) ·
(
i+ δ(X)− 2λ(X)− 1
δ(X)− λ(X)− 1
)
,
because by Satz 8.2 in Flachsmeyer (1969) we have |P (i, j)| = (i−1j−1) for all i, j ≥ 1.
The statement Corollary 5.21(1) would be an improvement of Theorem II.4 in Kukorelly
and Zeger (2005) and Theorem 1.36(2), if αµ(α) could be chosen arbitrarily.
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Corollary 5.21 (Bodewig (2013)). There exist X,Y, Z ∈M({0, 1}) with the following
properties.
1. If j ≥ 1, then δ(X) = j + 1 and αi(X) = 2j−1 for all i ≥ j = λ(X).
2. If j ≥ 1, then δ(Y ) = j + 3 and αi(Y ) = (i− j) · 2j−1 for all i ≥ j + 1 = λ(Y ).
3. With δ(Z) = 4 and αi(Z) = i− 1 for all i ≥ 1.
Proof. 1. Choose uj := 1 6= 0 =: uk for all k < j in Theorem 5.20.
2. Choose u1 := uj := 1 6= 0 =: uk for all 2 ≤ k < j in Theorem 5.20.
3. Choose j := 1 and u1 := 2 in Theorem 5.20.
Although the frequency sequences of the codes in Theorem 5.20 are non-decreasing, this
does not imply that the frequency sequences of the subsets with Kraftsum lower or equal
to 3/4 are non-decreasing, as it happens to be the case in Corollary 5.21. Moreover, we
can prove the 3/4-Conjecture for non-increasing sequences.
Corollary 5.22 (Bodewig (2013)). If κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and αi ≥ αj for all 1 ≤ λ(α) ≤ i ≤ j,
then Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
Proof. By Theorem 1.37, we can consider αλ(α) ≤ 2λ(α)−1 without loss of generality and
therefore the statement follows from Corollary 5.21(1).
Corollary 5.23. If Bβ(A) 6= ∅ and αi = |A|j · βi−j for all i ≥ λ(α) > j ≥ 1, then
Bα(A) 6= ∅ and κ(α) = κ(β).
Proof. Let β := α(Y ) with Y ∈ B(A) and α := α(X) with X := Aj · Y ∈ B(A). Then,
we have
αi
5.15
=
∑
k<i
αk(A
j) · βi−k
and therefore, we obtain αi = |A|j · βi−j for all i ≥ j + 1 and αi = 0 for all i ≤ j.
Moreover, we have
κ(α) = κ(X)
5.16
= κ(Aj) · κ(Y ) = κ(Y ) = κ(β) .
Corollary 5.24. If Bβ({0, 1}) 6= ∅ and αi =
∑
j<i βj for all i ≥ 1, then Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅
and κ(α) = κ(β).
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Proof. By Theorem 4.8, we have αk(Γ({0})) = 1 for all k ≥ 1. Then, Theorem 3.17
and the closedness of the fix-free property under multiplication for Y ∈ B({0, 1}) imply
X := Y · Γ({0}) ∈ B({0, 1}), such that β := α(Y ) and α := α(X) yields
αi
5.15
=
∑
j<i
βj · αi−j(Γ({0})) =
∑
j<i
βj
for all i ≥ 1. Moreover, we have
κ(α) = κ(X)
5.16
= κ(Y ) · κ(Γ({0})) 3.18(2)= κ(Y ) = κ(β) .
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Figure 5.2: The product of the code from Figure 1.3 and Γ({0}).
5.4 Division
In order to prove Bα(A) 6= ∅ for all sequences α in a given set U , the previous section
motivates to find X ∈ B(A) and Ω ⊆ B(A) with α(X ·Y ) ∈ U for all Y ∈ Ω. However, it
depends on the choice of Ω, whether for all α ∈ U there exists Y ∈ Ω with α(X ·Y ) = α.
For instance, consider X := Γ({0}) with αl(Γ({0})) = 1 for all l ≥ 1 and U the set of
all sequences α with κ(α) ≤ 3/4 for which there exists k ≥ 2 with αλ(α) = αi ≤ αk = αj
for all 1 ≤ λ(α) ≤ i < k ≤ j. Then by Corollary 5.24, for all
Y ∈ Ω1 := {{0, 1}k ∈ U({0, 1}) | k ≥ 1} ,
it holds that α(Γ({0}) · Y ) ∈ U . However, we also have α(Γ({0}) · Y ) 6= β ∈ U for all
Y ∈ Ω1, where β with κ(β) = 3/4 is given by λ(β) = 2 and β2 = 1 < 2 = βj for all j ≥ 3.
Therefore, it is necessary to find Ω1 6= Ω2 ⊆ B({0, 1}) such that for all α ∈ U there exists
Y ∈ Ω2 with α(Γ({0}) · Y ) = α. In this section, we present a strategy to determine a
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suitable set Ω via multiplication with inverses and Corollary 5.28(1) provides a solution
of the example that we have just discussed.
In regard of the multiplication with inverses, let u ∈ N0N0 with u0 6= 0. By Theorem
1 in Niven (1969), where the field of complex numbers can be replaced by an arbitrary
field, there exists a unique rational sequence v with(∑
i≥0 vix
i
)
·
(∑
i≥0 uix
i
)
:=
∑
i≥0
(∑
0≤j≤i vj · ui−j
)
· xi = 1 .
Since αλ(X)(X) > 0, β(X) is well-defined in the following definition for all ∅ 6= X ⊆ A∗.
In regard of power series, x denotes a variable instead of a word over some alphabet.
Definition 5.25. For ∅ 6= X ⊆ A∗ and the rational sequence v with(∑
i≥0 vix
i
)
·
(∑
i≥0 αi+λ(X)(X) · x
i
)
= 1
put β(X) := v and βi(X) := (β(X))i for all i ≥ 1.
By inverted multiplication with the fix-free code X, we can determine an alternative
sequence for which it suffices to prove the existence of a fix-free code instead for a given
sequence.
Theorem 5.26. If ∅ 6= X ∈ B(A) and α, β ∈ N0N with λ(α) > λ(X), βi := 0 for all
i < λ(α)− λ(X) and
βi :=
∑
0≤j≤i+λ(X)−λ(α)
βj(X) · αi+λ(X)−j
for all i ≥ λ(α) − λ(X), then λ(β) = λ(α) − λ(X), κ(β) = κ(α)/κ(X) and Bβ(A) 6= ∅
implies Bα(A) 6= ∅.
Proof. Assume that λ(β) 6= λ(α)− λ(X). Then, βi = 0 for all i < λ(α)− λ(X) implies
λ(β) > λ(α)− λ(X) and therefore,
0 = βλ(α)−λ(X) =
∑
0≤j≤(λ(α)−λ(X))+λ(X)−λ(α)
βj(X) · α(λ(α)−λ(X))+λ(X)−j = β0(X) · αλ(α) .
Due to αλ(α) > 0, we conclude β0(X) = 0, which leads to the contradiction(∑
i≥0 βi(X) · x
i
)
·
(∑
i≥0 αi+λ(X)(X) · x
i
)
=
(∑
i≥1 βi(X) · x
i
)
·
(∑
i≥0 αi+λ(X)(X) · x
i
)
=
∑
i≥1
(∑
j≤i βj(X) · αi+λ(X)−j(X)
)
· xi
6= 1 ,
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such that we conclude λ(β) = λ(α)− λ(X). Moreover, it holds that(∑
i≥λ(X) αi(X) · x
i
)
· x−λ(X) =
∑
i≥λ(X) αi(X) · x
i−λ(X) =
∑
i≥0 αi+λ(X)(X) · x
i .
Therefore, we obtain∑
i≥λ(α) αi · x
i
=
(∑
i≥λ(α) αi · x
i
)
·
(∑
i≥0 βi(X) · x
i
)
·
(∑
i≥0 αi+λ(X)(X) · x
i
)
=
(∑
i≥λ(α)
(∑
0≤j≤i−λ(α) βj(X) · αi−j
)
· xi
)
·
(∑
i≥λ(X) αi(X) · x
i
)
· x−λ(X)
=
(∑
i≥λ(α)
(∑
0≤j≤i−λ(α) βj(X) · αi−j
)
· xi−λ(X)
)
·
(∑
i≥λ(X) αi(X) · x
i
)
=
(∑
i≥λ(α)−λ(X)
(∑
0≤j≤i+λ(X)−λ(α) βj(X)αi+λ(X)−j
)
· xi
)
·
(∑
i≥λ(X) αi(X) · x
i
)
=
(∑
i≥λ(α)−λ(X) βi · x
i
)
·
(∑
i≥λ(X) αi(X) · x
i
)
=
∑
i≥λ(α)
(∑
j<i
βj · αi−j(X)
)
· xi ,
such that αi =
∑
j<i βj · αi−j(X) for all i ≥ λ(α). This implies
κ(α) =
∑
i≥1
(∑
j<i
βj · αi−j(X)
)
· |A|−i
=
∑
i≥1
∑
j<i
(βj · |A|−j · αi−j(X) · |A|−(i−j))
=
(∑
i≥1 βi · |A|
−i
)
·
(∑
i≥1 αi(X) · |A|
−i
)
= κ(β) · κ(X) ,
where we used the Cauchy Product Formula in the second to last step. Moreover, for
Y ∈ Bβ(A) we have
αi =
∑
j<i
βj · αi−j(X) =
∑
j<i
αj(Y ) · αi−j(X) 5.15= αi(X · Y )
for all i ≥ λ(α). Due to λ(X · Y ) = λ(X) + λ(β) = λ(α) and by the closedness of the
fix-free property under multiplication, we obtain X · Y ∈ Bα(A).
Corollary 5.27. If α, β ∈ N0N with βi = αi+1 − αi for all i ≥ λ(β) = λ(α) − 1 > 0,
then κ(β) = κ(α) and Bβ({0, 1}) 6= ∅ implies Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
Proof. By Theorem 4.8, we have αk(Γ({0})) = 1 for all k ≥ 1. In addition, Corollary
3.18(2) implies κ(X) = λ(X) = 1 for X := Γ({0}) and
(1− x) ·
(∑
i≥0 αi+λ(X)(X) · x
i
)
= (1− x) ·
(∑
i≥0 x
i
)
= 1
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yields β0(X) = 1, β1(X) = −1 and βj(X) = 0 for all j ≥ 2. This leads to∑
0≤j≤i+λ(X)−λ(α)
βj(X) · αi+λ(X)−j = β0(X) · αi+λ(X) + β1(X) · αi+λ(X)−1
= β0(X) · αi+1 + β1(X) · αi
= αi+1 − αi
= βi
for all i ≥ λ(α) − λ(X), since αi+λ(X)−1 = 0 for i = λ(α) − λ(X) and the statement
follows from Theorem 5.26.
The previous statement is the counterpart of Corollary 5.24. Such a counterpart for
Corollary 5.23 does only work for a very special choice of α, since β0(A
j) = |A|−j is not
an integer for j ≥ 1.
The frequency sequence α of the code in Figure 5.2 satisfies the constraints in Corol-
lary 5.28(2) and the proof of the following statement illustrates that in order to show
Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅, it suffices to prove the same for the frequency sequence of the code
in Figure 1.3. Moreover, Corollary 5.28(3) improves Theorem 1.37 for non-decreasing
sequences.
Corollary 5.28 (Bodewig (2013)). Let κ(α) ≤ 3/4. Any of the following cases implies
Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
1. There exists k ≥ 2 with αλ(α) = αi ≤ αk = αj for all 1 ≤ λ(α) ≤ i < k ≤ j.
2. There exists u ∈ Nk with u1 = λ(α), ui+1 ≥ 2ui − 1 for all i ≤ k − 1 and
αui = αj < αui+1
for all ui ≤ j < ui+1 with i ≤ k − 1.
3. It holds that αi ≤ αj for 1 ≤ λ(α) ≤ i ≤ j and
αλ(α) + αλ(α)+1 ≥ 2λ(α)−1 .
4. It holds that αλ(α) ≥ 2λ(α)−2 and αi ≤ αj for λ(α) ≤ i ≤ j.
5. It holds that α2 6= 0 and αi ≤ αj for 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
Proof. If we have λ(α) = 1, then Theorem 1.37 implies Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅. Therefore, in
the following cases assume λ(α) > 1 without loss of generality and define β ∈ N0N by
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βi = αi+1 − αi for all i ≥ λ(β) = λ(α) − 1 > 0. Then, by Corollary 5.27 it holds that
κ(β) = κ(α) ≤ 3/4 and for Bα({0, 1}) 6= ∅ it suffices to prove Bβ({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
1. We have βl = 0 for all l 6∈ {λ(α)−1, k−1} =: U . Therefore, Bβ({0, 1}) 6= ∅ follows
from U({0, 1}) ⊆ B({0, 1}), if |U | = 1 and from Theorem 1.33, if |U | = 2.
2. It holds that ui ≥ u1 = λ(α) > 1, βl = 0 for all l 6∈ {ui − 1 | i ≤ k}, βui−1 > 0 and
2 · (ui − 1) = 2ui − 2 ≤ ui+1 − 1 for all i ≤ k. Therefore, Theorem 1.38 implies
Bβ({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
3. Due to αi ≤ αj for λ(α) ≤ i ≤ j, it holds that βi ≥ 0 for all i ≥ λ(α)− 1 = λ(β).
Moreover, we have
2βλ(β) + βλ(β)+1 = 2 · (αλ(β)+1 − αλ(β)) + (αλ(β)+2 − αλ(β)+1)
= αλ(α) + αλ(α)+1
≥ 2λ(α)−1
= 2λ(β) ,
such that the generalization of Theorem 1.37 to infinite sequences by Theorem
1.41 implies Bβ({0, 1}) 6= ∅.
4. Since α is non-decreasing, the condition αλ(α) ≥ 2λ(α)−2 implies
αλ(α) + αλ(α)+1 ≥ 2λ(α)−1 .
5. Due to λ(α) > 1, we have λ(α) = 2 and αλ(α) ≥ 1 = 2λ(α)−2.
Conclusion
The greedy extension concept introduced in this thesis contributes to the construction
of thin maximal fix-free codes, hence also to the 3/4-Conjecture and provides codes with
desirable properties regarding Kraftsum domination.
The objectives of data compression combined with the advantages of fix-free codes,
create a demand for fix-free codes with short words. As theorems 4.7 and 4.20 illustrate,
this requirement is met by any greedy extension set ΓΩ(X) based on a fixed length code
X, if Ω allows the choice of arbitrary codewords. This motivates the new Conjecture
4.23 and more importantly, the examination of greedy extension sets in relation to X
and Ω. In the far more general context of a finite set X and an arbitrary sequence Ω of
fixed length codes, the calculation of ΓΩ(X) in Theorem 3.17 solves the latter problem.
As the main result of the thesis, Theorem 3.17 also allows simplifications for the above
mentioned special choice of X and Ω. By Theorem 4.4, the calculation can be reduced
to the determination of chains in X in this case. This initiates the construction of thin
maximal fix-free codes with known frequency sequence and their number can be enlarged
by using the operations illustrated in Chapter 5. In contrast to the previous existence
statements in Section 1.2, theorems 4.8, 5.5 and 5.20 introduce the maximal Kraftsum
bound 1 and provide the construction of additional fix-free codes by thinning out these
maximal fix-free codes.
Apart from the construction of fix-free codes, the 3/4-Conjecture is supported by suf-
ficient criteria using extendability in Proposition 2.9 and shiftability in Theorem 2.15.
Beside the fix-free codes with maximal length 2 in the proof of Theorem 2.15, greedy
extension sets are also promising starting points for shifts according to Theorem 4.20.
On the one hand, the sufficient conditions hold for several special cases, for instance
Theorem 2.18 ensures a successful shift for fix-free codes with Kraftsum at most 2/3.
On the other hand, the strong dependence of the bifix-shadow on the respective level
raises difficulties. As an example, the bifix-shadow is maximized in Theorem 2.5 even
for fixed-length codes with a Kraftsum arbitrarily close to 1/2. If the number of words
forbidden by these codes is not expected to increase significantly on the next level, this
motivates to conjecture s = 1 in Proposition 2.4. As a further method to determine the
existence of a fix-free code for a given sequence, Theorem 5.26 calculates an alternative
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sequence, for which the existence problem can be solved instead. The theorem allows
further choices of X beside the one in Corollary 5.27 and also the inclusion of other
frequency sequences from Section 1.2 than used in Corollary 5.28.
The theory of greedy extension sets introduced in this thesis allows further research.
Theorem 4.20 motivates to determine the set of probability vectors for which there does
not only exist an optimal fix-free code that is dominant, but also Kraftsum dominant.
In regard of Theorem 3.17 it would be interesting to find further choices of Ω such that
ΓΩ(X) is maximal and thin, if X is finite and fix-free. It seems promising to extend
the statements in sections 4.1, 4.3, 5.1, and 5.2 to Γi(X) with i > µ(X) and a finite
fix-free code X. In particular, this involves both leaving out sequences analogously to
Lemma 4.1 and the definition of chains, without restriction to fixed length codes. While
Corollary 3.21 reflects the chain structure of greedy extension sets based on fixed length
codes, its generalization Proposition 3.20 might serve as a basis for the latter definition.
This could lead to a formula for the maximal length in the fashion of Theorem 4.4 also
for the more general case.
Both the original and weakened 3/4-Conjecture remain open. Since several fix-free codes
are contained in the same maximal fix-free code, it is an interesting question, which set
of maximal fix-free codes would suffice to prove the 3/4-Conjecture by building subsets
of these. In this regard, it would be beneficial to determine, how internal transformation
affects the frequency sequence. For the construction of a counter-example for the 3/4-
Conjecture, Proposition 2.17 motivates the following strategy. Find a sequence with the
property that all fitting fix-free codes must be the result of a shift as in Proposition
2.17 and then show that the conditions for a successful shift in Proposition 2.17 are not
satisfied. Due to the behavior of σ, the most promising case is κ(X) = 3/4 = 3κ(Y ).
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